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Welcoming Address: Roy A. Young, Vice President
for Research and Graduate Studies,
Oregon State University

It is a pleasure to welcome you on
behalf of Oregon State Vniversity to the
Third Technical Conference on Estuaries of
the Pacific Northwest,

Dr. Slotta and others planning the con-
ference have arranged a varied program that
includes a list of timely topics dealing
with estuarine problems and opportunities.

We are pleased at Oregon State Vnivers-
ity to be a part of the rather broad, but
probably not yet sufficiently intensive,
program of research and management of
estuaries that will be discussed here
today and tomorrow.

We are in a period when questions
seem to arise more rapidly than answers
can be developed, yet a period when the
avai labi li ty of new information exceeds
the availabi ity of funds and legislation
for inrplementation of research or manage-
ment programs.

This is a period when the use of the
terms "coastal zone management" and
"land use pianning" give comfort to con-
servationists and bring fear to developers,
a time when those attempting to manage and
plan for the protecti on and iraprovement of
our coastal resources find public under-
standing and fiscal resources lacking or
inadequate.

This is also a time when the Federal
government may decide to withdraw support
of programs in states with the justifica-
tion that such programs are now handled
more appropriately under state jurisdic-
t ion w i th funds provi ded through revenue
sharing. It is also a time when one
finds a deficit in revenue when one com-
pares the sum of the reductions «ith the
total available through revenue sharing.

Along the I ine of this last subject, I
should like to comment briefly about trend»
in avai Iah> I i ty of Federal research support .

As I an sure most oF you know, training
support of most tl pcs is on the wav ou't For



at least two reasons:  I! a belief that
there is now an oversupply of trained man-
power in most fields, and �! a philosophy
that questions the propriety of providing
graduate students with a stipend and research
support to assist them to quali fy themselves
to earn a better salary.

Those who support the latter philosophy
apparently do not wish to consider two
iraportant points;  I! that most graduate
students forego many thousands of dollars
of income during their period af graduate
study, and �! that graduate training
enables students to make a much greater
contribution to society than would be
p os s ib 1 e w i th unde rgraduat e cdu c at i on
alone.

Whatever the reasons, NSF and NASA
traineeships have been terminated. NIII
training grants will, for the most part,
be phased out over the next three years
and L'PA training grants are being reduced
in number and weakened significantly by
the elimination of stipends. Tuition,
fees, a modest expense allowance, and a
limited amount of dollars, possibly 20
percent of what is needed for stipends,
will be provided in Fiscal Year 1974 by
EPA,

On the encouraging side, it is expected
that increased funds «ill lie avai 1 able for
has i c project research through NSI: and
that funds available th rough the RANN
Program will be up about $7 million,

These increases are I ittle more than
cost-of-li ving increases but they are far
better than reductions such as have occurred
in most agencies. There are also indica-
tions of suhstantial increases in support
through legislation such as the kennedy
Bi 1 1.

There are many question~ about the poli-
cies and philosophy of the present admini-
stration and the desi ro of Congress and
their impact on budgets that probably will
not be answered clearly for several months.

It is obvious, however, that there will
be increased emphasis on supporting research
re 1 at ed to s o1uti on o f national prob I ems.
So hopefully there will at least bc a con-
tinuation of support at current levels to
enable those of you concerned «i th estuarine
problems to pursue your interests.

May I extend wishes to you for a stimu-
lating and enjoyable conference.



Overview of Commercial Aquaculture in Oregon
John R, Donaldson, Associate professor

Department of Fisheries and Wildlife
0 reqon Std te Un i vers i ty, Car va1 1 i s

What is all the fuss and excitement about?
There is absolutely nothing new about the
idea of farming water. It is at least sev-
eral thousand years old. The Chinese raised
carp and the Romans fattened oysters before
Chri st was born. Many people of the world
today depend on water cultured stocks for
their protein as they have for centuries.
The art of fish farming or aquaculture, to
use the more erudite title, is well estab-
lished for things such as carp, oysters,
trout, shrimp and numerous other species
less wel I known to us here in the North-
west such as the 25 million metric tons of
yellowtail produced each year in Japan.

Science has bolstered the artisans of
aquat i c husbandry in th is cen tury with
the resultant that more and better pounds
can now come from a given unit of water.
Often the water, both qualitatively and
quan.� tat-"'e'ly, corn-s from and is used
in areas that only a half-score years ago
would not have been considered. By far
the greatest portion of these advancements
in the areas of nutrition, disease, genet-
ics, and faciliti es have come from federal,
state and academic institutions, Other
advancements in the basics of aquaculture
have come from the commercial sector.
Their contributions have come in effici-
ency of operations aimed at cost cutting.

ln the Pacific Northwest, and especially
Oregon, commercial aquaculture means only
two groups of animals, trout and oysters.
Trout farms in Oregon number only twenty-
six. Most of these are small family affairs
that operate "you-catch-um" ponds or sell
fish for stocking farm ponds. The economic
impact of this industry is minuscule.
Oyster rearing in Oregon presently repre-
sents our only real effort in aquaculture.
However, according to a recent report on
oysters by Breese and Wick  I972! Orego~
production falls behind that of Washington
and Ca I i f orni a

A new opportuni ty for harvest ing products
from sea water is the semi-culturing of chum
salmon now possible under a permit system
i n Oregon. Th o biological and 1 ega i det a i 1 s
of the new venture wi I I no doubt be di scusse,l



by later speakers rn<iay, so 1 wi 11 orrly men-
t ion i t briefly. Four permi ts have been
gi ven thus far by thc Fisl; Commt ssion of
Oregon. One of the~e operators has a sub-
stantial start whi le the others ar'e getting
underway with a token stock of .some 10,000
eggs this year. 1 f the chum respond to
this form of husi>andrv, and the scientific
leaders on the OSU staff working at Netarts
Bay say there is real hope, it could mean
a new natural resource based industry for
Oregon with a species that was on its way
to extinction.

When you add it all up, however, there
is not much in the way of aquaculture in
Oregon to overview, Although there are no
figures available to represent the value
of this industry in total, it is safe to
say that it is orders of magnitude less
than the dollars generated by corrrmercial
fishing and processing. hiust aquaculture
remain at this low level'? Are there no
opportuni ties for expans ion 1 What are
the poss i b i li ti es f or f uture exp ans i on".
The collective answer to these questions
is an affirmative, yes, there is a hig
future.

Irr order to explai n my optimism let
rac describe for you a scheme that 1 per-
sonally have great. taith in becoming a
real i ty. What is to 1 ol low ts a "what
i f" game with the "it" almost entirely
r< moved. This wi 1 1 b' a story of how
to become a fish farmer in Oregon.

I'o become a fish frirmer you obviously
are going to need water, land, some kind
of fish and possi',>ly food, Your fi rst
decrsion i» what fish.

1f vou choose oys crs th» scenario is
well writtr n. You d<> it either on the
hot tora of' bays or floating frora rafts.
Brecse and Kick �9".2>' cover the ba. i cs.
Whet!rer you sirik or 1'lo;it you riced a piece
of in-i>ay real est,rte. if you c:in locate

sui table si tc, that i s not,> 1 ready taken,
i t is <iui tc poss ible that i t cari he icas<.d
from the state through the Fish Commi ssi on.
dace ertabl ished you loin the "oyster seed
game" which has r>lag>ucd Xorthi>est oyster
cult»ri sts from the hagi ming. lloi'ever,
as,r result of researcii, . uch as tlr;<t
heing done at thc ',!RIJ htarirrc Rci ence 1:enter,
th< cori>]>tete dnr,esti crt iori ot thc oyster is
now pons to le. 'Oystc r fact<>ri c s" wiiere
spawnr>>i and set ti>ig .<rc . nnt rot lcd arc
herng r>ur it and air>i labl 'l t< of good seed
w i 1 I be as. err'ed, <tol <.' p<'op 1 e ivi 1 1 no doubt
r>egin t<> oyster farrr. Clams are also
farmable tc a 'eg roe and await irrvestnient
in energy and i dea". htussels, l>ecause of

their productivity, would bc easy to rear,
however, marketing is the hurdle wi th them

Orat i f you choose crustaceans'? 11ere
the art is less precise, especially in the
pac't fic Northwest. The problem common 'to
all crustaceans is that tiiey practice
intra-specific; aggression and when crowded
under artifi cia 1 situations, it becomes
particularly devastating. The Oregon
species most likely to succeed under raan's
thumb is the crayfish, Research at OSU,
under Sea Orant sirpport, has i>cgirn to
unravel the technology leading to cray-
fish husbandry, A signficant finding is
that they do well in warm brackish wat,er.
Lobsters would probably bc next as thc're
is a developed technology on the East
coast and their raatket value is especially
titillating. Crabs and shrimp have prob-
lems associated w'i th their I i fe styles,
but effort and imagination will see to
their domestication in time,

What about the fi ches w i t.h fins 1 1 lere
1'm afrai d, 1>ecause of being born a salmonid
biologist, my prejudices will show. There
are other fishes to culture such as flat-
fishes and possibly a variety of sea-type
perch, but the state of the art plus the
economi cs keep them back on the shelf.
With salmon and trout the story i» di t-
fererrt. There is a vast technology and
the cconomi cs are right.

If you choose chirm salmon your l>rob-
lcms wi th water, land and f'oocl are easy
as the eggs and voung fry pri or to mi-
gratingg to sea take little water and si>ace
and no food is required. The sea does all
the work and covers all the costs. lt is
almost like something for nothing and it
takes no fish husbandry experi cncc. 1!ow-
ever, you are occupied only a small por-
tion of the year and thus it i s highly
seasonal hfost operators must have another
job at least until many thousand chums be-
gin to return. To say the least, the pri-
vate chum salmon hatchery per>>ri t has stia<-
ulated considerable interest among coastal
residents who have access to a stream
di rect to the ocean. liowevet, the results
of hearings rn the Oregon Legislature on
RB 91>, whiclr proposes u $100,000 surety
1>ond on chum salmon hatcheries, wi 1 1 influen-
cecc this ardor. Again 1 leave thc dr.tai ls
for fo! lowing prese:>tati ons by Al llrrmi>son
and Bill htcgei l.

t!J>at i f you <vent to rear salmon and
trout in captivity for the raarkct". The
prob lems as stated before, arc land, water,
brood stock and food. You need a fr<.sh-
water hatchery where eggs are incubat<.d



and the young fed to rnirket si ze. Better
yct ii to feed them in freshwater unti i
they arc I>h> siologi col lv ready to go into
salt>'ater, then t raris fur them for tlic final
rear i <ig. Saltwater re.<ring has thc advan-
tage ot i li ghtly better growth and rciults
in a qo.il i ty ot' fiih far better than thoie
r<. ared in fresh>>uter. Thei r market ih<. I f
1 i I e i i .> lio i i gni f ic;<ntly 1 on ger.

I'1>C t yl>ei O t rrsiri r>g fr<C i I i l i Ci «i Cd are
<l<r: to i';<ri al>l c. 'll« t r'ciIiw;>ter pl;>nt needs
>'<' J 1' � a I'O;<lid watc r O I reaicliab le qual i t y .
Oopi oui arcoiints et gi'avitv-flow' water arc
p raut i ca 1 l< out at tlie ques t.i. on. These
ii tea have long hccn taken up. Ilowcver,
wi th thc development, ir> rCccrit years, of
the tcchnolog>' to rccycl <. v at or wr thin a
hate tery there ii no longer the dependence
of:i . ourcc of water with high quantity
and qu;ility. Needing only tcn percent of
your total volume as make-up water, a
major I aci li ty can bc bui lt around one
cubi c foot per second of '<tater

Saltwater rearing can be done two ways.
Floating p<.ns can be ratted in bays and
cituaries»id the tides uied to circulate
wate r thr<n>gh the enclosures. <Iaj or
f ac i I it ici are he ing built in I'uget Sound
to rear ni llioni of pounds of pan-ii zc
fish for market yearly. I'his approach i s
trot possit>le in OregOn as i t i s v icwed 'oy
o<ir regulatory agencies as a pollution
riik in our hays. I f ynu want to use
saltw,it«r in Oregon vou must get up on
l<>r>d and purrd> thc water into ponds. Tire
land l>used Operat i On ii twi cc as coit ly
to construct. Ilowevcr, f<.asihi I i tv studi ei
have showri that due to di ffcrences in main-
tcriance, rcplacemerit and opc rat i orl coits,
the ponds are actual I>' cheaper over time.
'I'hc higher ri sk factor in open-bay rearing
v e r's <is p 0 ri <Li I s d I s o >' e co gn I z « I .

Ail species of salmonids can be reared
in saltwater to market size in a year' s
t ime, however, fal I chinook, coho and
rainbow trout are recognized as the most
suitable, Once nutrition and disease prob-
lemss are reduced, chum salmon wi 1 1 be on
the list. Presently the only source of
salmon eggs is by purchase from the State
agencies, if they have surpluses, Since
there may not always be surpluses avai I-
able a commercial operator should have
his own brood stock. SB 26S is presently
before the Oregon Legislature and if
passed will add chinook and coho to the
chum salmon hatchery permit, A fish
farmer ~ould liberate migrants to go to
sea and then manage the rctorn» to alloiv
him to take surplus eggs for hi.i contained
rr ar ing. Another real possibility for. a

source of eggs is to rear your own salmon
in captivity to maturity as you do with the
trout, This technology is progressing
rapidly under the direction of the National
htarine Fi sheries Service in Puget Sound.

Kith land, water and a stock of fish
arrarrgcd for, there remains the considerable
prob lem of food. Fish food manufacturers
pre >are several types of feed that up until
rcccn t I> were read i I y avail ah l e. However,
the recent ha! t in Peruvian fish meal expor-
tatioii has put the fish food business into
crisis conditions. As availabi lity has
dwii>died prices have ri sen. Therefore, in
order to proceed wi tli a major rearing pro-
gram the wise farmer must consider produc-
:ng Iiii own food, This is not a simple
task. First a .iource of fish, either whole
or scrap, must be obtained, then a facility
designed and operated to reduce the price
of food which is the major portion of pro-
duct i on costs. This not only raust, but can
be done, Kithout question, food represents
thc difference between profit and loss in
commerci al salmon culture.

In order to insure quality of thc pro-
duct to the market an operat.ion should have
i ts own processing faci lity. Fish products,
especially in the fresh state, have not
always been treated well in order to insure
qual i ty. B f.limning a product from har-
ves t through t o consumpt ion, an operator
can keep con tro1 o f qua I i ty . The food
production and the processing of the pro-
ducts can share a common faci lity.

All the foregoing discussion, as to
how to get into fish farming with salmonids,
has assumed that you just go out and do it;
not so. There are a myriad of permits
needed. The following list of permits with
comments added will a I low the prospective
lish farmer to see «hat is needed to get
into business.

L! Private Game Fi sh Hatchery I.icense:

This is by far the easiest and
cheapest  $5! of the permits. A
letter to the Oregon  'arne Commission
is all that is needed. The permit.
allows you to commercially raise
game fish, which includes all the
trout and the five species of salmon
until they are fifteen inches in
length.

>!  >>urn Salmon t atchery Vc rmi t

'I'hi i pcrmi t al lo>.i you to i i>c,r-
I>at C:md r Cleaar t O .1 i t r C.i<n,



grant chum salman which on their
return to your faci lit.ies as adults
you can harvest commercially. An
app I i c at i on, along w i th $ I00, is
submitted to the Fish Commission
of Oregon. Fallowing a close
review, the applicant is given a
hearing before the Commission.
They are very careful about the
awarding of these permits, An
applicant can expect it to take
three months or more even under
the most ideal situations,

T! Water Right:

In order to take water from a
natural stream a permit must be
secured from the State Engineer.
A fee of $33 along with details of
where and how much must be supplied,
Three to six months are required to
obtain a permit providing water is
available.

4! Waste Wia ter Discharge Permit:

5! Construction I'ermit for Navigable
Waters:

one, but also time
Corps o f Eng i neers
t for any construc-
ake place in navi-
pump inta! e or

ould require such
ast three months are

Another free
cons umin g. The
requi res a permi
tion that wil I t
gable waters. A
outflow system w
a pc rmi t. At I e
needed.

6! Loca! Zoning and Building
Considerations:

State-wide plan~ing efforts have
brought zoning restrictions to most
areas. This is especi ally true of
estuaries. Coordinati on «'i th local
oning i» essential in order to get

Although this permit is free,
it is by far the most complex and
difficult to obtain. The Department
of Environmental equality has set very
strict standards with regard ro the
effluent fro- a fish hiatcherv. Tery
careful producti on schedules must be
worked out showing pounds of fish,
food to be fed, and water volumes.
Treatment foci I i ties must b<.' designed
to meet the !tandards. Six months
at least are needed to accomplish
this chore and with ever more involve-
ment h> the feileral rnvironmental
Protect i on Agency, onc can expect
thi s Iic rmi t to take up to one year,

approval to proceed. Codes for
building and sanitation are becoming
more stringent and attenti on must
be paid to these details. They also
take time.

If you have made it through the organi-
zational morass, and of course, have secured
the necessary financing, you are ready to
operate a truly integrated fish farn,
Rather involved feasibil ity studies have
shown that a complete system operated at a
level of several million pouniLs being
marketed annually is the best way to pro-
ceed. If you include mollusk and crusta-
cean culture you are then truly an aqua-
culturist. Obviously it is not for the
casually interested person or the faint af
heart.

A diversi fi ed production program that
encompasses the entire process, for each
species to be reared, is ari exciting new
concept for a natural resource based indus-
try in Oregon. It also can be made compat-
bile with the prosent-day rash of environ-
mental concerns. Yet there are ohjectors
in the form of other user groups, 1'he
commercial fishermen fear conilietiti on in
the market place whil» thc sports fisher-
men view it as another dollar-oriented

on what they teel are their exrlu-
si re fish. I.f SB Z6S passes, more fish
wi ll bc put irito public waters for all to
catch, and at no cost to the ~tate. 'I'hc
sportsmen st i 1 I do not see the obvious
advantages to resource enhancement that
this will provide. The commerci al fi sher-
men are quick to see this fact.

Several of our estuaries are suited to
thi s type of development. Those of us
who have studieil the hays and the life
in them for so long, must now realize it
is time to get involved with actual pro-
duction. The need is not for more
research to develop technology, we know
enough now to start. The problems are
legal and social. Wc, and I mean acade-
mi cians, have not done our homework with
the state and federal agencies that con-
trol the environment and the user groups
such as commercial and sports fi shermen.
They, for the most part, are unaware
and suspi cious as to what aquaculture
is all about. The private and public
lending institutions, that are needed
to provide the large amounts of capital
to do the job right, must be educated
as to what can and can't be dane.

lf aquaculture in Oregon is to live
at all, it is in these areas that support

IO



is needed. We are not free of physical
and biological problems and never will be,
but these can be challenged as we go along.

The base work has bean done. Ne aalst nm
believe that fish farming can be done and
see that someone goes out and does it.



Legal Aspecfs of Aquoculture
Alfred A. Hampson, Attorney

Hampson 5 McLean, Attorneys at Law
Portl and, Oregon

The law deals by and large with contracts,
and vast sections of law deal with fish trea-
ties. Foremost among those legal writings
is the famous treatise an a treaty by Robert
Bencheley, written when he graduated from
Harvard. He wrote his final thesis on
"Cod Fishing in the Grand Banks from the
Paint of View of the Cod." Perhaps I should
make my presentation on aquiculture law from
the point of view of the fish.

There is an historical background for
aquiculture law, For many years English
judges and lawyers, who hammered out what
we call the Common Law, were confused by
the fact that fish and wild animals would
not readily come under the thumb of man.
It bothered them that there were creatures
that didn't pay attention to the rules and
the laws. So they eventually worked out
something they called a "ferae naturae,"
which means wild animal.

This solution applies also to fish.
The "ferae naturae" lives and exists on
its own without ownership, and can be
owned only when it is reduced to effec-
tive possession, Certainly, one of the
few pleasant things about going to law
school is studying this concept, because
all of the cases deal with whether you
owned the fox when you caught him, and
if he escaped and someone else caught
him, was he yours or another hunter' s?

Twa kinds of laws deal with aquiculture.
First, in arrogance, legislatures have de-
clared certain fish to be the property of
the State of California or of the State of
Oregon. They haven't told the fish this,
and the fish, I'm afraid, is a ferae nat-
urae and anybody who gets him can have him
regardless of the laws of the states of
California or Oregon--regardless of the
fact that they assert ownership. To be
sure, there is a difference without a dis-
tinction here. The Crown, and therefore
the states, has always had the right to
control the taking of fish or game, but
it still has not necessarily owned them.

The second type of law, of historical
interest, was that there were all kinds
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 at least there were two or three kinds!
of fish owned solely by the Crown. They
were such exotic species  or perhaps just
tasted so good! that the Crown would not
let anyone else catch or eat them. The
classical example is the sturgeon, which
commoners were prohibited from eating.
Similarly, all of the swans in the Thames
River in England are owned by the Qeen.
They are her own personal property and no
one else can own the swans.  I don't know
that anyone else wants to.!

Three kinds of marine situations pertain
to the law of aquiculture: �! the sedentary
marine creatures, such as oysters; �! the
"transitory" ones such as fish, and �! the
situation in-between where you put transi-
tory creatures in a pen and raise them in
captivity. Needless to say, different
laws apply to each situation.

Along the Pacific Coast laws dealing
with this subject have been or could be
promulgated by four states and one nation
--the Quinault Indian Nation. I would not
have the temerity to deal with the treaty
between the /@insult Indians and the United
States, but I can speak generally about
fishing treaties with the Indian nations.
States cannot regulate the taking of fish
by the Indians, except to keep the Indians
from exterminating a species of fish. The
Indians answer quite reasonably that "when
we ran this show, there weren't any fish
exterminated." But as far as the details
and permits and those types of things are
concerned, they are for the most part free
and are not in any way related to the prob-
lems that face the rest of us on the Pacific
Coast.

Alaska changed its constitution to per-
mit aquiculture. There is now a bill be-
fore the Alaska legislature which, accor-
ding to my last information, had not passed.
It is a much broader bill than exists in
either Oregon or California, but it will
be filled in by regulations adopted by the
controlling agencies. There are no such
regulations yet.

Washington's law deals primarily with
pen-rearing of fish. There is a casual
reference to ocean rearing, but for the
most part it is directed at raising fish
in pens in Puget Sound.

California was the first state to pass
a law dealing specifically with aqui-
culture, and did so in 1969. They amended
it drastically in 1971, declaring it to be
an experimental law that applied only to

Waddle Creek in Santa Crux County amd de-
claring it to exist only for 6l days fol-
lowing the 1975 regular session of the
legislature. This law, by and large,
carries with it its own regulations. There
is only one facility operating on Waddle
Creek and it is being watched closely by
the California Pish and Game Comission.

One difference between California's law
and Oregon's is the fact that the fish have
to be marked before they' re permitted to
go to sea. These fish are raised to the
pre-smolt size, then they are clipped and
released. There seems to be some difference
of opinion as to whether they are operating
their facility well and whether they under-
stand either the economics or the biology
of what they are doing. But I guess that
they are still struggling along. The require-
ment that they thin, clip, and mark the fish,
I suppose, must grow from the legal concept'
of who owns the fish. Since we call it fish
farming, the California Legislature felt that
the operators had to put a brand on the fish
just as we put a brand on cattle before we
let them out on the range. This presents
very serious biological problems.

Oregon's law was patterned after the
California law but was made a good deal
broader. When it was initially introduced
into the legislature, it covered all breeds
of anadromous fish. It was subsequently
Limited to chum salmon by the legislature.

There is apparently a great deal of hos-
tility based on fears that commercial in-
terests would purchase streams and exclude
sports fishermen. On the other hand, some
enthusiasm has been exhibited by people who
feel that releasing chinook and coho salmon
into the waters would increase those avail-
able to be caught by sportsmen.

Oregon Senate Bill 26S, introduced by
the Connaittee on Agricultural and Natural
Resources, is an attempt to put back into
law those words which were excluded in the
1971 Legislature. The bill, passed by the
1973 Legislature, would permit the raising
of chinook and silver salmon.

There was another bill in the Oregon
Legislature--Senate Bill 96. It provided
for the posting of a $100,000 bond for any
person or corporation operating a private
fish hatchery. This bill would have effec-
tively destroyed the attempt to develop this
type of industry. The capital requirements
to get a $100,000 bond are three: $100,000
in cash pledged to the bonding company; or,
$100,000 in negotiable securities; or, a net



worth of $300,000 of which about $80,000 is
in liquid securities. This requirement
would limit the bidding considerably. At
the hearing before the Senate committee,
a number of people spoke against Senate
Bill 96, pointing out to the committee what
appeared to be the unfairness of it, There
did not appear to be anyone who spoke in
favor of it. The bill was subsequently
killed in committee.

Generally the law of aquiculture, at
least as we are concerned with it, falls
into the two groups--the sedentary through
the oysters, and transitory through the
fish.

As to the oyster culture, in 1969 Oregon
passed a law which permitted acquiring platted
oyster lands for $2.00 an acre. These per-
mits are very similar to the Taylor grazing
rights for cattlemen. They almost imply
ownership, but if the lands are not used
for the production of oysters, they lapse
back into the public domain.

On the other hand, wild lands can be
sold and transferred just as other land.
As a result of this law, there are, I am
told, very few oyster lands which have not
been spoken for. Washington has a somewhat
similar law and so does California, Once
you have acquired these lands or have leased
them from an owner, you run into the same
problems the law has created for all those
people who want to go about their business
and make a living.

Another topic I think we have to deal
with concerns the raising of freshwater
fish in trout ponds. The law, needless
to say, goes both ways on this subject.
In California, you are flatly prohibited
from having a freshwater hatchery in a
situation where the fish can possibly
escape inta the natural waters of the state.
In Oregon, there is no such provision. But
assuming you want to go into fish farming,
either raising fish in captivity or commit-
ing them ta go out to sea, it is necessary
to get permits from the Oregon Fish Commis-
sion and from the Oregon Game Commission,
Then you have to get water rights from the
State Engineer, There has to be a drawing
of your facilities. There has ta be a
scientific calculation of the quantity of
water you will use. If you have a settling
pond upstream from your facility there is
a disagreement whether you should or should
nat have a permit to store water. If you
talk to one engineer, he's in favor of it;
if you talk to another engineer, he says
it isn't necessary.

Aquiculturists must deal with the Depart-
ment of Environmental Quality  DEQ!, respons-
ible for the general well-being of the en-
virorunent. It is something, I think, that.
somewhat. surprised L,B. Day, the former
director of the DEQ, when the problem first
came up. I think that the department has
endeavored to be realistic and fair, although
I think from time to time it might be some-
what guilty of over-kill. They have so many
problems with so many industries that I think
they occasionally get a little feverish and
their little spines stick out. I think per-
haps there will be more cooperation between
those who have licenses and the DEQ, and the
tendency toward overprotection will remove
itself. l do not think that dealing with
the DEQ will present any problem which can-
not be worked out.

The last problem you have is that if you
go into the public waters, you have to get
permits from the Coast Guard and from the
Corps of Engineers because you may be a nav-
igation hazard. This is essentially a yes/
no situation. It's not hard to get one if
you aren't a navigation harard; impossible
to get one if you are.

I had hoped when I accepted this assign-
ment to be able to pi'esent a learned and
detailed discussion of the law in all its
pristine beauty. jiowever, there almost
isn't any law. In fact, when I discovered
the lack of law, I went to the dictionary
to look up the word, and I discover'ed that
there is no such word as aquiculture. So
here we are really working in a vacuum.

Some people question how we can get the
biologist to work with the engineer. It
would appear, however, that many of the
hazards we are facing are those of the law.
The question might better be phrased--how
can we get the lawyers and the legislators
to work with the biologists'? Trying to get
lawyers to work with anyone is difficult
enough. I think this could be achieved if
we could work out a plan or position of
what aquiculture is and ~here everyone
would fit into it. Too often the biologist
looks at it almost as Frankenstein looking
at his monster. They have created some-
thing beautiful in itself--a life that
didn't exist before. The engineer looks
at the fantastic problem of recirculating
and dealing with the problems of waste
which he can solve by his intellect. The
lawyer weighs all the risks. Each of them,
expert in a limited area, tends to operate
in a vs~num, never dealing with the others.



Obviously, we who are in favor of aqui-
culture must talk to one another; but it
is important that we talk to the sportsman
also, so that we can allay his fears if they
are not well founded; or if they are well
founded, so we can protect him, You'd be
surprised how many more sportsmen vote than
aquiculturists. In the same vein, it is
important to talk to the commercial fisher-
men. They feel, I think, very much a

threatened species. Every two years they
have to go to the Legislature and argue
that it is their livelihood that someone
is trying to take away. I think very
possibly that we could work out a state-
ment of policy, expressing where we stand.
If it could be agreed to by the disparate
groups involved, a policy statement would
go a very long way toward bringing the
internecine war to an end.





make their early growth in estuaries and
inshore waters before spreading westward
across the North Pacific Ocean  Figure I!.

Overfishing is strongly implicated
as the dominant force which initiated a
rapid decline of pink and chum in the
l940's. However, reduced survival of
eggs and young in streams and estuaries,
from poor land and water-use activities,
probably contributes to the present de-
pressed state of stocks in many areas.
If natural or man-caused imbalances
have not reduced the capacity of oceanic
feeding grounds, the numbers of harvest-
able fish can probably be increased
through stri.ct management of wild stocks
and artificial propagation.

Catches of North American pink and
chum salmon declined rapidly through the
l940's, and landings are still low, South-
ern stocks have been depressed more than
northern stocks. In Oregon for example,
chum salmon were decimated in the I9SO's
and the fishery for this species was
closed south of the Columbia River in
1962. Even in Alaska, trends in annual
landings  Figure 2 offer little comfort.
The once prolific southeastern Alaska
pink stocks have suffered about a two-
thirds reduction in landings  Figure 3!.

Many pink and chum stocks can be
revived with known management tech-

CENERALIZED DISTRIBUTION OF PINK AND CHUM SALMON
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Figure 1. General ocean distribution of pink and chum salmon.
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Fiqure 2. Annual landings of pink
and chum salmon in southeastern
and central Alaska.
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niques, particularly in areas of
Alaska ~here man has nat yet exerted
a maj or impact on spawning streams and
estuaries. However, severe restric-
tions on harvest will be required,
perhaps for several cycles where runs
are seriously depressed. There is no
scientific basis to expect that cla-
sures alone will suffice ta xebuild
those stocks which have been reduced ta
remnants. It will probably be neces-
sary to propagate pink and chum salmon
artificially where chronic overexploi-
tation occurs.

Several approaches to rehabilitation
of salmon runs are being made. The
Japanese have a highly successful hatch-
ery program fox' chum salmon and raise
substantial numbers of pinks. The Rus-
sians have recently constructed several
large hatcheries which release more pinks
and chums than Japanese hatcheries.
Spawning channels have become popular
in Canada as an alternative to hatcheries.
Public hatcheries in the United States na
longer produce many pink and chum salmon;
instead, they propagate primarily chinook
and coho salmon, which are popular recrea-
tional species as well as valuable cam-
zercial fish. Private hatcheries are
raising chum salmon in the Pacific Horth-
west in an attempt to rehabilitate this
formerly important commercial species
without committing public tax funds.

In this report ! review the status
of technology on the propagation of
pink and chum salmon fry in hatcheries
for the purpose of ocean ranching. The
concept of ocean ranching relies on a
natural "homing instinct" that causes
salmon to return to the stream of their

Fiqure 3. Annual landings of pink

salmon in southeastern Alaska.

birth at maturity. I discuss the bio-
logical feasibility of hatcheries in
detail, and raise questions on the con-
trol of harvesting zixed stacks of wild
and hatchery fish to avoid overfishing
wild stacks and on institutional arrange-
raents for operating hatcheries.

STATUS OF ARTIFICIAL PROPAGATION

The Japanese began to build hatcheries
in 1876; and numerous state, local, and
private hatcheries now release 4OO million
to 600 million juvenile pink and chum sal-
mon annually to sustain coastal fisheries
on Hokkaida and Honshu Islands. Chum is
the most important species in Japan:
about 4 million hatchery adults return
annually to coastal waters and provide
an annual harvest of about 30 zillion
pounds  Anonymous, 1966!. Furthermore,
studies of marked fish indicate that
Japanese vessels on the high seas har-
vest at least an equal quantity  Kanid'yev
et al,, 1970! .

The Russians were forced into a large-
scale pink and chum salmon hatchery pro-
gram in the 1960's to compensate for aver-
exploitation of their stocks by the Japanese
high seas fishery. The Russians now re-
lease more pink and chum salmon fram hatch-
eries than da the Japanese; their 21 Sak-
halin Island hatcheries alone produce more
than 600 million juveniles. Although they
obtain only about 0.4 per cent return from
hatchery-reared chum saLmon fxy in their
coastal fisheries, the Russians believe
that Japanese high seas fleets harvest
most of the Russian hatchery fish.



The importance of Japanese and Russian
hatchery programs can best be compre-
hended by comparing the annual release
of chum salmon from hatcheries into the
western North Pacific Ocean with the
recruitment of wild churn fry into the
eastern North pacific Ocean from all
North American spawning streams com-
bined. Published reports suggest that
about one billion juvenile chums are
released annually from hatcheries in
Asia, which is probably a larger num-
ber than originate from all wild stocks
in North America. The estimated number
of chum salmon fry produced by wild
stocks in North America is based on
the following statistics and assump-
tions:

l. Over the past ten years, about
8 million chum salmon have been
harvested annually by United
States and Canadian fishermen.
There is no indication that
Japanese fi,shermen harvest many
North American chums.

2. Based on an assumed 50 per cent
rate of exploitation, the average
total return  catch plus escape-
ment! of chum salmon to Horth
American was 16 million fish
annually.  This is a conserva-
tive estimate of rate of exploi-
tation.!

3. Based further on an assumed 2 per
cent marine survival of wild fish
 Bakkala, 1970, pp. 53-54!, 800
million fry were required to pro-
duce 16 million adults. Fry
production probably has averaged
somewhat less than 800 million.

In marked contrast to recent successful
hatchery programs in Russia and Japan,
attempts to raise pink and chum salmon in
public hatcheries in the Pacific North-
west have mostly failed. Although the
Washington Department of Fisheries con-
tinues to raise a few million chums at
two hatcheries, large-scale production
of pinks and chums came to an end in the
late 1930's after consistent failure to
establish runs of hatchery fish. Very
low marine survival of hatchery pink
and chum salmon at Pacific Northwest
hatcheries has contributed to the belief
that hatcheries are jess efficient than
natural reproduction  Noble, 1963 and
1964!.

In seeking suitable alternatives to
hatcheries, fish culturists began to

experiment with spawning and egg incu-
bation channels in the 1950's. Promising
results from early tests prompted the
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries
Commission  Cooper, 1972! and the Canada
Department of Environment  Fraser, 1972!
to construct commercial-scale spawning
channels in British Columbia. The early
indications are that marine survival of
pink and chum salmon fry produced in
these channels is much higher than has
been experienced in Pacific Northwest
hatcheries.

A spawning channel is usually a water
diversion canal with a bed of silt-free
gravel for spawning. Waterflow is con-
trolled at a head gate and the number of
spawners at a fish weir. In most cases
the adult salmon are allowed to spawn
naturally, but to achieve optirmrm
density, their numbers are held between
one and two spawners per square meter
 both sexes!. In a few instances, fer-
tilized eggs are planted artificially.
The protected environment of the channel
ensures highez survival of embryos and
alevins  larvae! than a natural spawn-
ing bed.

Recent advances in our understanding
of the requirements of pink and chum
salmon alevins have led to development
of hatchery incubators which use a
gravel substrate. For example, the
technique of spreading pink and chum
alevins on gravel in tanks is widespread
in Russian hatcheries and is used also
in some Japanese hatcheries  Kanid'yev
et al., 1970!. It affords alevins a
more natural environment than standard
smooth-bottom incubators.

Two types of gravel incubation hatch-
eries are being field tested in North
America. In one type, newly fertilized
or eyed eggs are buried in gravel-filled
tanks with an upwelling flow of water.
In the other type, newly fertilized eggs
are placed on screen trays and suspended
in a water column with an upwelling flow;
after the eggs hatch, the alevins drop
through the screens and rest on the
surface of a shallo~ layer of gravel.

CRITERIA FOR HATCHERY DESIGN

The incubation of salmon eggs and
alevins to the fry stage requires
relatively little water or space. In
conventional hatchery practices, trays
of newly fertilized eggs are arranged
horizontally in troughs or are stacked
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vertically. Water is directed through
a series of trays; the water is usually
re-aerated as it passes from one tray
to the next. Alevins may be retained
in the incubation trays until the yolk
is absorbed, or they may be transferred
to open tanks to complete their develop-
ment.

Hundreds of millions of pink and
chum salmon fry have been raised by
conventional techniques and released,
but there have been no documented
cases in North America where survival
of hatchery fry has approached survival
of wild fry. In almost every case, sur-
vival has been too low to justify the
propagati,on of' pink and chum salmon in
hatcheri.es. We now recognize some
reasons why these hatchery fry probably
had a low fitness for survival.

The velocity of water flowing past
alevins in conventional troughs and
trays greatly exceeds the velocity
under natural conditions in spawning
beds. Furthermore, the smooth troughs
or screen trays may fail to satisfy the
tactile requirements of alevins  gams,
1969!, because the movements of the
alevins are not restricted as they are
in gravel beds of streams. Although
conventional hatchery method yield
high egg-to-fry survival, the fry are
undersized  Brannon, 1965; Peon, 1970!,
show a reduced capacity to perform work
 Barns, 1967!, and have a high incidence
of malformed yolks  Disler, 1953; Fmadi,
1972!.

The ability of fry to feed and grow may
also be related to their early incubation

history, An unpublished experiment with
pink salmon fry compared growth and sur-
vival of fish from a tray zncubator with
fish from a gravel incubator. Average
weight of surviving fish after 75 days
of feeding on an unrestricted diet was
4.2 grams for fry from the tray incubator
and 6.5 grams for those from the gravel
incubator. From the tray incubator, only
37 per cent of the initial fry survived,
whereas from the gravel incubator, 88 per
cent survived. The incidence of non-
feeding "pinheads" was high among fish
from the tray incubator and low among
fish from the gravel incubator.

1
W.J. McNeil, 1971. Culture of salmon

acclimated to seawater. Fourth Progress
Report, May 15, 1971. Oregon State Univ.
Idarine Science Center. 4 p.  processed!.

Fry which will not feed are a common
problem where pinks and chums are raised
at public hatcheries. The high inci-
dence of malformed yolks with associated
structural deformities may explain in
part why pink and chum fry from tray
and trough incubators exhibit poor
growth and low marine survival. Barns
�972! feels that poor survival of
hatchery fry is due primarily to poor
conversion of yolk to body tissue and
the resulting small srze and poor con-
dition of try.

The first eva.luation of marine sur-
vival of pink salmon fry from a gravel
incubation hatchery was recently re-
ported by Barns �972!, who compared
77,000 marked hatchery fry with 75,000
marked wild fry. Barns estimated a 6.6
per cent marine survival of hate..hery
fry and a 6.5 per cent survival of wild
fry--the difference was not statistically
significant. His estimate of 6 to 7 per
cent marine survival of pink salmon is
szmi.iar to observations on wild fish.

Combined observations of 17 brood
years2 of pink salmon at Sashin Creek,
southeastern Alaska  Ellis, 1969!, and
ll brood years at Hook Nose Creek, British
Columbia  Parker, 1964!, revealed that
2.7 per cent of tne outmigrating fry re-
turned to spawn. Although rates of exploi-
tation are unknown, they probably exceeded
50 per cent most years and may have neared
80 per cent for individual stocks some
years. This means that marine survival
of pink salmon has averaged in excess of
5.4 per cent for Sashin Creek and Hook Nose
Creek. A marking experiment on 1960 brood
year pink salmon from Hook Nose Creek
yielded an estimated 22 per cent marine
survival and 95 per cent exploitation
 Parker, 1964!. Three similar marking
studies on pinks at Bella Coola River,
British Columbia, yielded 5.2, 4.4, and
1.9 per cent marine survival of 1961,
1962, and 1963 brood years  Parker, 1968!.

Marine survival of chum salmon is more
difficult to evaluate because of the vari-
able age of return. Chums live I to 3 years
longer than pinks, and marine survival would
be expected to be lower. Parker �962! esti-
mated marine survival of chum salmon from
Hook Nose Creek to be 2.8 per cent. Parker's
estimate is consistent with information
available on spawner.-recruit relationships
for chums in Alaska  Anonymous, 1966!.

2 The term "brood year" refers to the
year of spawning.
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It is largely beyond our capability to
exercise control over marine survival,
but it is important that we have some
idea of what to expect in terms of fish
returning for harvest from a release of
a known number of fry. In fresh water
we have an opportunity to controi and
increase survival to much higher levels
than in nature.

Statistics on freshwater survival of
pink and chum salmon for streams in Canada
 Pritchard, 1948, Hunter, 1959; Parker,
1962!, Alaska  Wright, 1964; Olson and
McNeil, 1967; Ellis, 1969!, and Russia
 Semko, 1954; Kanidyev et al., 1970! show
that the survival to outmigrant fry is
quite variable and usually less than 20
per cent of potential egg deposition. A
recent compilation of data for Sashin
Creek pink salmon  Ellis, 1969! reveals
that there is a 27-fold difference in
annual freshwater survival �,8 to 21.7
per cent! in Sashin Creek.

Gravel incubation hatcheries are cap-
able of increasing average egg-to-fry sur-
vival five to ten times over natural streams.
Hatcheries also afford a means to avoid
broad annual fluctuations in fry production
and to make efficient use of a relatively
small number of spawners.

Hypothetical examples of surplus pro-
duction of pink salmon stocks from natural
or wild spawning and from a gravel incuba-
tion hatchery are compared in Table l.
The survival figures used in Table 1 repre-
sent stocks of wild pink salmon in Canada
and Alaska and of hatchery stocks in
Japan, Russia, and Canada  Anonymous, l966;
Kanid'yev et al., 1970; Barns, 1972!.

Just how effective gravel incubation
hatcheries might become in North America
remains to be determined, but the last two
columns of Table 1 reveal the potential
advantage of hatchery stocks over wild
stocks.

HARVEST OF WILD AND HATCHERY STOCKS

The operation of large hatcheries
would not relieve the need for continued
restriction on the harvest of pink and
chum salmon in the common property
fishery because the conservation of wild
stocks will continue to demand high pri-
ority. Fven when survival is good, wild
StOCkS wauld probably nOt Suppdrt mare
than 75 per cent exploitation. Nuch
lower exploitation will be required most

years to be assured of enough spewners.
jlatchery stocks, on the other hand,
should sustain much higher exploitation,
perhaps as high as 95 per cent because
of the small numbers of brood fish re-
quired to restock hatcheries. In the
face of differing requirements for
preservation of each type of stock, how
do we provide for complete utilization
of hatchery fish and avoid overharvesting
wild fish on the fishing grounds?

Because the common property fishery
must be managed to achieve adequat.e escape-
ments of wild fish to spawning streams,
large surpluses of fish will return to
successful hatcheries. These surplus
hatchery fish would become available for
harvest after they segregate from wild
fish. Such segregation will usually
occur at the mouth of the hatchery stream.

State-owned hatcheries in Oregon and
Washrngton began to receive substantial
numbers of surplus coho and chinook
salmon about ten years ago. In 1970,
these public hatcheries placed more than
5 million pounds of surplus salmon on the
commercial market  Jeffries, 1971; Ellis,
1971!. It is very likely that they also
contributed another 20 to 30 million
pounds to common property commercial and
recreational f'"hcries from California
to southeastern Alaska.

Although commercial salmon fishermen are
dependent on hatchery fish in the Pacific
Northwest, they have been very vocal in
criticizing management agencies for allow-
ing too many fish to return to hatrheries.
It seems probable, however, that the pre-
sent high rate of exploitation already
threatens wild coho and chinook stocks
in the Northwest, and any further increase
in exploitation could be disastrous unless
it is selective for hatrhery fish.

It is unlikely that wild pink and chum
stocks could sustain as high a rate of
exploitation as coho and chinook stocks
because of differences in factors which
limit recruitment of young to the ocean
In pink and chum salmon relat.ively large
numbers of spawners are required for max-
imum production of fr> which migrate
directly to sea. On the other hand,
relatively few coho and chinook salmon
can provide sufficient fry to stock the
stream nursery areas. These areas are
occupied by young cohos and chinooks
for periods up to three years before
they migrate to sea.
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Surpluses of fish that escape the
common property fishery and return to a
hatchery potentially will be much larger
for pinks and chums than for cohos and
chinooks because of the need to hold
exploitation below 75 per cent most
years to conserve wild stocks. Only
limited information is available on
marine survival of pink and chum salmon
from hatcheries, but Kanid'yev et al.
�970! report I.S per cent return  catch
plus escapement! of chums from hatcheries
in northeastern Hokkaido, Japan, over a
twelve-year period.

It is instructive to use this infor-
mation to predict surplus production of
chum salmon returning to a hypothetical
hatchery  see Table 2!.

TABLE 2

50,000,000Assumed number of eggs
placed in hatchery

Fry production  85 per
cent of eggs!

42,500,000

Adults returning to common
property fishery �.5 per
cent of fry!

637,500

382,500Harvest in common property
fishery �0 per cent of
returning adults!

Adults returning to hatchery 255,000

37,000Srood stock �,700 eggs
per female!

Surplus for harvest at hatchery 218,000

Public fishery agencies in the Pacific
Northwest are faced with substantial mar-
keting problems which have been created
by the sizeable surpluses of coho and

Many surplus pink and chum salmon
escaping the common property fishery
and returning to a hatchery will be
mature fish no longer prime for canning.
Nevertheless, these fish retain consider-
able market value for caviar and bait
eggs, stroking and drying, animal food,
and bait; even the carcasses can be
used for animal food and bait. All
adults returning to a hatchery, in-
cluding brood fish, have potential
markets.

chinook salmon at the hatcheries. Roberts
 I972! cites some common complaints voiced
by fishermen: "Salmon sold from hatch-
eries is of poor quality, this hurts our
markets. A public agency shouldn't be
in the fish business. Those returned
hatchery fish are lowering the price of
salmon caught by commercial fishermen."

These problems are symptomatic of a
successful public hatchery program be-
cause such hatcheries will have a sur-
plus, even with heavy exploitation. To
alleviate these problems, serious con-
sideration must be given to tnstitutzonal
arrangements for raising, harvesting, and
marketing fish tha.t return to the hatchery.
Ideally, the incor.e fror., sur- lus hatchery
fish should underwrite tne ccst of hatch-
eries without threater.ing the economic
security of fishermen. It seems a para-
dox that a technology «hzch offers the
promise of increasing the supply of salr-
on could also complicate the management
of wild stocks and marketrng

One step toward insurance that surplus
fish will underwrite the cost of operating
hatcheries is to create a legal basis for
private hatcheries. This is being tried
on a restricted basis in Cal.itornia., Ore-
gon, and Washington. Private hatcheries
are licensed and regulated by state fishery
agencies, but no public tax funds are used
for construction and operation. In Oregon,
any administrative costs incurred by the
state are charged to the private hatchery.
Hatcheries built and operated by Indians
on tribal lands are exempt from state and
federal regulations. Salmon from private
hatcheries are public property from the
time they are released until the time
they are recaptured in trapping facilities
operated by the hatchery.

Private hatcheries now licensed by
state fishery agencies include one coho
salmon hatchery in northern California
and four chum salmon hatcheries in
Oregon. The Washington Department of
Fisheries has authority to license
hatcheries, but to my knowledge they
have not yet approved any applications.
At least two Indian tribes  Quinault and
Lummi! operate private salmon hatcheries
on their reservations in Washington.

Should "proprietary" f isheries created
by private hatcheries prove to be finan-
cially successful, a salmon farming in-
dustry will most likely emerge over the
next several years. Such a proprietar>
fishery conceivably could attain economic
importance in its own right, whil» at the



same time contributing substantial numbers
of fish to the common property fishery.
Figure 4 shows a systems model for pink
and chum salmon which integrates pro-
duction from wild and hatchery stacks
to provide fish for harvest in a common
property and a proprietary fishery.

The economic risk of private salmon
hatcheries is undoubtedly high because we
have very little information to pass judg-
ment on feasibility at this time. Even
if fish returning to a private hatchery
do not have sufficient value to cover
costs, there is a passibility that fisher-
men would tax their catches to cover the
deficit, provided they are convinced that
the added value af hatchery fish in their
catch makes the added subsidy worthwhile
to them. There may even be circumstances
where the operation of hatcheries by
fishermen's associations might become
practicable, especially where limited
entry to the fishery would give the par-
ticipating fishermen a proprietary interest
in any hatchery fish returning to a partic-
ular fishing ground.

TABLE 3

$6/1000 f6/1,000Cost of fry

Total return per
1,000 fry 15 adults 30 adults

Common property
harvest �0 per 9 adults
cent exploitation!

18 adults

6 adults 12 adul ts

Surplus f' or pro-
prietary harvest 5 adults 10.5 adults

Value of surplus
 $1.30/chum, and $6.50
$.60/pink!

$6.30

Return to
hatchery

Required for
brood stock

Chum Salmon Pink Salmon

1 adult 1.5 adults

Even though private pink and chum salmon
hatcheries are highly speculative, signif-
icant economies in costs of construction
and operation are imminent in the develop-
ment of gravel incubation hatcheries. If
costs of producing 1,000 fry can be held
at about $6  including amortization!,
then a I.S per cent return of chums ar
a 3 per cent return of pinks ta the com-
mon property fishery would be sufficient
for a self-supporting hatchery under the
hypothetical conditions shown in Table 3.

The examples in Table 3 provide slim
margins for profit. If my estimate
of the cost of fry production, market
value of surplus fish, or exploitation
in the common property fishery is too
low, the hatchery would lose money.
Money would also be last if my estimate
of the marine survival is too high. The
example serves -to identify the key ele-
ments which require evaluation:  Il Cost
of producing fry, �! marine survival,
�! exploitation in common property
fishery, and �! market value of surplus
hatchery fish.

Emergence of a salmon hatchery industry
will require intensified support from gov-
ernment in research, development, and advis-
ory servi ces. Private hatcheries will re-
quire  I! assistance on establishing cri-
teria for designand operation of hatcheries;

eater knowledge of fish genetics and
ive breeding of stocks, disease con-

trol, and nutrition where short-term
rearirg r fry is involved; t3! answers
to harvesting, processing, marketing, and
socio-legal problems. Because state
fishery agencies will administer and
regulat.e private hatcheries, it is imper-
ative that they participate in research,
development, and advisory projects along
with National hhrine Fisheries Service
Laboratories and Sea Grant universities.

We may have already entered a period
of transition from strictly public arti-
ficial propagation of salmon to a partner-
ship between public and private propaga-
tion. Many questions need to be resolved
by state legislative and administrative
bodies before we can convert a "problem"
of surplus hatchery fish into an "oppor-
tunity" to allow these surplus fish to
pay the cost of operating hatcheries and
ta avoid continued heavy subsidization
of public hatcheries. It is ptu dent far
state fishery agencies to proceed with
caution as they broaden their salmon
management programs to include the
assignment of limited proprietary rights
to salmon. If properly executed, a
partnership between government and pri-
vate sectors of the economy can greatly
broaden the financial base for expansion
of salmon resources for the benefit of
fishermen, processors, and the public.
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the northerly Davidson Current during
the winter. The summer repopulation of
the upper estuary appears to derive from
the oceanic population.

This annual population explosion affords
an excellent opportunity to study the
factors governing the population dynamics
of A. tonsa in a restricted geographic
location. Other studies such as Mullin
and Brooks's �970! work on the produc-
tion of Calais suffer from the disadvan-
tage of unknown but potential mixing with
other populations on different schedules
of development. In contrast, the Yaquina
Bay A. tonsa population is protected from
mixing with other populations. There are
no A. tonsa offshore in summer. However,
the population is not completely contained
there are some losses to the lower bay by
flushing and to the upper bay by tidal
diffusion. Losses to the lower bay appear
to be very small during the summer
 Zimmerman, 1972!

Explanation of the production of A.
tonsa in the field can be attempted by
measuring the rates of fecundity and
growth under controlled conditions in
the laboratory and extrapolating to the
natural population  Heinie, 1966!. In
addition, the rates of production can
"" corrected fo" imul =neon rate of
age specific mortality by sampling the
entire range of the natural population
and estimating the absolute abundance
of each life stage  Mullin and Brooks,
1970!. This paper is a preliminary
report of ongoing research into the pop-
ulation dynamics of Aoar tr'.a tonsa in
Yaquina Bay.

Zooplankton samples were collected
twice weekly  Monday and Thursday! from
May 15 to November 20, 1972. Samples
were collected during daylight hours
without regard to the stage of the tide.
The five stations regularly sampled are
referred to in Figure 1 as Buoy 21,
Buoy 29, Buoy 39, Buoy 45 and Toledo
Bridge. The first four stations corre-
spond with navigation buoys in the
immediate vicinity. An additional
station 2 I/2 miles above Toledo was
sampled weekly during the months of
August, September and October.

Three zooplankton samples were simul-
taneously collected at each station by
using three Clarke-Bumpus �950! sam-
plers �2.5 cm diameter! fitted with
nets of differing mesh sizes. Mesh
sizes of 0.239 mm, 0.112 mm, and
0.064 mm were used te quantitatively
sample the water column for adult
A. tonsa, copepodite stages and
naupliar stages, respectively. The
0.239 rrrm and 0. 112 mm Clarke-Bumpus
samplers were fitted into a frame to
tow side-by-side, while the 0.064 mm
Clarke-Bumpus sampler was mounted just
above them on the towing wire. The
two coarser net were fish d for s'x
minutes. The 0.064 mm net was closed
with a messenger after o»e minute to
prevent clogging of the fine mesh by
si!t and plankton.

All tows were oblique to a depth sf
about five meters in mid-channel. A
calibrated propeller flow meter in the



mouth of the coarser nets generally
indicated that approximately five cubic
meters of water had been filtered. Im-
mediately after recovery of the nets,
the samples were preserved in 5 per cent
formaldehyde.

Physical data were also collected at
each station. An N.I.O. bottle equipped
with a reversi.ng thermometer was used to
collect both ~ater samples and temper-
ature data just above the river bottom.
Surface water samples were obtained with
a bucket, and surface temperature was
determined with a bucket thermometer,
Salinity was determined by inductive
salinometer in the laboratory.

Plankton samples were sub-sampled
with a 1 ml Stempel pipette. Each zoo-
plankton sample was diluted to ten times
the settled volume of plankton. After
stirring, successive 1 ml sub-samples
were removed from the sample and counted
until either a minimum of fifty specimens
of a given stage had been counted or a
total of 5 ml had been examined under
250X magnification.

LABORATORY METHODS

Fecundity tummies

Growth Studies

Experiments to determine the rate of
growth from egg to adult were also per-
formed at 21'C in a circulating water
bath. Eggs and stage I nauplii were
obtained by placing male and female
adults in beakers for 48 hours. After
removal of the adults, the eggs and
stage I nauplii from all beakers were
mixed together. Equal portions of the
mixture were then used to innoculate
sixty 600 ml beakers. Growth rates
were compared under conditions of natural
food organisms and laboratory cultured
food organisms. Half of the beakers con-
tained estuary water �5%o! collected
in the vicinity of Buoy 39 from which
the largest phytoplankton and all zoo-
plankton had been removed with a 0.064
mm filter. The remaining beakers con-
tained sterilized sand filtered sea
water �7%o! to which was added an
approximate algal concentration of
50-70,000 cells/ml consisting of equal
parts of Ieochryeis galbana, Rl~omonaa
sp, and ThaLaeeioeira sp. This algal
concentration was maintained by adding
fresh food every second day to replace
grazing losses. The water was changed
every fourth day. Food was not added
nor the water changed in the beakers
containing the estuary water. Once a
day the contents of two beakers of each
experiment were concentrated with a
0.064 mm filter and preserved in 5 per
cent formaldehyde.

To measure egg production, an adult
male and female A. tonea were placed in
seawater of 25 /� salinity in each of
twenty-five 250 ml beakers and main-
tained at 21 C in a circulating water
bath. The experimental salinity and
temperature approximated the average
physical conditions at Buoy 39 at the
beginning of August. Eggs and stage I
nauplii were counted and removed from
the beakers with an eye dropper on every
second day. Fresh food consisting of
approximately equal parts of Zsochr9eie
qa'ghana, Rhodomonas sp. and Tha7aeeio-
eira sp.  an approximate total of 50,000
to 70,000 cells/ml! was added after each
count. Every fourth day the adults were
transferred to fresh water. Females that
died during the first two weeks were re-
placed and a new experiment started.
The replacement of dead males, however,
did not necessitate the start of a new
experiment. After the first two weeks,
dead females were not replaced and the
experiments gradually terminated at the
end of thirty-nine days,

RESULTS

Phg~eioal Properties of the Yaquina Estuary

The Yaquina Fstuary alternates between
a partly-mixed  Type 8! and well-mixed
 Type D! estuary  Burt and McAlister,
1959!. High river runoff during the
months of November to May causes the
estuary to become partly-mixed with aOIvertical salinity gradient between 4/o,
and 19% . From June to October, the
estuary becomes well-mixed with a maxi-
mum salinity gradient of 3%o due to
low river runoff.

Salinity data collected during the
present study  Figures 2, 3, and 4!
indicated the upper estuary was well
mixed from late June through October,
l972, with isolated exception at all
stations. The weak partial mixing seen
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at Toledo on several occasions was likely
caused by waters of high salinity col-
lecting in a localized depression in
the river bottom at the Toledo bridge
sampling station.

Mean salinities at the lowermost sta-
tion, Buoy 21  Figure 5! fluctuated the
least during the study period, ranging
from 27.1%p to 33.8%o. The high
salinities indicate that water at Buoy
21 is under strong oceanic influence

during the summer. Buoy 39 had a sal-
inity range of 15.6%p to 30.1% . The
range at Toledo, a station under mod-
erate to strong fluvial influence, was
5.6%, to 24,3%,. Mean salinities
were highest at all stations during
the months of August and September.
The influence of the mixed diurnal
tides on the changes of salinity be-
tween samplings was important at all
stations but most pronounced at Toledo
+ 2 1/2 miles during August and
September.

Temperature at all stations  Figures
6 and 7! increased during early June
and July, peaked in late July,
gradually declined in August, and then
fell rapidly throughout. September and
October. While the two Toledo stations
 Figure 8! experienced the greatest
seasonal extremes of temperature during
the study period �3.6'C to 10.3'C!,
Buoy 21 experienced the most extreme
variations in temperatures on a two
week cycle. Fortnightly spring tides
alternately introduce cold oceanic
water far up into the estuary or allow
the warmer upper bay water to flow much
farther down into the lower bay than
normal. In addition, cold, high sal-
inity, upwelled, coastal waters may be
carried into the estuary by tidal influx,
depending on local coastal wind condi-
tions during the summer.

The egg production of A. tonsa was
measured under culture conditions of
21 C and 22%p salinity sea water. Rates
were determined as the average number of
eggs/day/female for 34 females. The daily
rate was 30.5  + 3.0! eggs/day with a
range of 10.4 to 47.2 eggs/day.

Females were maintained for a maxi-
mum of 31 days. Estimates of maximum
Ogg production were not attempted as the
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reproductive time span prior to capture
was not known. However, Wilson and
Parrish �971! worked with Atlantic
A. tonsa females which had molted from
Stage 5 copepodites to adults in the
laboratory. They found that A. tonaa
have an average life span of 37.7  + 2.5!
days with a total egg production af 1256,2
 t 184.9! eggs. This averaged out to 33.3
eggs/day/female  n = 6!. Thus comparable
data agrees that A. tonaa is capable of
sustaining high egg production over a
lang time span. It must be noted, how-
ever, that continued presence of males .

was essential, A single mating was in-
adequate to permit realization of a female's
total reproductive potential  Wilson and
Parrish, 1971!.

Ad~It A. tonaa were successfully reared
in the laboratory from eggs through the
eleven instar stages. In counting, the
A. tonaa stages were grouped: Nauplii
I-II, Nauplii I1I-IV, Nauplii V-VI,
Copepodite I-II, Copepodite III-IV,
Copepodite V, and Adults. The numerical
abundance of each stage was expressed as
a percentage of the total count of the
two combined replicate samples for a
given experiment. Thus the average stage
of development on a given day was calcu-
lated as the midpoint of each group of
stages.

Growth from egg to adult required an
average of 11 1/2 days at 21'C on a mixed
algal diet  Figure 9a!. Nauplii varied
little in the time required per instar.
The copepadites, however, varied increas-
ingly in individual growth rate with
increasing age. Nevertheless, the mean
time in each stage of development plotted
against time yields a straight line,
indicating a constant rate of growth.
This is in agreement with Heinie's �969!
work on the Atlantic A. tonea.

Mortality rates  Figure 9b! were higher
during the naupliar stages than the cope-
podites stages. Approximately 50 per cent
of thc nauplii had died by the time the

01234567891011121514I5
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median individual reached copepodite I-I I .
Another' 25-30 per cent died as copepodites,
thus only 20 per cent of the original
population survived to adulthood. Second
generation nauplii appeared 12 1/2 days
after the first eggs were produced, indi-
cati,ng egg production probably coaaaenced
on the 11 th day when the median individual
reached adulthood. A replicate experiment
verified the above observations.

Growth rates in estuary water  Figure 10!
at 21 C were nearly identical to those rates
observed in the cultured algal diet experi-
ment. Approximately 11 3/4 days were re-
quired for half the population to reach
adulthood. The rate of reproduction was
the only significant difference between
the results of the two experiments. The
law number of second generation nauplii
produced in estuary water was probably due
to the depletion of the natural food supply.
Few phytoplankters remained at the end of
thirteen days.
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Expertmental growth rates of the Yaquina
Bay A. tonea at 21'C agree well with simi-
lar work done on the Atlantic coast. Heinie
�966, 1969! found the growth of A. tonsa
from egg to egg in raw estuary water re-
quired 5, 7, 9, and 13 days at 30.7 C,
25.5 C, 22.4'C and 15.5'C respectively
A mean generation time of 25 days at
17.5'C was reported for A. tonaa by
Zillioux and Wilson �966!. However
their expcrimejjta'. animals were main-
tained on a suboptimal algal diet- Tem-
perature is thus an xmportant determinant
of the rate of yrowth of Acartia tonsa.
The effect of temperature will be seen

to be especially signiticant in the
upper reaches of the Yaquina estuary
as the shallow waters there reach much
higher temperatures than farther down-
stream,

Distribution and Abundance of A. tonsa

Counting was recent 1 y completed for the
adult and copepdoite stages III, IV and V,
using the 0,112 mm net samples. Estimates
of adult abundance were also made using
the 0.239 mm net samples. However, the
latter estimates were rejected as too
low when a comparison of simultaneous
catches with the 0,112 mm net revealed
a significant loss �0-60 per cent! of
adult males through the mesh during the
Months of July, August and September.
Moderate quantities of the slightly
larger females were also lost from the
0.239 mm net. The seasonal variation
of the escapement from the 0.239 mm net
was caused by a red~ction of body size
resulting from the high rate of metab-
olism and maturation induced by high
water temperatures.

The calculation of age specific mortal-
ity ra es will not be attempted unti 1 esti-
mates are available for the absolute density
of the remaining copepodite and naupliar
stages. At that time other population
dynamic parameters, including the instan-
taneous rate of increase  r!, instantaneous
birth rates  b! and biomass, will be com-
puted to estimate the production of A. tonaa
in Yaquina estuary.

The range of the population of A. tonsa
in the Yaquina estuary extended from 8-21
to Toledo + 1/2 miles. These two stations
represent the extreme limits of the popula-
tion, since few adults and only rare cope-
podites were ever present. The bulk of
the population was restricted to 8-29,
8-39, 8-45 and Toledo with a center in
the vicinity of 8-39  Figures 11, 12, and
13!. The copepodites generally exhibited
a more restricted distribution than the
adults, indicating reproduction and sur-
vival of young were highest between 8-29
and 8-45. The center of the population
was not static around 8-39 because of tidal
movement. Frolander �964! demonstrated
that horizontal transport of distribution
centers can be on the order of several
kilometers over a twenty-eight hour span
in the Yaquina estuary. Sampling without
regard to the stage of the tides in this
study occasionally showed the population
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the population dynamics  Figure L4!. Ae
density of adult A. tonea was Less than
50 animals/ms from June 19 to July 6.
Four days later, adults reached a minor
peak at 1.27.8 animals/ms before declining
again. A heavy phytoplankton blam
occurred concurrently from July 10 to
July L3. Seventeen days Later, the
adults peaked at a new maximum of 2,262.7
animals/ms and the annual population explo-
sion was underway. The heavy phytoplankton
bloom was apparently the triggering mechan-
ism for the population explosion as maxi-
mum egg production occurs under favorable
food conditions. This principle was veri-
fied during the laboratory experiments on
egg production rates.

Toledo + 2 I/2 Miles

10.000I

30.000 1

20.000 Toledo

10,000 I

30,000
Females
Males20.000 t

10,000
Copepod it es.
V. IV, III A maximum density of 16,759 adults/m3

was observed in the upper Yaquina estuary
on August 28. Ten days later the adult
population had crashed to a density of
2,142 adults/ms.

Z
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The total egg production of the popula-
tion is greatest when the adults attain
their maximum density. Therefore, the
frequency of the six adult peaks was used
to infer growth rates from egg to adult
under fluctuating field conditions. The
average time interval between adult peaks
in July and August, for example, was 16
days at an approximate temperature of 20'C.
This interval is longer than the laboratory-
derived estimate of ll 1/2-11 3/4 days at
2L'C. Developaent rates decreased during
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center to be at B-45, 1.0 nautical mile
upstream from B-39, or more rarely at B-29,
1.4 nautical miles downstream from 8-39.

The complexity of analyzing a moving
population was circumvented by considering
the mass of water inhabited by A. tonsa
as a closed system. This is reasonable
because of the Low diffusive losses of
A. tonea to the Lower bay  Figure LL!.
Therefore the maximum density per cubic
meter observed on a given sampling day
was considered as the approximate popu-
lation center, regardless of location in
the river. Plotting the maximum density
values observed for both copepodites and
adults on successive sample days generate
an unsophisticated but workable model of
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September, October and November, however,
due to the falling water temperature
 Figure 8!. Starting with the August
28th adult peak, it required 17 and 19
days for eggs to reach maturity at esti-
mated temperatures of 18' and 16'C respec-
tively. The apparent bimodality of the
copepodite peak at about September 28 is
probably attributable to sampling vari-
ability.

The origins of the final adult peak in
mid-October are obscure because there is
no associated copepodite peak shortly pre-
ceding it.

The crash in early September and sub-
sequent overall decline of the population
cannot be attributed to flushing by short
term influxes of fresh water from rain-
storms. Very little rain fell during the
summer and early fall, with the exception
of one prolonged rainy period during
September 18 to 24 when 2.83 inches of
rainfall were recorded at the Marino
Science Center at Newport  Figure 15!.
A graph of the mean salinities associ-
ated with the population center  Figure
16! revealed that no significant dilu-
tion occurred as a result of the rainfall.
This is reasonable since most of the early
precipitation in the fall is soaked up by
the undersaturated soil of the Yaquina
River drainage basin  Kulm and Byrne,
1966!. The marked increase in rainfall
during October is not reflected in the
salinity until about one month later.

We believe that the seasonal decline
of water temperature in the upper bay
plays a major role in the decline and
eventual extinction of the A. tomea
populations. An examination of the
temperatures associated with the pop-
ulation center  Figure 16! reveals a
gradual and fairly consistent rate of
decline throughout September and October
with two periods of possible significance.
Temperatures fell from 20.5'C to 17.5'C
between August 24 and September 7, the
period of population crash. Another
major drop from 18.0'C to 13.5'C
occurred between September 18 and 29
during the heavy rains. Neither of
these two temperature decreases would
normally be considered as constituting
thermal shock as the changes were less
than 5'C and occurred over a span of
many days. This range is well within
the tolerance range of the adults
 Heinie, 1969!. It is possible, of

course, that the larval stages are much
more sensitive to temperature and have
narrower tolerance ranges than the
adults.

It is most likely however, that the
effect of temperature results from its
effect on development rate. Experiments
by Heinie �966! have demonstrated that
even a 1' or 2'C decrease in water tem-
perature results in a pronounced increase
in the time required for development from
egg to adult. This will decrease the
population's intrinsic rate of increase
and thus increase the. interval during
which each generation is exposed to
predation prior to reproduction.

The nature of predation on A. tonea has
not been completely documented in the
Yaquina estuary, but the smail pelagic
fishes undoubtedly take a significant
toll, Russell �964!. Dense schools of
herring and anchovy fingerlings were
commonly observed in the surface waters
at 8-39 during August and September.
Hydrozoan medusae also may be major
predators: PIlYzawcfium attained its
maximum summer density coincident with
the population crash of A. tonea.

Alternate hypotheses about the causa-
tion of the population crash have not,

J u I y August September Octctter

JulY August September Octtsber
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Concerns on the Horizon for Effective
Coastal Zone Management

Ellen Lowe, Coasnissi oner
Oregon Coastal Conservation and
Development Commission, Salem

There are some ominous clouds on the
horizon of effective coastal zone manage-
ment in Oregon as I look to the future.
Clouds can be quite amorphous so I wish
to emphasize that my perceptions are from
~m own frame of reference and in no way
are meant to reflect the view that another
coastal commissioner may hold of the same
horizon.

THE OCC 5 DC

To assist you in understanding my con-
cern, I wish to take a few minutes to
describe the structure and legislative
charge of the OCC 4 DC. The Commission,
a state agency, embodies a concept of
local-state partnership with twenty-four
representatives of the thirty member com-
mission appointed from elected officials
repres=nting counties, citie and port
districts, the very units of government
at. the local level who will be largely
responsible for the implementation of
our coastal zone management effort. The
remaining six members of the commission
are appointed by the Governor to repre-
sent the state at large. That is my
category.

Our legislative charge is to prepare
and recommend to the l975 session of the
Oregon I,egislature, coordinated policies
and plans, and their methods of imple-
mentation, for the wise management of the
natural resources in the coastal zone,
Ouz' plan is to be submitted in the form
of a series of management policies and
standards against which proposed uses of
the natural resources of the coastal zone
may be evaluated. A key legislative
request is that we establish a basis
for determining preferences between con-
flicting uses of natural resources, Our
task is not to achieve a final product
but to develop a dynamic and continuing
process.

The opportunity to be part of this task
came as a real surprise to me for I had not
been active in the state-vide environmental
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movement. But I was beginning to make
public noises as a member of the Salem
Planning Coaaaission about the need to
create regional palnning and implementa-
tion mechanisms in order to protect local
livability goals. My husband and I had
also commented more than once about the
condominium which rests on our beach
between Nelscott and Taft where we so
often walk. The term provincial may have
fit us.

When I accepted the appointment, my
first stop was the state library; I "tried"
to read everything I could find on estuaries.
Greek would have been as clear in many
instances. Thus with a self-image quotient
of zero I went to my first meeting, but a
little listening told me that glossaries
or perhaps an interpreter would have been
useful for a majority of the commissioners.
I might add that at our preliminary budget
hearing this week, a state legislator said
that he needed a glossary to read our
report.

It isn't the definition of terms that is
so necessary, however, but the clarifica-
tion of relationships. Decision-makers
can operate under the most environmentally
sound goals and policies available to man
and still blissfully authorize a series
of smail proj eats that combine to create
barriers to those goals. IBM has used a
two-page ad with a large picture of a
rugged coast line. The one line of
printing says "No one can take the ulti-
mate weight of decision-making off your
shoulders. But the more you know about
how things really are, the lighter the
burden will be." I believe you have the
capacity to lighten the burden of the
OCC 5 DC if you will.

Oregon State University took a first
step in its current methodology study which
Peter Klingeman will discuss later this
afternoon. The limited funding and time
frame, however, suggest that it is just a
beginning. The National Science Foundation
is currently seeking study areas that have
some universal and practical application.
In my judgment this pursuit qualifies.
I ara aware that such an endeavor is not
only a scientific challenge but also a
very human one. The correspondence of
some coastal officials concerning OSV's
study left little doubt af same of the
deep-seated resentment against the academic
community. Thus it will take patience,
thick skin, an occasional deaf ear and
directness to gain the confidence and.
understanding of those who need your exper-

tise in order to make decisions in the pub-
lic interest. You are part of the general
public--it's in your interest as well as
ours for this communication to develop.

SPECIFIC RESEARCH NEEDED

Mow may be the appropriate time to
reveal why you are being addressed by a
coastal commissioner whose favorite book
on the coast is not technical but a volume
of Jeffers' poetry. Last fall at an OCC
4 DC meeting, Maradel Gale, a~other com-
missioner, and I were looking through some
information which was used to support a
Corps of Engineers dredging project. Part
of the justification was a letter from a
colleague of many of you. The letter was
an excellent discussion of the factors that
contribute to the silt and sedimentation
deposits in estuaries. It discussed reasons
for and benefits that taight be derived from
renovation of the ecosystem of the bay--
but in our judgment it didn't address
itself to the specific dredging project.
Mrs. Gale shared our joint concern with
l.arry Slotta, but since she is taking law
school finals I'm pleading our case today
 or maybe it's a sermon!.

In order to keep your responses from
being innocently misused or deliberately
distorted we urge you to structure your
comments so they will concisely depict the
available alternatives and the consequences
of each. Also when a particular problem
needs a series of actions rather than one,
it's vital that the interdependencies of
the approaches are also discussed. A half
a loaf is not always superior to none. I
realize that my request may be asking you
to respond to a different question than the
one posed--but remember man> of us are still
struggling in an attempt to ask the right
questions.

You have an added burden in interpreting
our cries for help. lt should go without
saying that those of you who are part of the
public agency or university sector should
respond in terms of the overall public
interest. The public is the purchaser of
your expertise and remember this becomes
part of t: he record available to the citizen-
type public as well as the decision-makers.

While I'm talking about the citizen-type
public, may I remind you of your own citizen-
ship. You should not confine your contribu-
tion to technical advisor> committees but
offer your time and talents to citi en
groups as well. Dr. Paul Rudy, chairman



of the Coos County Planning Commission, is
one of the most positive forces on the
Oregon Coast. Look to your own area for
service opportunities and don't be hesi-
tant to volunteer.

Even if you develop a methodology that
will succinctly articulate the alternatives
available to decision-makers and maybe even
become policymakers yourselves, we still
aren't home free. I wish to discuss
briefly some additional barriers to our
coastal goals.

COMPLEX PATI'ERN OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

One of these barriers in my view is the
very sturcture of local government If
we were to design an efficient and respon-
sive planning process we would find it
totally divorced from reality--an effici-
ent planning process would be impossible
to mesh with the pattern of governments
which are part of Oregon. Rather than
restructure our local government we, by
default, often i~vite state and federal
intervention. In a recent address,
Lloyd Anderson, city commissioner from
Portland, suggested that an area's
ability to utilize its resources, to
fairly distribute its tax base, to plan
and progz'am in a sound way is diminished
by the square of the number of govern-
mental jurisdictions that exist in that
area. We need to ask "why" about many
of our units of local government, We
may find that the reasons for the orig-
inal boundaries and functions no longer
exist while other needs are being by-
passed. The "why" needs to bo asked in
terms of overall goals in order to demon-
strate that the statue qwo may be false
security.

Discounting Astoria, which really is
part of the Columbia system, there are
fourteen port districts on the Oregon
coast. Three of our coastal waterways
are each under the jurisdiction of two
port districts, It appears to me as if
the potential for wasteful duplication
and competir.ion will remain unless we
seek a unified coastal port district.
We have one coastal zone in which we are
trying to achieve a variety of waterway
services--fourteen port districts pre-
sent an obstacle. Some of the county and
city boundaries also seem illogical. If
we begin to examine what creates a concept
of community, we will start the develop-
ment of more responsive government.

PLANNING FUNDS UNCERTAIN

A need we share with many other groups
tackling domestic challenges is the insta-
bility of our funding. The passage of the
Coastal Zone Management Act in 1972 raised
our expectations. The OCC 5 DC on a
national level appeared to be the logical
recipient of research grants. The Nixon
administration did not create a "coastal
zone planning" line item in the current
'budget, Thus $313,000 of our anticipated
budget of $645,870 will have to be sought
from other sources. And we shall not be
alone in the line. It's another indica-
tion that the political process should
be no more foreign to the oceanographer
at Newport than the holder of a garbage
contract in Chicago.

Our political awareness need not only
be acute on the national scene but more
importantly on the local level. I brought
a few extra copies of our commission pub-
i' tion, ~Estuar ~Plannin Guideiin
It should be a positive force in gaining
public understanding and support. It.
supplies a methodology for working with
our many publics to gain common com-
mitment to implement plans. You will
find it helpful in your citizen contracts.
You amy also wish to use it as a yardstick
to measure the degree of public involve-
ment of our commission. Don't allow us
to function in isolation, It breeds con-
tempt, not support.

Some rec.ent court cases, particularly
the Fessano case in Washington County,
reinforce the importance of adequate
comprehensive plans. Any changes in the
plan will have to be substantiated by
evidence that the proposed use could not
be accoavnodated in already designated areas.
This not only makes it incumbent upon us
to develop the best possible plan based
on our current store of knowledge but also
design systems whereby the plans can be
monitored and updated in an orderly fashion.

And this brings me back to my original
request. Only with your translation of
the technical to the understandable will
we be able to interpret the relationship
between standards for development and
proposed land uses and our stated goal
to achieve wise management of our coastal
natural resources.

I can't plan effectively for people--
neither can you--but together we can plan
wzth people.
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Robinson Jeffers said it so well,

...the greatest beauty is
organic wholeness, the whole-

ness of life and things, the
divine beauty of the universe.
Love that, not man apart from
that...



Adaptation of Existing EPA Criteria to Ecological
Characterization of Pollution in Sediments

M P. Wennekens, Oceanographer
Marine and Coastal Zone Management Di vi s inn,
State of Alaska, Juneau

The economic realities of modern
society require that a viable level of
unimpeded waterborne commerce be main-
tained. Continuously accreting sedi-
ments must be periodically removed
 maintenance dredging! from interfering
shoals while at times undisturbed sedi-
ments must be excavated  new work! to
allow for expansion of navigational
accesses and harbor facilities. Modern
society, however, with the realization
that a good portion of the sediments
have become the repository of a wide
array of ecologically hazardous anthro-
pogenic discards and that haphazard
redistribution of the sheer volume of
removed sediments can physically oblit-
erate bottom dwelling life, demands that
an effective balance be maintained be-
tween the necessity of insuring effec-
tive protection of aquatic ccologi.es
from degredation and eradication and
the sustenance of an effective level of
waterborne commerce,

In January 1971, the Environmental
Protection Agency  EPA!, with the intent
of providing new safeguards against un-
regulated disposal of polluted sediments,
issued somewhat informally, through its
Commissioner for Operations, a document
entitled "Criteria for Determining
Acceptability of Dredge Spoil Disposal
to the Nation's Katers."

The EPA Criteria, as stated in Appendix
I, provide the regulatory procedures and
guidelines upon which considerations for
the granting or denial of Corps of Engi-
neers Permits are based.

Applications of standard laboratory
and analytical procedures, as detailed
in the AMSTS, various FWQA/EPA and Corps
of Engineers manuals, presented only
minor difficulties for obtaining the
basic sets of required EPA measurements.
Interpretation and applicability of the
resulting data as to their ecological
significance and effectiveness toward
environmental protection, however, pre-
sented a much more difficult problem, To
those charged with the responsibility of



assessing potential environmental impacts,
the EPA documents provided neither expla-
nations nor background for the ecological
relationales of the quoted limits for Zn,
Hg, Pb, C.O.D., Volatile Solids, Oil and
Grease, Total Kjeldahls Nitrogen and
other parameters.

The quoted limits for heavy metal were
particularly bothersome as the zinc levels
in the sediments collected in San Francisco
Bay, San Diego and Long Beach Harbors as
well as other localities in need of dredg-
ing along the California coast were most
frequently in excess of the EPA limits.
Thus many samples that could be passed
as "clean" by the other parameters, still
were deemed "polluted" because of high
zinc. After awhile, on the argument that
zinc levels could be expected to be high
because of the rather high zinc concen-
trations in surrounding parent soils,
somewhat arbitrary decisions were made
to "overlook" zinc as a "pollutional"
indicator.

The zinc argument serves ta illustrate
the nature of the very fundamental problem
posed by the i,ssuance of the EPA Criteria,
mainly shet should be measured and why to
provide eoolowzoalZb meaningful, effec-
tive and enforceable criteria. For example
on the argument that, due to the many lead
and silver deposits in the watersheds of
the various streams, high concentration
of such metals could be expected in the
outwashed sediments, thus warranting
their elimination from "pollutional"
assessment.

This paper attempts ro address itself
to the Civil and Sanitary Engineer being
continuously pressed on one side to get
a project completed as expeditiously as
possible while being confronted on the
other side, with the necessity of pro-
viding effective safeguards against un-
warranted environmental damage, all of
this to be accomplished at minimum cost.

The information presented was developed
in terms of the abave constraints. The
measurements were provided in accordance
with accepted engineering sampling, ana-
lytical and data reporting practices.
The information had to be obtained and
made available within strict time con-
straints as various factions were anxious
to forestall lengthy delays in their
decision-making processes.

trolling the sediments-pollutants-
biology interactions, "standard" prac-
tices can be modified to yield pertinent
ecological informat.ion.

It is also hoped that the information
presented will impress upon those faced
with the difficult task of establishing
criteria and procedures aimed at environ-
mental quality protection that hasty
decisions without proper definition
of ecological pratection objectives
and in depth assessment of the extent
to which available knowledge can be
applied toward the solution sought, can
only result in ascerbic and frustrating
situations in which many dollars can be
expended with little or na effectiveness
toward the required environmental protec-
tion

"POLLUTIQNAL" CHARACTERIZATION OF
SAN DIEGO HARBOR SEDIMENTS:
HYDROCHEMICAL CONSIDERATIONS

San Diego Harbor acted for many years
as a presumed "assimilative" sump for
various forms of wastes, until the con-
tinuing degredatian af the quality of
its waters forced the implementation
of extensive  and costly! remedial
measures, as shown in Figure 1  Dodson,
1972!.

The bottom deposits of San Diego
Harbor consist of various natural ad-
mixtures of gravels, sands, silts, clays,
organic matter, gases, tests and skeletal
remains af various forms of life, all
variously interspaced within a complex,
moderately strong polyelectrolyte. To
the natural admixtures are superimposed
a wide array of liquid and solid anthro-
pogenic additives, which once introduced
into the system undergo complex reactions
with both the natural constituents and
one another,

The hydrochemical processes are pri-
marily responsible for the so-called
"assimilative" capacity of the "receiving
waters" and as such provide for additional
stages of "treatment," generating their
own specialized types of sludges which
in turn become incorporated in the sus-
pended and deposited sediments.

This paper will attempt to demonstrate
that, by applying insight and baste know-
ledge of the most likely processes con-

Usual.ly overlooked from simil atzve
capacities considerations, is thc con-
trolling physical-chemical role exerted



Figure 1. Clean up of San Diego Bay,  Dodson, 1972!
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by particulates, especially the fine clay-
collordai sizes. The importance of solid-
liquid interfaces in hydrachemicaI pro-
cesses is slowly being recognized, as
exemplified by the findings and recom-
mendations by various National Science
Foundation workshops  NJaste Management
Concepts for the Coastal. lone, 1970;
Marine Fnvir'onmental equality and Marine
Chemistry, 1971!. New treatises in
marine and aquatic chem istries  Horne,
l969; Stutmn and Morgan, 1970! discuss
in detail the basics of various inter-
facial processes. One of thc morc
comprehensi,ve summaries of the pro-
cesses controlling the behavior, paths
and fate of anthro-additives released
into the marine environment, with per-
tinent references to the role of par-
ticulates can be found in the 1971
National Academy of Sciences document
entitled: "Radioactivity and the Marine
Environment." More specific information
on the hydrochemrcal properties of rnor-
ganic and organic particulates can be
found in Grim �968!, Salomon �962!,
Krone �969, 1972!, Hood �969!,
Richards �969!, Sharma �971!, Horne
e'.- ul. �971!, Sails er al �971!, among
others.

A comprehensive survey of the lite-
rat re indicates that the fine inorgar ic
and organic particulates in the fine silt,
clay and colloidal particle sizes  less
than 50 microns! exert a dominant con-
trol upon tho geo-biochemical fate,
transport, di.spersal, deposition, re-
cycling and biological uptake of the
bulk of the anthro-additives introduced
into the harbor and coastal waters.

The objectives of the present paper
are to demonstrate the importance of
particle size separation for the pollu-
tional characterization of aquatic sedi-
ments and to outline thc manner by whi.ch
the analytical results can be translated
into more meaningful ecological infor-
mation,

EXPERIMENTAL AND SAMPLE PROCESSING
PROCEDVRES

Two sets of sediment samples were
co11ected and analyzed:

b! Five bottom cores collected at
locations also shown in Figure 2.

All sample processing and analytical
procedures were performed in accordance
with the procedures outlined in Appendix
II.

SURFACE' ZZDZÃZh'TS

A.. Fatale Sample Attallysea. The
results of whale sample analysis of the
surface sediments are shown in Table 1
 V.S. Corps of Engineers, S. Pac. Div.,
Sausalito Lab., 1972!. For interpre-
tative purposes, the analytical results
are plotted in the manner shown in
Figure 3, the primary intent of the
graphs being ta under'score the rela-
tionships between the various parameters;
because of the large differences in con-
centration ranges, the various parameters
are grouped together on an arbitrary
ordinate,

Several interesting relationships
can be observed between the amount of
fine particulates, inferred organic
levels as measured by Total Kjeldahl
Nitrogen, Volatile Solids, Oil and Grease,
C.O.D. and the variatians in heavy metals
concentrations. The peakings in the
organic and heavy metals concentrations
for locations E $ E and tt 12 E could be
related to the proximities af sewage
outfalls prior to rerouting in the
newly constructed collecting system
 Figure I! .

Of special interest are the results
from locations E 2 C at the lower reach
of the harbor and E 17 C at its upper
reach. At bot.h locations the drastic
drop in the levels of fine particulates
and "organzcs" correlates with a sharp
decrease in heavy metal levels. The
only exception to the pattern is Hg and
As at Station E 17 C where a peaking up
rather than a drop occurs; na ready expa-
nation can bc provided for the Hg and As
behavior, sample mislabelling being a
good possibility. Replicate measure-
ments would be needed to confirm their
behavioral non-conformity with the other
heavy metals Fe also peaks up at loca-
tion h 16 C while behaving as the other
metals in the rest of the harbor sedi-
ments.

a! Thirteen surface  grab! samples
collected at thc locations shown in
Figure 2.

Thc patterns of behavior exhibited b> all
the physical and chemical sedirtcntary param-
eters conform well with predictions based



Figure 2. Sediment Sampling Locations, San Diego Harbor.
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'c-diments, San Diego Harbor.

uPon the physical-inorganic-organic chem-
istries "f fine particles. The pealring and

opp g 0 "organics" and heavy metal con-
centrations strongly suggest that the heavy
metals are in some form of organo-metallic
complex. A similar correlation between
organic and heavy metals levels was ob-
served in San Francisco Bay as illustrated
in Figure 4  Peterson ct a7., 1972! . The
organic-heavy metal relationship is rather
well-illustrated in San Diego Harbor for
locations E 18 C through F, 17 C for which
high percentages of fine particulates' with
relatively low level,s of organics correlate
with Iow levels of heavy metals,

B. Partiole Size Separation. To inves-
tigate and define further the relationships
between fine particulate-organic and heavy
metal concentration, location E 5 C was re-
sampled and analysis performed by sepa-
rating the sediments into "coarse" and
"fine" fractions, as described below:

Fractional r tain-Size Separuticn.
Thhe sample was wet sieved in general
accordance with Engineering Manual
EM 1110-2-1906, Laboratory Soils
Testing, 50 November 1970, using
U.S. Standard Vo. 18, mesh, 1.0 mm
opening and Vo. 200, mesh, 0,074 mm
opening sieves, The sieves were
constructed of stainless steel wire
cloth, and the tochnician wore rubber
gloves during the washing process as
a precaution against contamination.
Sea water trom San Diego Harbor was
used for washing and was applied to
the material on each sieve by action
of a battery filler type syringe.
The material retained on thc No. 18
sieve, consisting primarily of sea
shells, was not tested. All wash
water was collected in evaporating
dishes and decanted after a period
of settlement. All samples of the
decanted wash water, the plus 0.74
mm, sand fraction and the minus
0,074 mm, silt or clay fract.ion were
saved for pollution analysis.  U.S.
Corps of Engineers, S. Pac, Div.,
Sausalito Lab., 1972l.

The analytical results are shown in
Tahl< I. The fine fraction of the sample,
wet sieved through a No. 200 mesh sieve
with harbor water, accounted for about
40 to 45 per cent of the dry weight of
the sample. The differences between the
organic. and heavy metal concentrations
the coarse and fine fractions are obvious
and further confirm the results of the
whole sample analysis. Df interest in
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Table 1 is the fact that apart from cer-
tain portions of the "organics," the con-
centrations of heavy metals in the orig-
inal harbor water and in the "wash water"
remained identical, showing no evidence
for heavy metals resolution during the
wet sieving procedures. The results
suggest that little or no resolution of
heavy metals is to be expected from
mechanical stirring of sediments during
dredging.

The preceding whole sample analyses
provided only for a general longitudinal
distribution of the "pollutional" char-
acteristics of the surface sediments of
the harbor.

If one refers to Table 2 and supplies
the information as outlined in Appendix I
to characterize the "acceptability" of
the sediments for disposal in open waters,
one finds that for certain locations,
"organics suites also contribute to
additional pollutional classification.

Inferred fronl such measurements is
that all of the sediments to be dredged
are "polluted," and unacceptable for
open water disposal. From a practical

disposal standpoint,'the question immed-
iately arises; how much is actually pol-
luted and needs to be excluded from re-
dispersal into open water, and how much
can be considered as clean, and can be
redistributed in the most beneficial
manner. With a better appreciation of the
three-dimensional distribution of pollu-
tion in the harbor sediments, engineering
evaluations of the total volume of material
that would require contained disposal can
be derived and appropriate removal tech-
niques formulated.

To study the vertical pattern of dis-
tribution of pollutants in the San Diego
Harbor sediments, five cores were collec-
ted as shown in Figure 2. Two sets of
analyses were performed, one on an "homo-
genized" portion of one-half whole core;
the others, on a strata by strata basis.

A. Homogenized Coz'e. Based upon
engineering arguments that, in practice,
dredging equipment tends to "homogenize"
the sediments by internrixing "polluted"
material with "clean" material, request
was made. the the certification of the
quality of the dredged material for re-
dispersal in open water be based upon
"homogenized" samples.
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Fish and Game and Water Quality Control
Board representatives were also greatly
concerned about the possibilities of par-
ticulate resolution of particulate-heavy
metals bond as a result of the mechanical
agitation of the sediments and of the
potential effects of turbidity upon vari-
ous forms of marine life.

The consensus was that land containme~t
of the variously polluted sediments would
provide for the maximum environmental safe-
guards. However, the large volume of mate-
rial  about 9 million cubic yards, of which,
based upon the surface samples analysis,
about 600,000 cubic yards were classified
as polluted!, even with the availability
of a few shore sites for fills, made land
containment a major undertaking, and a
very costly proposition if the material
had to be transported to inland sites.
Two alternative solutions were being con-
sidered, ocean disposal for the more haz-
ardous material and utilization of the
"clean" material for beach nourishment
along the Coronado-Silver Strand shores.

To assess, in an ecologically meaningful
manner, the pros and cons of the homogeniz-
ing concepts, two sets of analyses were
performed on one-half of longitudinally
split core E ll e; the core was selected
because of its location in a seemingly
high pollution area. One-half of Core
E ll E half was thoroughly mechanically
mixed and subjected to suite of analyses
previously outlined. The other half of
Core E ll E half was thoroughly mixed, an
aliquot sample dispersed in salt water and
allowed to settle differentially in accor-
dance with the following procedure:

Separation of samples by sedi-
mentation; about 3/4 pint of soil was
placed in a l000 ml beaker which was
then filled with Steinhart Aquarium
sea water. After stirring, the sand
was allowed to settle and the suspen-
sion poured into an evaporating dish.
The beaker was again filled with water
and the process repeated until the
water was clear after stirring.
After flocculation occurred, the
clear water was removed from the
evaporating dish.  U.S. Corps of
Engineers, S, Pac. Div,, Sausalito
Lab., 1972!.

The "coarse," rapidly settling par-
ticles and the fine slowly settling
"floe," which accounted for about 5S
per cent of the total amount of the sedi-
ment, were then subjected to the suite of
analyses previously outlined. The results

of the "homogenizing" experiment are shown
in Figure 5,

Settling rates were also performed with
the following results:

Two l000 ml soil Steinhart Aquarium
sea water suspensions were prepared
using 20 and 40 per cent soil by
weight. The 20 per cent suspension
was 8.6 per cent soil by volume and
the total density was 32.2 Ibs/cu ft.
The soil was dispersed and allowed to
settle with periodic measurements
taken from the surface of the water
to the surface of the flocculated
soil.

It was determined from a settling
test conducted on a homogenized sample
from Core E 11 E that approximately
2 to 2 I/2 hours were required to com-
plete sedimentation. The increase in
water depth after that time is due to
consolidation of the soil. Floccula-
tion occurred within 30 seconds after
dispersion. The sand settled in about
IS seconds. The 20 per cent soil sus-
pension settled at the rate of 3 inches
per hour and the 40 per cent at I inch
per hour; however total settling times,
2 to 2 I/2 hours, were about the same
for both suspensions.  U.S. Corps of
Engineers, S. Pac. Div., Sausalito Lab.,
1972!.

The results of the homogenizing and
settling experiments show that the main
concentration of pollutants directly
associated with the fine fraction of the
sediment mix. Under dredging condition,
which will induce a high degree of mech-
anical mixing with harbor water, the
resulting turbidity would therefore con-
sist of fine particulates carrying the bulk
of the pollutants. The ecological signif-
icance of these experiments will be dis-
cussed further on.

B. particle Size Differentiation for
Sed&nentcu'p Strata. The vertical dis-
tribution of "pollutants" in the various
cores was investigated by selecting sam-
ples from various well-defined sediment
strata, and subjecting them to the iden-
tical suite of analyses previously des-
cribed. The results are illustrated in
Figures 6 through 10.

l. Core Z ll Z. The analytical
results of the strata analyses for the
remaining longitudinal one-half of Core

50
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"hard pan" layer, which effectively pre-
vented any further penetration of the core
barrel, readily suggests that such values
axe those of natural sedimentary deposits
and that they should not be construed as
being indicative of pollution.

On the basis of the present results,
taking into account known inherent hetero-
geneit.ies in the distxibution of the only
clearcut pollutional classification that
could be given to core E 11 E, based upon
particle size differentiation is for the
top sediment layer of the core.

2. Core E 1 E. The stratification and
sedimentary characteristics and results of
particle size analyses fox' core E 1 E,
collected near the seaward entrance of the
harbor, as shown in Figure 2 are illustrated
in Figure 7. The lower portion of the core
was analyzed whole due to the very low con-
tent of fine particulates. The sedimentary
transition between the upper and lower
strata was extremely sharp, as indicated.

One of the most salient observations, at
the time of the splitting of the core was
the very strong "crude oil" smell and the
presence of bituminous-like inclusions in

10"
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I

Medium to Coarse Yellowish Sxnd and 6roken
Shells

Dk Ned Shelly
Sand BLK Layers
Strong "Crude Oil" Odor

CoD
KjN

Vol So
Oil h G

Coarse FineWhole

Figure 7. Stratigraphic and Granulometric Chemical Analyses of Core
E lK, San Diego Harbor.

E 11 E shown in Figure 6 should be com-
pared directly with those of the nhomo-
genized" half of the same core. As
indicated, not all of the strata samples
were subjected to particle size analyses,
due to the fact that visual inspection
indicated mostly coarse material.  See
physical description of the individual
sediment layers.!

The analytical results revealed several
interesting features:

a! As in previous analyses, the fine
particulates exhibited the highest values
for heavy metals concentrations, the higher
concentrations correlating with the highex
levels of organics.

b! Well-defined concentration grad-
ients could be observed between the sur-
face and bottom layers of the core, the
surface sediments being the highest in
the organic-heavy metal concentrations.

c! The levels fox' Zinc, Total Kjeldahl
Nitxogen and Volatile Solids could, by
applying the EPA Criteria for acceptability,
classify most of the fine fractions as "pol-
luted." The concentration values for the
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Hg
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the sandy upper layer. The analytical
results, based upon particle size differ-
entiation show very high values for "organics"
and heavy metal levels which undoubtedly cor-
relate with the heavier hydrocarbon fraction
residues. The "pollutional" status of the
upper six or so inches is rather obvious.

The lower portion of the core consisted
mainly of odorless, clean, rather coarse
sand intermixed with broken shells. The
physical appearance of the sediments as
well as the analysis show that the lower
portion of the sediments can safely be
classified as "clean."

8. Core 5 5 E. The stratification and
sedimentary characteristics as well as the
analytical results for Core E 5 E are shown
in Figure 8. Both the upper portion and the
lower portion of the core consisted of rather
coarse sand intermixed with whole and broken
shells. The shell material, in the top por-
tion of the core, vas heavily coated with
a black film. Zinc and lead were in excess
of the EPA criteria; the organics were low.

The center section of the core exhibited
high levels of organics and very high levels
of heavy metals in the fine fractions. A
"polluted" classification can readily be
assigned to this particular section of the
core sediments.
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Figure 8. Stratigraphic and Granulometric Chemical Analyses of Core
E 5 E, San Diego Harbor.
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Based upon thc low organic-heavy metals
levels, a non-pollutional status can be
assigned to the lower strata.

Cm'e K 6 E. The stratification,
sedimentary and chemical characteristics
of Core E 6 E are shown in Figure 9.

The core, the longest obtained of the
series, exhibited not less than six dif-
ferent, well-defined sediment layers. The
most salient feature of the core at the
time of splotting was the very strong
"fishy" odor emanating from the layer
located between 18 and 30 inches below
the top of the core. Several live small
clams and marine worms were observed at
the time of the splitting of the core.
The results of analy sis of the fine
fraction show high organics and Cr, Cu,
Pb, and Zn content, which would clearly
assign a "polluted" status to these par-
ticular sediments, a "polluted" status
which cannot readily be reconciled with
the healthy appearance of the marine life
found associated with the sediments.

The remainder of the core consisted of
coarse material with insufficient amounts
of fine particulate for analysis. It is
interesting to note that the organic and
heavy metal concentrations between the
unsorted top and bottom sediment fractions
and the sorted coarse fraction of the cen-
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The concern about the potential, adverse
effects of t.ur.bidity thus takes on a much
more ominous meaning. To gauge properly the
ecological impact ot turbidity-borne pollu-
tants, the natural processes controlling
the sorting, transport, sett ling and depo-
sition of fino particulates must be examined.
Knowledge of the length of time to whrch a
particular "soupe" of filter and detrital
feeders will be subjected to a cloud of fine,
slowly settling, organic-pollutant rich par-
ticulates, and of the rate at which such
particulates can be scavenged, is most
crucial. Once deposited, the fine sedi-
ments can be resorted, resuspended and
reconcentrated from an "homogenized" mix
by a number of natural processes  Drake
et aL, 1972!, processes which must bc
fully taken into account for long range
impact assessments.

The results obtained show that, by slightly
modifying sample processing practices and
standard analytical techniques, informative
and meaningful ecological and engineering
data can be obtained.

The fate of the fine particulates during
dr'edging operations and after disposal can
be predicted.

56

ter layer do not differ markedly from one
another.

Core 8 L6 8. The stratification,
sedimentary and chemical characteristics of
Core E 16 E, obtained in the upper reaches
of the harbor are illustrated in Figure 10.
As in the other samples, the relationships
between fine particulate-organic-heavy
metals concentrations hold. A clear "pol-
luted" status can be given only to the
upper portion of the core. The similar-
ities between the organic and heavy metals
levels for the unsorted samples and coarse
sorted fractions should be noted.

DISCUSSIQN OF RESULTS--ECOLOGICAL AND
ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS

The results of the various physical and
chemical measurements performed upon the
surface and core sediments from San Diego
Harbor indicate;

l. A well-defined relationship exists
between the amount of fine particulates,
organic levels and concentration of heavy
metals.

2, The concentrations of heavy metals
increase as the organic content of the
sedimentary mix increases, suggesting a
preva.lence of organo-metallic complexes.

3. The distribution of "pollution"
within the sedimentary column is usually
confined to definite strata, usually in
the surface layers. However, polluted
layers can be found below the surface,
interleaved between other strata.

4. Resolution of the pollutants sorbed
to the fine particulate as a result of
mechanical stirring and resuspension is
highly unlikely.

ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Traditionally, consideration of the
impacts of dredging, sediment redispersal
and disposal has focused mostly upon the
physical impacts of turbidity and smother-
ing of bottom life.

The present results d,m te mon st rat z ng t he
close relationships between f'een ine partic-
ulates, organic content an' h .anu cavy metals,
provi le. new insights into thee most likely
pathway s for the trans 1 oc at ion f l lc. ion o pollutants
from sediments to pelagic and benthic bio-

systems. The size of th e particles
invol.ved, less than about 30 mi ., lmicrons, places
them in a size range readily amenablc to
ingestion by filter and detrital feeders.

fact that the concentration of h 'cavy
etals and other const.ituents becomes

higher as the organic content of the fine
partrculate rncreases also rndrcates that
tl 's material can be sought. prefcrentraily

particulate feeders and sorted from
the more inert material, indications are
that under "polluted" conditions, the
heavy metals are most likely in an organo-
metallicc state, which iaimediately suggests
that their toxicity and translocating
mobilrty into biological systems will be
high.

Larval and meta orphrc stages of a grtat
variety of marine life are filter feeders
and to a lesser extent detrital feeders.
They can thus scavenge for the mrx of par-
ticulates carrying the organo-metallic as
well as organic pollutants; the biological
uptake of variously polluted fine partrcu-
lates poses the most serious threat. t.o
aquatic life, as developing embryos, meta-
morphic, larval and juvenile stages are most
sensitive to low level pollutants, a fact
repeatedly demonstrated by laboratory studies.
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"SLUG" RELEASES

"Slug" release of several thousand cubic
yards of sediments into a few tends of feet
of water usually induces bulk entrapment and
settling of the sediment mix, primarily as
a result of the downward momentum of the
settling mass. Under such conditions, there
is only limited opportunity for differential
settling of coarse and fine particles; much
of the turbidity generated near the bottom
under such conditions will most likely be
the result of the sudden disturbance of
bottom sediments by the sinking mass.
Release from hopper dredges which tend to
disperse the sediments over a significant
area will favor differential sorting and
settling of coarse and fine particles.

CFE17 iVATER ZISPCS/X, DEE1' VC FR
"SLUG" RELEASES

"Slug" release of a sediment mix into
several hundred feet of water  i.e., be-
yond the LOO fathom line!, favors, once the
initial momentum is dampened, differential
sort.ing of particles, such sorting becoming
progressively more effective as the depth
cf water incr ases, Under such conditions
the density structure of the water column
can induce the finer portion of the par-
ticulates to "layer out" at density inter-
faces, a phenomenon recently observed along
the Santa Barbara-Oxnard shelf area of
southern California  Drake, l971; Drake

ai, L972!.

Density interfaces are also known to
be layers where planktonic and small
nektonic forms conrentrate. Thus, under
deep water disposal conditions, the re-
sorting and Layering out of fine-pollutant
bearing particulates can form a pollutant
"soup" within layers of high filter feed-
ing activity.

' Ir . RESCRr.I.VG 8 mTER DEPQSITIOV

Once deposited on the bottom, the various
particles can be resorted fram the sediment
mix by tidal currents and turbulence induced
by shoaling waves. progressive resorting and
"winnowing" of the fine particulates can con-
tinue for rather long periods of time, pro-
viding a steady supply of fine-pollutant rich
particulates, which again can layer out at
density interfaces and be transported long
distances away from the depositional source,

if not quickly scavenged by the local popu-
lations of filter feeders  Drake, 1971!.
Thus, even if initially deposited as an
"homogenized" mix, the polluted fines can
readily be sorted out, reconcentrated and
redispersed in a most ecologically harmful
ma~net .

It is often advantageous to redistribute
dredged sediments along the beach to control
erosion. Once an "homogenized" mix is
deposited along the beach, wave and wind
action can quickly resort the fines from
the coarse. Thus the fine particulate,
with its complex suite of pollutants, can
readily become reconcentrated in the surf
zone or in blowing dust. These facts alone
provide the strongest. arguments against any
"pollutional" certii'ication practices based
upon gross analysis of homogenized" samples.

Toxicity bioassays, to be ecologically
significant, must relate to the most likely
manner by which the pollutants ingress into
various forms of aquatic l,ife. As presently
practiced, bioassays focus primarily upon
the cfi'ects of pollutants fn aolut~.on, not
to particuLate-bound pollutants. Such
bioassays provide little or no information
as to the effects of polluted, suspended
or deposited particles and are of extremely
doubtful ecological value.

L'NGINEBRING CONSLDLRATIONS

The information gained from the experi-
ments performed on the sediments of San Diego
Harbor, suggests new approaches to engineer-
ing techniques and practices to control and
mitigate the adverse environmental impacts
of the dredging of variously polluted sedi-
ments.

To the water quality engineer, the most
pressing problem is to control turbidity,
especially in the silt-colloidal size frac-
tions. By using and updating present drill-
ing mud recovery and ore separation tech-
niques, differential sorting of sediment
during dredging operations is feasi.bl.e.
Sorting mechanisms can be incorporated
with surtion dredge equipment, as the
homogenizing of the sediments into a
watery slur'ry makes the material amenable
to a variety of separation processes, such
as air flotation.

Selective dredging of polluted sedi-



mentary layers is presently technically
feasible. Selective dredging requires
first, rather exact field surveys ta quan-
tify precisely the volumes of sediments to
be removed, then it necessitates precise
techniques to control the operations of the
dredge cutting head to insure that the pol-
luted layers are removed with only minimal
amounts of clean material.

The economics of disposal dictate that
thc bulk of polluted fines be reduced to
the strictest practical minimum whenever
special containment is required, De-
watering of the material is essential and
is a problem requiring special attention.
ln some cases, the organic levels can be
high enough to warrant «et pyrolysis.

Controlling the escapement of fine
particles from various waste treatment
facilities must also be seriously con-
sidered; a treatment facility operating
at 85 per cent efficiency in particulate
removal might allow 90 per cent of the
pollutants to escape chelated or sorbed
to the unfiltered IS per cent of the sus-
pended fine particulates.

CONCL|1SIONS AND REC0%IENDATIONS

The results of the present experiment
indicate that, through proper application
of standard field and laboratory procedures
and analytical techniques, interpretive
information can be derived to describe
pollutant-sediments associations, evalu-
ate ecological hazards stemming from par-
ticulate borne pollution, adapt control
and abatement measures to existing tech-
nological and engineering capabilities and
recommend new technological approaches to
long range abatement and control of sedi-
ment pollution.

The present results also clearly indi-
cate that surface  grab! sediment samples
are not effective in defining and quan-
tifying the pollutional character af
aquatic sediments and that cores are
essential in discriminating, an a strati-
graphic and granulometri,c basis, between
"clean" and "polluted" status of sediments.

For ecological and engineering appli-
cations, the gathering and processing of two
basic sets of cores is recommended. To
establish an initial sediment qual.ity base-
line, reconnaissance cores, few in number
but collected at locations carefully pre-
selected on the basis of known or suspec-
ted sources of pollution and local peculi-

arities of the subsurface t'opography as it
relates to sediment transport, erosion and
accretion, should be processed in accordance
with the procedures previously outlined.
Such cores should be analyzed in the great-
est detail passible.

Based upon the detailed information
gathered from the physical and chemical
analyses of reconnaissance cores, addi-
tional cores, collected from a sufficiently
dense grid af stations to properly quantify
the stratigraphic and granulametric extent
of sediment pollution, should be obtained
ta provide engineering estimates of the
actual volumes af sediments requiring spe-
cial removal techniques  i.e., selective
removal of polluted layers!, special pro-
cessing techniques  i.e., separation of
fine fractions through air flotation,
dewatering of fine fractions! and. special
disposal requirements  i.e., containment
in a sealed area, wet pyrolysis!.

The results of the present investigation
also indicate that any establishment of a
sediment pollutional index requires some
form of granulometric-organic-heavy metal
relationship. Establishment of an organic
sediment index, in a manner similar to the
one developed by Ballinger and McKee  }971!
would be most useful in strengthening the
observed relationships between high organic
levels and heavy metal concentrations.
Similarly an organic sediment carbon-lipid
index would be most purposeful in estab-
lishing a relationship with chlorinated
hydrocarbon concentrations.

Finally, it is strongly recommended that
sediment pollutional classification also
include measurements of the chemical state
of various pollutants, such as the percentage
of organo-metallic fractions of various heavy
metals, classes of petrochemicals and various
other known and potentially harmful organics.
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APPENDIX II

AttALyTZCAL PROCEDURZS

Use of Criteria. These criteria were
developed as guidelines for FWQA evalu-
ation of proposals and applications to
dredge sediments from fresh and saline
waters,

Criteria. The decision whether to oppose
plans for disposal of dredged spoil in
U.S. waters must be made on a case-by-case
basis after considering all appropriate
factors; including the tollowing:

Volume of dredged material.
Existing and potential quality
and use of the water in the
disposal area.
Other conditions at the disposal
site such as depth and currents.
Time of year of disposal  in
relation to fish migration and
spawning, etc.!.
Method of disposal and alternatives.
Physical, chemical and biological
characteristics of the dredged
material.
Likely recurrence and total number
of disposal requests in a receiving
water area.
Predicted long and short-term
effects on receiving water quality.

When concentrations, in sediments, of one
or more of the following pollution par~m-
eters exceed the limits expressed below,
the sediment will be considered polluted
in all cases and, therefore, unacceptable
for open water disposal.

Volatile Solids
Chemical Oxygen Demand  COD!
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Oil-Grease
Mercury
Lead
Z1nc

When analyzing sediments dredged from marine
waters, the following correlation between
volatile solids and COD should be made:

TVS '4  dry! = 1.32 + 0.98  COD 0!

If the results show a significant deviation
from this equation, additional samples should
be analyzed to insure reliable measurements.

The volatile solids and COD analyses should
be made first. If the maximum limits are
exceeded the sample can be characterized
as polluted and the additional parameters
should not have to be investigated.

Dredged sediment having concentrat ions o f
constituents less than the limits stated
above 1''l7. nat be autamaticalIy ConSidered
acceptable for disposal. A judgment must
be made on a case-by-case basis after con-
sidering the factors listed in  a! through
 h! above.

In addition to the analyses required to
determine compliance with the stated
numerical criteria, the following addi-
tional tests are recommended where appro-
priate and pertinent:

Total Phosphorus
Total Organic Carbon  TOC!
Immediate Oxygen Demand  IOD!
Settleability
Sulfides
Trace Metals  iron, cadmium, copper,

chromium, arsenic and nickel!
Pesticides
Bioassay

The first four analyses would be considered
desirable in almost all instances They
may be added to the mandatory list when suf-
ficient experience with their interpretation
is gained. For example, as experience is
gained, the TOC test may prove to be a
valid substitute for the volatile solids
and COD analyses. Tests for trace metals
and pesticides should be made where sign1f-
icant concentrations of these materials are
expected from known waste discharges,

All analyses and techniques for sample
collection, preservation and preparation
shall be in accord with a current FWQA
analytical manual on sediments

Volatile solids, chemical oxygen demand
 COD!, total Kjeldahl nitrogen, oil and
grease, zinc, iron, copper and chromium
were run according to "Chemistry Laboratory
Manual, Bottom Sediments" compiled by Great
Lakes Region Committee on Analytical Methods
and published by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, Federal Water Quality Admin-
istration, December 1969.

Mercury, Match and Ott Method using
Coleman 50 Mercury' Analyzer.

Lead, cadmium and nickel, F ed eral Water
Pollution Control Administration  FWPCA!



Atomic Absorption Methods, Nitric Acid
Soluble.  November 1969!

Total soluble phosphorus, Standard Methods
13th Edicition 223 2 b5c and 223 E 4d.

Arsenic, "Standard Methods for Examination
of Water and Wastewater" 13th Edition 1971,
Method 104A.

Particle size, Corps of Engineers Manual
EE 1110-2-1906.



After the Studies-Then Whet?
William S. Cox, Director

Division of State I ands, Salem

We' ve become aware of our environment!
We know we need to protect it.! Scientific
work and studies have provided us with the
knowledge we can use to protect it,

In Oregon a major portion of our environ-
mental efforts have been focused on the
estuaries. Estuary protection is accom-
plished in three different ways.

The first is preuentzon through the
mechanism of proper zoning and legally
enforced permit systems. Any proposed
project for an estuary would have to meet
stated standards and conditions or not be
allowed. The use of adequate standards
and conditions ai'e dependent upon a
thorough knowledge of our estuaries and
their ecological systems. The standards
which are set must truly represent the
criteria needed to protect the estuary.

The second method is the atfLzty to
stop u pz'og'cot uhzoh ze taking p2oce in
an estuary and which has not been author-
ized through zoning and/or permit s> stems,
The protection agency must be able to go
to court and justify the issuance of a
temporary restraining order or injunc-
tion stopping the project. Since we' re
working with resource protection statutes,
the Court, hearing the request for an
injunction or restraining order, has
required that the State show that the
objectionable proj ect is creating re-
source damage before they will immed-
iately i,ssue an order to stop it, The
Courts have been reluctant, without a
hearing, to issue a stop work order it
the project is located on the landowner's
private property, They feel that due
process requires a hearing to allow the
individual to justify his project before
the Court The difficulty w'ith the
hearing requirement is that zn the case
of a landfill the project can be com-
pleted within a few days and it is dif-
ficult to schedule and allow adequate
notice of a hearing bel.ore the landfill
project is completed,

A third method of protection and
less desirable than the first two is
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Ql.t~lp to 2're 've cr dQrrrQ91,r+ proJcot Qj teP
id here been uomI.E ter. Usually the cost
of removal is significantly greater than
the cost ot the project itself. Courts
have been reluctant to require removal
especially if the individual is using his
own property unless it can be shown that
sustained significant resource damage will
result, and that the removal will not
cause more resource damage than allowing
the project to remain in place. 'L'ery often
the resource protection agency is required
to show that a project would not have been
allowed had a permit been applied for.
This involves extensive administrative
action and an administrative hearing be-
fore seeking court assistance.

The State Land Board and the Oivision
of State Lands, who are among the major
resource protection coordinators for
estuaries, feel that the key to adequate
resource protection is not only a thor-
ough knowledge of the legal remedies
and their application to the multitude
of fact situations that exist in our
estuaries, but also a thorough know-
ledge of all available scientific infor-
mation which can be used in a court of
law to demonstrate the need for immediate
legal action to stop resource damage in
our estuaries,

Hy purpose in appearing before this
estuary conference is to bring to you
information on the legal relationships
which exist in our estuaries and the
problems of enforcement. Adequate pro-
tection very often is based upon pre-
sent iny, the right scientific information
at the right time, and in the proper forum.
The enforcement agencies need your help.

At. this moment, from our reference
point, landfills and estuary alteration
projects seem to be the greatest dangers
to our estuary environment.

Who owns the lands encompassed by the
project? This is a key question to the
resource protection agencies. If the
project involves state-owned lands, the
state has the legal remedy of trespass
available which does not involve showing
resource damage. All that is needed is
to show that the project is occupying state
land without permission.

Oregon's estuaries are a mixture of pri-
vate and public ownership. At the time of
statehood  L859!, Oregon, by virtue of its
state sovereignty, became the owner of all
estuary water lands from the high tidcline
on one bank to the high tidelines or> the

opposite shore  see diagrara I!. Private
upland ownership ext.ended down to this
high tideline.

The state-owned waterway lands were
historically divided into two classifica-
tions: submersible lands and submerged
lands. The submersible lands,2 also known
as tidelands, extended from the ordinary
high tideline to the ordinary low tideline.
The submerged lands> extended from the
ordinary low tideline on one shore to the
ordinary low tidelines on the opposite
bank.

The State handled these two classifica-
tions differently and to understand some
of the enforcement problems we need to
touch on these differences. The sub-
merged waterway lands were to be admin-
istered by the State as a trust to pro-
tect fishery and navigation4. The sub-
mersible waterway lands were held by
the State in its proprietary capacity
even though some elements of the trust
still applied to these lands.5

lu "Line of ordinary high water" means the
line on the bank or shore to which the high
water ordinarily rises annually in season,

"Submersible lands," except as provided
in ORS 274.705 means lands lying between
the line of ordinary high water and the
line of ordinary low water of all navigable
waters and all islands, shore lands or other
such lands held by or granted to this state
by virtue of her sovereignty, wherever appli-
cable, within the boundaries of this state
as heretofore or hereafter established,
whether such waters or lands are tidal or
nontidal.

SuSubmerged lands," except as provided
in ORS 274.705, means lands lying below the
line of ordinary low water of all navigable
waters within the boundaries of this state
as heretofore or hereafter established,
whether such waters are tidal or nontidal.

35 Ops. Att'y Gen. 844 �971!

"From all this it. appears that when
the state of Oregon was admitt.ed into the
union, the tide lands became its property
and subject to its jurisdiction and dis-
posal; that fn thw obeenee of Ieg-IeI .t:on

u ai~v., ti" oui n Ior; ru!e r.rulc-.';.r ra

th,r t teart ' . 'i" e I .. ' ti.m,

;:c
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In the late 1800's, the state, acting
to stimulate economic development, sold
or granted much of its estuary tidelands
to private individuals. lt also granted
licenses to use state-owned waterways
for certain purposes.b

The state can quickly stop a landfill
or have it removed if it has been placed
on state-owned lands However, the pro-
cess of stopping a landfill on privately
owned estuary lands is slow and difficult.
Government is in the position of telling
a private individual what he can or cannot
do on his own property. The "rights" of
a private landowner are protected against
arbitrary governmental action by the
United States Constitution.7 Also the
government cannot so restrict the rea"on-
able use of an individual's property to
the point that the landowner is in the
position of having his property taken
without just compensation.

state; that the state has the right to
dispose of them in such manner as she
might deem proper, as is frequently done
in various ways, and whereby sometimes
large areas are reclaimed and occupied
by cities, ar.d are put to public and
prrvate uses, state con.rol ar" o~~er-
ship therein heirs e,<preme, suhjec. nl9
to the paramount ~ ".9ht of nau'~ation and
commerce. n Bot'lfy u. -binet', 22 Or. 247
�892! . af firmed 1S2 U.S. I �893! .

6»The owner of any land lying upon any
navigable stream or other like water, and
within the corporate limits of any incor-
porated town or within the boundaries of
any part, may construct a wharf or wharves
upon the same, and extend the «'barf or
wharves into the stream or other like
water beyond low-water mark so far as may
be necessary and convenient for the use
and accommodation of any ships, boats or
vessels that may or can navigate the stream
or other like water." ORS 780.040

"All persons born or naturalzzed zn the
United States, and subject to the jurisdic-
tion thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the State wherein they reside.
No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or
iranunities of c.itizens of the United States,
r or shall any State deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without due
process of Iaw; nor deny to any person
within its jurisdictio~ the equal protec-
tion of the laws." U.S. Const. Amend. XIV

The establishment of public-private
boundary lines is a prerequisite to immedi-
ate estuary protection, The Division of
State Lands during this last biennium has
undertaken to map the estuary tidelands.
An example of a Division tideland report
can be found as an appendix to this paper

A further concern of the Division in
its pz'otection efforts is the extent of the
so-called riparian use "rights" according
to which the estuary waterfront owner may
use the state-owned submerged and submers-
ible lands fronting his property. Early
English Common Law which forms the founda-
tion for Oregon law has been said to give
the riparian owner many use rights to the
waterlands in front of his property. A
1972 Attorney General's Opinion9 clarified
these "rights" in terms of Oregon law.
This opinion defines the Common Law right

as one of access to the water only, Other
so-called rights, such as the wharf right
can be controlled by the legislature,

The state's waterwa> trust responsi-
bilities, mentioned earlier, cannot be
minimized. The original sovereign grant
af ownership ta the waterway lands con-
tained the public rrust dedication. Even
though some of these lands are naw in
the hands of private individuals, they
are stil! impressed with the trust
restrictions. If the proposed use of
private land, such as a iandfill would
constitute a loss of. this public right,
then a specific administrative procedure
must be followed. This procedure includes
specific administrative fact findings and
an opportunity for public comment,>"

8�"Private property shali not bc taken
for public use, nor the particular services
of any man be demanded, without just compen-
sation; nor except in the case of the state,
without such compensation first assessed and
tendered; provided, that the use of all roads,
ways and waterways necessary to promote the
transportation of the ra» products of mine
or farm or forest or water for beneficial
use or drainge is necessary to the develop-
ment and welfare of the state and is declared
a public. use." Oregon Const. Art. I, 8 18.

90p. Att~y Gen. No. 6951  October 30,
1972!.

10�" I! The Director of the Division of
State Lands shall issue a permit to remove
material from the beds ar b~nks of any
waters of this state applied for under



A public.-trust proceeding was used to
stop further filling of a slough in Coos
Bay. The administrative findings of fact
were affirmed in a state review of the
denial decision and were just recently
reaffirmed by the Coos County Circuit
Court. Whether t.he decision will be
«ppealed f'urther is not known. If the
decision stands it will be the first time
in Oregon a landfill project has been
stopped on privately owned tidelands by
applying the public trust doctrine.

Since many of the critical areas of
our estuaries are in private ownership
and control, the resource protection
agencies must also look to the environ-
mental protection laws to prevent and
stop damaging projects. One of the
essential permit laws most used for
estuary protection is the removal/fill
permit law, ORS 541.605 et eq. This
law requires that any removal or fill
of 50 cubic yards or more of material
within the bed or banks of a natural
waterway in this state cannot be allowed
without a permit. The law has been an
excellent tool for obtaining resource
agency control over waterway proj ects
or> private owned land.

ORS 541.620 if he determines that the
removal described in the application will
not be inconsistent with the protection,
conservation and best use of the water
resources of this state as specified in
ORS 541.610,

�! The Diiector of the Division of
State Lands may issue a permit applied
for under ORS 541.620 for filling waters
of this state. In determining whether
or not a permit shall be issued, the
director shall consider the following:

 a! Whether the proposed fill
unreasonably interferes with the
paramount policy of this state to
preserve the use of its waters for
navigation, fishing and public
recreation;

 b! Whether the proposed fill
conforms to sound policies of con-
servation and would not interfere
with public health and safety;

 c! Whether the proposed fill is
in conformance with existing public
uses of the waters; and

 d! Whether the proposed fill is
consistent with a duly enacted zoning
or land use plan for the area where
the proposed fill is to take place."
ORS 541.625

The individual resource agencies
administer special laws which also can
be used in est ~ary protection. Examples
aro the Pish Coeimission's licensing of
oyster beds  ORS '74.060! and the
Department of Environmental anality's
air and water pollution abatement laws
 ORS 449! .

One of the essential prerequisites
for using the environmental protection
laws to stop projects on private prop-
erty is to be able to show that signif-
icant resource damage will occur if the
project is allowed to take place. The
difficulty centers on the fact that one
small proj ect will occupy a relatively
insignificant amount of tideland and
cause a very minor amount of damage
when compared to the total existing
tidelands of an estuary. We also need
something more than one man's expert
opinion. It is always possible for the
opposing party to find an expert of
equal stature to disagree with the state' s
expert.

The state resource protection agencies
then have basically three tools for re-
source protection:  I! the state owner-
ship of much of the waterway lands, which
provides a non-environmental means of con-
trolling the use of estuary lands, �! the
application of the public trust doctrine
and, �! the application of the state' s
environmental protection laws.

Adequate land use planning and zoning
can be also good protection tools. How-
ever, this means of enforcement has not
as yet been developed to its fullest
extent.

lt should also be noted that the federal
goverrnnent, too, has control authority in
our estuaries. They will have an increasing
impact on estuary protection as time goes by.

In discussing the enforcement problem
with you, I have been guilty of harping on
one subject, the need for scientific infor-
mation about our estuaries. With the pre-
sentation of better scientific information
I am sure that the resource protection
agencies can say -- after the studies comes
protective action.

TIDELANDS OF >ETARTS BAY

The 1857 General Land Office survc> r:,ap of
Netarts Ba> called the bay "O>srer Bay " Eii-





Photo identification of mean low water
requires observing the water level during a pre- Four tideland parcels were sold between 1876
dieted height of plus ta minus 0.4 feet on each and 1900, The earliest of these deeds appears
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dently, thc large oyster population must have
impressed the early settlers of the area enough
to influence the selection of the bay name,
Although the name did not prevail, oysters
remained abundant until the 1930's when a
destructive parasite was unintentionally intro-
duc.ed through seeding with a foreign osyter.
Today, both native and cultivated oysters re-
main at insignificant levels because the para-
site continues to infect the bay.

Netarts Bay covers an area of 2,325 acres
�,513 acres of tideland, 812 acres of sub-
merged land!. The bay drains an area of 13
square miles through 14 smaLL creeks. The
fresh water discharge amounts to only 60,000
acre feet per year. It is intoresting to
note that the annual discharge through Netarts
Bay is the same as that passing through Sand
Lake, yet Netarts is 4 I/2 times larger, much
deeper, and possesses a vastly different shape,

The tideland survey of Netarts Bay was con-
ducted during the month of March as weather
permitted. The mean high water and mean low
water lines were photo identifierl on 1970
aerial photographs at the respective predicted
tide stages, Important areas  ownership other
than State! were viewed an at least two dif-
ferent days to confirm that the predicted tides
wer< reasonably close to the actual tides.
During the days of the field investigation, the
wind did not exceed the 15 knot thresho'ld con-
sidered necessary to iniluence the tide by
0,2 to 0.4 feet.

Because tidal ranges are published for
Netart s Bay by the Nat iona 1 Ocean Survey, the
actual tides were not observed during the time
of our fieid work. There are no published
Tidal Bench Marks for the area and the nearest
mean Sea Level Datum Bench Mark is seven miles
away on U.S. Highway 101.

side of mean low water. Certain tide curve
shapes are more desirable than others. When
the tide ebbs far below mean low water  -2.0
feet for example!, the water level falls rapidly
past the raean low water height and a time window
of only 30 minutes results. On the other hand,
a tide 0.4 feet below mean low water expands
the observation period to three hours as the
following example illustrates.

Netarts was the first estuary in which we
used a boat and it proved to be indispensable.
Identification of low water works best with the
observer standing as high as passible in the
boat. The boat operator then maneuvers the
craft up each of the submerged channels as far
as depth will allow. Many stops to get a view
at a different perspective are necessary.

Both color and black and white photos were
used on this project. The relatively inexpensive
black and white photos were used for field iden-
tification of high water, low water, section
corners, control points, and to record field
notes. The pertinent material was than trans-
ferred to color photos borrowed from the High-
way Department, Many minor changes were made
based on the greater detail present in the color
photography. The value af using color photo-
graphs in this type of investigation cannot be
emphasized strongly enough.

National Ocean Survey Chart 5902 «as used as a
base for this survey. The streets of Netarts,
county road along the east bank, and the high
wat.er line along the southwest shore were used
for primary control of the aerial photographs.
We were able to use portions of the shoreline in
this area for control because of its stability.
The greater length of it consits af an abrupt
ledge three ta four feet above the bay's silt and
sand bed. The grass covered ledge lies one to
two feet above mean high water and then slopes up
gently westward.
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to have been an attempt to convey 15 acres of
overflow land in the extreme southeast.em portion
of the bay. The parcel was sold to Tilmon W.
McCormack for $18.75 on May 10, 1876. The area
is descri.bed by a metes and bounds survey begin-
ning at the meander stake between sections 19 and
30 As the following sketch indicates, more than
just overflow land is bounded by the survey,

The metes and bounds survey surrounds seven
acres of upland and six and one half acres of
grass and marshland. Also included is one acre
of tideland and 0.5 acres of submerged land,
Higher levels of the upland are estimated at

20 feet above mean sea level.

By 1896, all of the land encompassed by the
McCormack deed was patented to other individuals
by the General Land Office. Title questions
involving this area have apparently been resolved.

The three tideLznd parcels that were sold con-
tain 86 acres. Eighty-four acres are in private
ownership and two acres are with Tillamook County.
A large portion of the private holdings �1 acres!
are owned by the Oregon State University Foundation.
The Foundation is a private corporation that manages
property conveyed to the Vniversity.
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akin to that of the child whose eyes were
bigger than his stomach as he passed
through a buffet line and later struggled
unsuccessfully to eat all that he had
heaped upon his plate,

In reality then, can we hope to achieve
the theoretically comprehensive plan, or
comprehensive pl,arming process? Our
experience with the present state of the
art forces us to answer in the negative,
but we can aspire to some dramatic improve-
ments in the present situation. In fact,
we are beginning to hear increasingly of
planning processes and resultant plans
that are markedly more comprehensive than
anything undertaken but a few years pre-
viously.

This is in the face of the tremendous
amount of data and information acquired
during the last decade which impresses
on us the realization of how little we
really know about this world and our-
selves. Yet, while faced with an aware-
ness of the growing improbability of ever
being truly comprehensive in the theo-
retical sense, the human mind and spirit
accept the challenge to try to do the best
job possible. In setting such a source,
it is incumbent that we seek out and
rectify the flaws within the comprehensive
planning process.

And it is to that issue that the mayor
portion of this discussion is directed in
the hope that past experiences and present
observations can improve the planning
process for the coastal zone and else-
where, Although this is a technical con-
ference, much of the dis< ussion will be
couched in a I>ractical, empirical sense;
because to be effective ultimately in
terms of successful implementation, tech-
nical data and procedures must be trarrs-
lated into practical terms and courses of
action.

COMPREHEiVSIVE PLAKNIhlG DEP IC IEiVCI ES

It is heartening to rrote that compre-
hensive planning has improved and it is
continuing to do so; nevertheless, there
are significant det'iciencies which beset the
process. While most of these deficiencies
are not technical in nature, the> are too
important to ignore, for such rregligence
will only continue to plague our efforts
to successfully util.ize technical infor-
mation and expertise. Some of the basic
deficiencies which are discussed in more

detail in subsequent sections are as
follows:

I! The process often is oriented toward
achieving goals which themselves
are deficient.

2! The process, although "comprehen-
sive," may not be very inclusive.

3! The process may overemphasize the
"determination or formulation" phase
often at the expense of "implementa-
tioniu

4! The process often is discontinuous
and too rigidly oriented toward pro-
ducing a singular product,

S! The process often fails to integrate
adequately the various types and
levels of decision-makers.

The planning process must be guided
by goals and objectives. While this may
seem almost too obvious to merit stating,
it is surprising how many planning pro-
grams either omit or inadequately address
thi" phase. Needless t" say, the process
will be greatiy improved when goal setting
is an initial and integral step in which
a broad spectrum of interests has had an
opportunity to participate, Thc goal-
setting process, in turn, must be struc-
tured to accept that type ot input and
to reflect the unique characteristics of
tjre various types arrd levels of decision-
making and the rraturc of the concerns.

In a simplified sense, those lcvcls of
decision-making are the local, state, and
federal governments and the private sector
as well as the syst.cms and hierarchies
within each. Again simplified, the con-
cerns can be broadly categorized as tech-
nological, environmental, economic, social,
or political and the goal-setting process
must be able to deal with each

Goal setting is not an easy task, Experi-
ence has shown that it is particularly dif-
ficult for groups to identify or express
goals and objectives at the inception of
a study. Recent experiences, however, sug-
gest that a strorrg program of citizen par-
ticipation, able leadership, and appropriat.e
techniques can secure the needed input for
defining an initial set of planning goals
and objectives. Then, as alternative plans
are formulated and evaluated, the initial



set of planning goals and objectives can
be re-evaluated and, to the extent necessary,
reformulated,

It is an interesting observation that
many planning processes sti'ive to establish
goals and objectives through a negative
approach by identifying problems. This
approach fails to address those values
which have not yet experienced probl,ems,
Apparently, it is easier to identify that
which individuals or society da not like
than it is ta identify that which they do
like, It is suggested, however, that the
best approach would be to formulate goals
and objectives on the basis of both prob-
lems which are perceived and values which
are held in esteem.

It rrrust be recognized that goals and
objectives can be expressed in many farms:
positive or negative, tangible or intang-
ible, general or specific, and in the form
of needs, demands, desires, projections,
or even problems to be rectified. What-
ever the form, goals should be developed
with care in accordance with accepted
principles, such as those employed in
"management by objectives" processes;
because goals and obj ectives obviously
set the stage for the remaining steps in
the planning process.

CCh2%EHEI'I'VE HUT IICT lhICl,USZVE

The term "comprehensive" is used too
loosely too often. Generally, compre-
hensive planning occurs on the basis of
a singular function; hence, the terms
comprehensive land-use planning, compre-
hensive water resource planning, compre-
hensive transportation planning, and com-
prehensive health planning. The foregoing
are comprehensive only within the context
of that particular function and not within
the context of the relationship of one to
another.

Needless to say, planners and other partic-
ipants in the planning process should strive
for greater inrlusiveness in their compre-
hensive planning. While such inclusiveness
seems to be appearing in a number of plan-
ning activities across the country, it is
not yet prominent within Oregon and cer-
tainly not witlrin t.he coastal zone--and
probably for good reason. While necessary
resources such as funds and personnel gen-
erally have not been available, it also is
true that the state ot the art is not yet

adequate to meet truly comprehensive plan-
ning needs. The latter case also explains
the rash of planning methodologies being
sought and developed to assist the planning
participants to cope. It was precisely
this situation last fall that led a state-
federal planning team here in Oregon under
the auspices of the pacific Northwest River
Basins Commission to contract Oregon State
University for development of a "general
planning methodology for analysis of
estuarine natural resources." The results
of this multidisciplinary effort should be
available soon and, hopefully, w'ill provide
useful alternative planning approaches for
dealing with the complexities of the estu-
arine system,

Using project planning as an example of
the evolutional progress being made, past
efforts were addressed initially to single-
purpose projects, later to multiple-purpose
projects, and more recently to proj ect form-
ulation stressing multiple-objectives and
multiple means of accomplishing the speci-
fied objectives. Although the benefits
of comprehensive planning are too great
to ignore, the compounding complexities
provide ample reason why professional
planners have moved cautiously.

For the coastal zone and elsewhere, com-
prehensive planning ultimately must be
broadened to encompass--in an integrated
fashion--such elements as land use, natural
resources, housing, transportation, parks
and open space, health services, education,
communications, and public utilities. For
aur coastal zone, that point in time is
still far off. Progress can be affected,
however, by linki~g more closely together
the natural resource planning usually under-
taken by state and federaL agencies and the
urban or regional type planning, which
usually is carried out by local and re-
gional units of government, While many
contend that state governraent is the
logical level for such integration, per-
haps the critical thrust is that of simply
establishing a viable, cooperative planning
process where all levels are mutually sup-
portive toward a common set of goals and
objectives which reflect all levels.

hIE'AIIS hfORE lHPCRTAI T Th'Alit EhI'D

There is a tendency by professional
planners, especially those mare insulated
from the direct demands of the public, to
overemphasize the formulation or evalu-
ation phase to the detriment of the ir:.;;le.



mentation phase. Defined another way, the
situation is one where the means is more
important than the end, Driven by various
demands including those of a legislative
body, or the innate desire for technical
production, the process becomes a maze in
which the planner often cannot see the real
world which he ought to be addressing,

Too often the approach is to develop a
very complex, involved, and extended process
directed toward achieving some optimal course
of action relative to the adopted goals and
objectives. Soon the technical aspects of
the process become so demanding of the par-
ticipants that they can't adequately address
the human elements with which they must com-
municate and work. When this happens, ex-
perience indicates vividly that the planning
suffers because the potential for successful
irnplernentation is markedly reduced. And
often nontechnical aspects of the planning
process, such as those which are of a social
and political nature, are either ignored or
are largely left to others to be addressed
after a study is completed . More often than
riots these missing ingredients are the ulti-
ma.te cause of planning failures,

An example of a complex procedure might
be the soinewhat coiitroversial system to be
employed in the evaluation of federal water
ard re'ated land resource pr grams, Although
the principal agencies are using slightly
different methods, the basic approach
is much the same, progranis are to be form-
ulated and evaluated in a comprehensive
manner under multiple objectives where the
cost,s and benefits of eacli alternative for
each oblect ive are displayed for the bene-
fit of decision-iiiakers, ln a detailed and
comp le x systen oi' pri iic ilile s, standards,
guide 1 iiies, arid procedures, p 1 aiiners arc
entaiigled in a «ob of conil>lexi.ties oriented
toward projections, optimi ation, cost-
sharing, benefit-cost ratios, and other
facets, none of which may identify or assess
adequatley those legal, institutional, polit-
ical, or other roadblocks, which may, in the
cnd, negate the efforts of t.he most dedi-
cated planners. Khat is laudible, however,
is the intent to provide an improved display
of alt.ernative courses of action, cause/
effects, impacts, benefits, and costs, so
that ilecision-makers have more usable infor-
mation available to them. If the procedure
can be kept simple enough, a decision-maker,
such as the Congress, may no longer be forced
to participate in a "take it or leave it"
situatiori in reviewing a proj ect proposal,
but more logically might be able to choose
those components having concomitant benefits,
costs, and impacts which appear to be in the
public interest.

DZSC082'liVUOUS PROCESS

planning is a continuous process, and
we fortunately seem to be entering a period
of time when more people are awakening to
that fact. In the past, we have seen muLti-
tudes of studies commissioned with their
successes measured upon the production of
a report within the allotted time and funds.
Many of these reports resulted in a plan
which might have been appropriate for a
relatively limited peri od but which were
also relatively inflexible. Such inflex-
ibility did not allow for the recommended
plan to accommodate the various changes
which could be expected to occur in the
future, thereby insuring that t.he plan
would be outdated. Comprehensive planning,
in the sense being discussed here, should
not be thought of or carried out in such
a manner, but should be every bit as con-
tinuous and dynamic as it is comprehensive.

hluch of the discontinuity can bc attrib-
uted to the project.-oriented approach of
numerous publ ic agencies. Such agencies
operate programs which are only a collec-
tion of unrelat.ed, uncoordinated individual
elements or proj ects. Those elements begin
with authorization and/or funding and end
no later than expiration of the same.
Little thought is given to the beiiefits
of supporting a basic, continuing planning
service,

I Ox'7' ""i' 'i'l' i 'Ifg c O'ISZ ui7-A' liZ'»"'

Earlier discussion on other deficieiicies
touched on the need to address the various
types and levels of decision-inaking. The
necessity to recognize and deal with the
various levels of decision-making is impor-
tant enough to merit special attention, how-
ever. This is especially true as planning
becomes more goal oriented, with those
goals being expressed by all political
levels. Furthermore, tlie unique char-
acteristics of each level exert their
peculiar influence on the formulation
process and the potential for iinple-
mcr:tat ion.

l'erhaps the most important improve-
ment which could be made in the planning
process would be institution of and commit-
ment to a truly "comprehensive," cooperative,
and continuiiig planning program based on a
positive approach to achieving mutually
identified goals. Although the term is
somewhat overworked, a planning team in
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the fullest sense of the word "t.earn"
precisely what the pianntng process needs.

That process could be greatly enhanced
by state and federal governments defining
as explicitly as possible their goals,
objectives, policies, standards, and
criteria and providing the necessary per-
sonnel to assist local and regional gov-
ernrr'.ents in ttre planning effort. Consid-
erable improvement would result from con-
tinuity of assigned personnel for the
purpose of servicing planning programs
in selected geographical areas, Only
in this «ay can u lasting spirit of
mutual trust and cooperation develop
and exrst over an extended period of
time among thos<. having a stake in the
planrring process.

It should not be expected, however, to
experience planrring without also experi-
encing pressure and conflicts. These are
the signa ls whereby the planning team
defines the boundaries and proceeds to
seek the balanced and final course. If
such conflicts are skillfully managed and
publicly aired, it is the public which
will benefit--if it has the opportunity to
be party to and understand the planning
process, public participation or involve-
ment is widely espoused these days, and
rightfully so, but it is not an easy ta k
if the public is to participate in iden-
tificatr.on ol goals, formulation of alter-
natives, assessment of impacts and trade-
offs, and selection of final course of
action. Considerable attention must be
devoted to methods of providing meaningful
participatory opportunities to interested
segments of the public.

In summarizing the deficiencies of compre-
hensive planning as noted herein, very likely
it might be stated that nothing profound or
new has been stated, That probably is true
because planning itself is hardly a newcomer.
The approaches, thrusts and emphases change
with the times but the basic structure of
the process remains essentially intact--as
do many of the deficiencies of that basic
process. But because those deficiencies
remain, they continue to deserve identifica-
tion in the hope that they will be rectified.

COMPREHENSII'E PLANNING IN THE COASTAL EONE

Slowly beginning to emerge is the shape
of the future planning structure. The
increasing rej ection of piecemeal planning,
particularly at the state level, is the

dominant factor in the definition of that
structure and the roles of its various
elements.

Hopefully, w'e will see improved expres-
sions of broad national goals and policies
and more specific state goals and policies.
Kith the improved definition of the federal
and state positions, regional and local
planning programs can proceed with mor' e
assurance than in the past,

Loca.l and regional entities alone can-
not be expected to shoulder the burden of
comprehensive planning, however. There
are indications that state government wall
move to add its presence to the planning
teams in the iield if adequate personnel
levels can be achieved and maintained.
State agencies must continue to increase
coordination and integration of programs,
either through official or unofficial
actions, in order that the positions of
the agencies are more consistent with each
other.

One of the constant deficiencies in state
planning is the absence of a coordinated
state planning function. Individual agencres
are left to go their own ways even though
they may be desirous of some form of coordi-
native leadership. For various re~sons, a
number of unsuccessful attempts have been
made over the years to establish some form
of' state planning efface. This void is once
again being addressed, this time in the
current legislative session as part of the
state land-use planning proposals.

It appears, t.herefore, that there will
be significant change in the role of state
government as it moves to marshall its
resources, effect necessary corrdination
and bulwark local planning programs.
Unless there is an equally significant
change in the federal camp, however, the
federal government will continue to gen-
erate problems for planning at the other
levels as well as within its own planning
structure,

National problems often reach a "crisis"
stage which precipitates various far-
reaching actions. These actions are t~ken
in response to a specific problem and ofter,
without regard to coot.dination »ith or
impact on other functions, aspects, or
areas, Application of fr:deral policres
and programs natronally also provide little
opportunity to accommodate urrrque srtu-
ations witl in a state, thereby strfling
potentials for exceller;ce.



A case in point is the federal require-
ment through EPA for river basin water
quality management plans as a prerequisite
to federal financial assistance for waste-
t.reament facilities. The law expresses
Little concerri for coordination with other
planning programs, even those which may be
closely reLated and federally funded. Now
in effect are the 1972 amendments to the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act which
impose another system of planning require-
ments, again with little regard to other
planning programs.

The subject of the National Coastal
Zone Management Act presents both problems
and opportunities to the nation and indi-
vidual states, In many states, as well
as nationally, it precedes general land-use
legislation and, in any case, raises ques-
tions of compatibility with general land-
use planning. The states also are counting
on the funds authorized by the Act, however,
these essentially have been impounded by
the Executive Branch. The absence of
guidelines, which will come from NOAA, do
nothing to ease the uncertainty relative
t.o the impact of the Act.

Up to this point, there has been little
mention of the role of the instituti.ons of
higher educatior . Tha- role might b essen-
tially as defined by Presirlcnt Ntc'Vicar in
hi opening address at last year's con-
ference when he said that it is absolutely
essenti al that knowledge acquired through
reserach efforts t.c put to work rather
ttiari being buried iri the library. It
seerrs that for a number of years, the
academic communi.ty pret orred iiot to be-
come too deep."y involved with planrii»g
processes gerrcrally, arid perhaps witli
good reason. It aught to bc aliparent now,
however, that comprehensive planning can
use all the help it can get. Planners,
particularly at. the state and federal
levels, have intensified efforts to effect
liaison with and secure assistance from
the universities, but the burden has been
on the planners to take the initiative,
With respect to research, it appears that
the real world is the px.einier laboratory
and the universities would do well to take
the initiative ta perform some analyses in
that laboratory to become acquainted well
enough with the planning processes to be
able to formulate their own proposals as
to how they may participate.

One important suggestion bears repeating,
having been previously discussed relative
to planning methodologies. It is very cru-

cial that means be developed to effectively
utilize our data and information in the
planning process. Proper use is not being
made of much data and information presently,
and the situation will conti,nue to worsen
without the benefit of adequate methodologies
and modern data processing techniques. With-
out these tools, the comprehensive planning
process will never mature much beyond the
present stage due to the inherent complex-
ities and demands upon the primary partic-
ipants. The development and application
of practicable methodologies, therefore,
present exceptional opportunities for the
universities to improve the planning process.

This is an opportunity to raise another
point for the universities to consider if
they are really interested in being part
of the comprehensive planning teara. Public
agencies are responsible fax management
of much of the coastal zone and actually
for the whole state, As an example, about
53 per cent of the state is in federal
ownership and another 3 per cent in state
ownership. In the course of their research
and teaching responsibilities, university
staff members investigate and analyze vari-
ous agency activities. Criticism is voiced
periodically about the performance of' vari-
ous agencies in discharging their responsi-
bilities and often with good cause. There
appears to be considerable opportunity tc,
assist and improve agency planning a»J
decision-making processe --provided that

greater knowledge of and appreciation
for agency activities could be achieved,
The o;ily ad<.quate and rcasonat>le riitans of
doirig this would be a period of sci vice or
internship with aliliroliriatc ageric ies. Ln
this respect, it is an interesting obser-
vation that liublic agencies arc beiiefit.ing
from a corisidex'able number of high school
and university students urrdcr various spon-
sorship program;s but. those same offices
are rarely, if. ever, frequent.ed by the
teaching and research staffs of the schools.
One has to wonder about the logic and pri-
orities in such a si.tuation.

In conclusion, some personal and
admittedly subjective observations about
the ongoing planning programs in Oregon's
coastal zone may be of value. These
observations stem fram responsibilities
in a major state agency plarining program
incorporating intensive cooperation «ith
local interests and federal agencies; and
a six-month assignrrrent to coordinate
activities preceding establishment of
Oregon's Coastal Commission.

I! The Oregon Coast.al Conservation and



Development. Commission is pioneering
in efforts to define important poli-
cies and standards for areas of crit-
ical concern. If successful, the
product will serve as a madel for
and be of benefit to planning efforts
in other areas of Oregon,

2! The Oregon Coastal Conservation and
Development Commission' s concern and
responsibility for regional matters
and public participation also would
be of benefit if employed in other
areas of Oregon.

3! Councils of government serve a useful
role in intergovernmental coordination
if the issue of the manner of designa-
ting representatives to the councils
 elective or non-elective! can be
resolved in such a way as to generate
public confidence.

4! Local planning can do the necessary
planning job, if coordinated within
designated areas; augmented by state
and federal technical assistance;
and provided «ith state and federal
policies, standards, goals and objec-
tives.

S! State and federal governments must
accept the planning process as a
continuous function which deserves
support in relation to the extent
of state and federal interests and
obligations in a particular area or
activity.

6! The planning process must seek a
measure of conformity in the coastal
zone with respect to manner of public
participation in order to facilitate
such participation. Consideration
should be given to reimbursing the
expenses of designated or authorized
public representatives such as advis-
ory committee members.

7! Efforts should be undertaken to
remove or alleviate legal, insti-
tutional, and financial impediments
to objective planning and to imple-
mentation of "optimal" plans or
other agreed upon courses of action.

8! Planning participants should recog-
nize that it is unlikely that all
interests can be satisfied, and
decision-makers should take posi-
tive action upon satisfaction that
reasonable effort has been devoted
to formulating and displaying alter-
native courses of action.

The subject of comprehensive planning,
in the coastal zone or elsewhere, is complex,
sometimes nebulous, the subject of very few
texts, often in need of abundant common-
sense, and a subject which is of extreme
importance to all who care about our future.
It is hoped t.hat this discussion has addressed
some aspects which, in turn, »ill generate
appropriate actions to improve and maintain
the comprehensive planning process.



General Planning Methodology for EstuarIoe
Naf Ural Resources

Peter C, Klingeman, Associate Professor
Department of Civil Engineering
Oregon State University, Corvallis

This paper summarizes the main features
of a new approach to planning and decision-
maki~g for Oregon's estuarine natural re-
sources. The general methodology presented
here was developed by the author and David
A. Bella with the assistance of eight1

specialists from several disciplines2. The
methodology was developed for the Oregon
Study Team  state and federal agencies! of
the Pacific Northwest River Basins Commis-
sion, with specific financial support from
the Portland District, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, and the National Marine Fisheries
Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. During the study, fre-
quent discussions were held with members
of the Oregon Study Team and the Oregon
Coastal Conservation and Development
Commission  OCC f, DC!

The objectives of the study were:

1, to examine the physical, chemical and
biological c.haracteristics and their
interrelationships for Oregon estuaries,
to see how they affect planning and
decjszon-making;

to develop a general methodology for
making planning and management decisions
for Oregon's estuarine natural resources;

3. to determine the rnformation needed to
implement the methodology; and

to cxaminc the constraints on planning
caused by insufficient and inadequate
lnformatron.

1
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering,

Oregon State University.

2
D,R, llancock, biological oceanography;

ti.l-. Norton, estuarine fisheries; M.S. Inoue,
systems engineering; C.D. Mclntire, aquatic
ecology; W.S, Overton, decision theory and
ecology; L.S. Slotta, ocean engineering;
C.L. Smith, cultural anthropology; J.M.
Standar, deczston theory,
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Two reports were prepared under this
study:  I! General planning Methodology
for Oregon's Estuarine Natural Resources
and �! Descriptions and Information
Sources for Oregon's Estuaries,

SOME STARTING DEL INITIONS

I'l arming, or the systernat ic proces s for
determining wa>s to accomplLsh goals, has
been dealt with most effectively by uso of
different planning levels with varying
scopes of responsibility. In this method-
ology, two distinct levels are reconnnended:
tlute strategic level and the tacticai level,
Thc latter is further subdivided, as will
be discussed later. Here, strategies aze
defined as concepts and procedures to
follow in the comprehensive  regional and
long-term! employment of resources to
accomplish set goals; tactics are concepts
and methods to follow' for the immediate or
local empl oyInent o f resources to ac comp l is h
set goals, Strategic planning, in the
sense of this study, is comprehensive
regional planning with a broad scope of
responsibility»hereas tactical planning
is local, smaller-scale, detailed planning
involving individual estuaries.

THE NEED FOR NATURAL RESOURCES PLANNING
AND >LVJAGEMENT

There are both "positive" and "negative"
needs for natural resources planning and
management. Both types of needs are com-
pelling, The urgency of the needs and the
strength of the measures called for are
variable among the kinds and locations of
tho natural resources, being generally
greatest for scarce resources and in those
areas where population pressures are greatest.

The positive need for natural resource
planning and management is to improve the
quality of life for man. While a somewhat
elusive goal to define, this is not purely
an "economic ethic" nor an "ecologic ethic."
The goal of improving the quality of life
goes beyond seeking material and spiritual
comforts. It also requires a responsibility
on the part of man to present and future
generations. In relation to natural re-
sources, this responsibility requires a
different perspective than purely an
exploitational, economically grounded
vie»'. It requires a strong sense of
"husbandry," conservation, and protec-
tive use. It may call for boldness in

some instances to effect change or to
markedly alter the character of an estuary.
It may also call for caution against taking
some actions in recognition of tho lzmits
of man's knowledge and the inability to
foresee consequences.

The negative need for natural resource
pLanning and management is to protect those
rsources against undesired depletion, exhaus-
tion, extinction, misuse, and abuse. Today
there exist many examples and monuments to
these undesirable conditions. They provide
a strong motivation to plan ahead and man-
age carefully so that the bad things which
have occurred elsewhere won't be repeated.
Because there is a great deai to learn
from the mistakes of others, such insights
n.ay be used advantageously in natural re-
source planning and management.

THE NEED FOR PLANNING LEVELS

Various planning levels are important
in natural resources planning to adequatel>
consider these resources from different
perspectives and scopes of responsibility,
To illustrate this, consider the folio»ing
example. Suppose that eight estuaries
exist along a state's coastline and are
numbered consecutively. Suppose als- that
three general plans have beer. proposed for
development and preservation of these estu-
aries Plans A and B represent "all or
nothing" development schemes and differ
in that under plan A the even numbered
estuaries would all be extensively
developed and the odd numbered estuaries
would be preserved untouched, whereas
under plan B the odd numbered estuaries
»ould be extensively developed and the
even numbered estuaries preserved, Plan
C represents a moderate degree of develop-
ment in all eight estuaries, Table I illus-
trates this situation.

From the regional viewpoint, plans A
and 8 are essentially the same in pre-
serving a diversity of estuarine condi-
tions, whereas plan C is quite different
and would greatly narrow the range of
dzverszty of estuary types.

From the local viewpoint, plan A is
the exact opposite of plan B, whereas
plan C is a compromise.

The determination of «hich plan is best
will depend upon regional and local oals
and polio.ies. Ho»ever, the decision can-
not be made at onc level onl> and still
adequatel>' meet. the posit zz e and negative



TABLE 1

ILLUSTRATION OF THE NEED FOR PLANNING LEVELS

Plan A Plan B Plan C

Develop only the
even-numbered

es tua ri es

Develop only the
odd-numbered

estuaries

Moderate
development of
all estuaries

Estuary
number

The planning process for natural re-
sources can also be viewed in terms of
the decisions which must be made, When
placed in such a context, three ilistinct
levels ot planning anil related de«tsion-
makirig can bc identitied. These are:
overall policy pianntng arid decisions,
functior>zI plaririuig and decisions, and
pt'eject p1aiii; iiig arid decisions. 'Ihese
are seiluent ra i, tlie sccorid foll owtrrg
tlic ftrst and thc third not possible
urita I thc secoiid has beer> carried out.

I-trial ly, t.he types of iilanning and
dectsion-makir>g activities cari be divied
into strategic rind tactical. 7 hose have
irlrcady l>e<.ri descrtbed.

I igiire I alii>'ws til'll' p liillrlirlg ariri decl s lor'I-
making Icic ls for t>rr gori's ostuartes.

PLANivlNL LLVI:LS IILCC>MMI:Nl!LL> LN TIIIS STUIIY

por better coordiriation and more effec-
tive planrrtrrg of estuarine resources, it
is recommcr:dcd that the types of activit.ies
b» arrange>I around three plarining levels.
As shown in Table 2, these are a regional
strateyi- planntng level, an intermediate
tactical level for advance planning and
thc ;>rovision of professi oiial servtces for
ir.dividual estuaries, and a local tactical
level for specific plannirig arid projects
in iridividual estuaries. Comparison of
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Preserve

Develop

Preserve

Develop

Preserve

Develop

Preserve

Develop

needs for natural resource management
described earlier. The most effecttve
en v ir onmen t a 1 p l an n in g st ru c t ur e we u Id
consist of a number of planning levels
of varying scopes of responsibility.
Such planning levels would not only be
related to each otlier hut would;ilso relate
to otiier components oi the entire si>cio-
economic structure.

W LS r I Wr Pi 92NNI Nt; U VLLS I OII ORL>UOZ S
I.ST VAR I I> S

Several levels prc scr>t I 1 exist ir> t hi
plaririing and decisiorr-making proce s lor
Ur egori s est uari cs . I illr:sl' 1 flc lurie oi'gan�-
rzat�iorir levels, pl anntrig iiroccss I eve 1s
and levels for diifcrent type~ ot plrinnirig
and dectsion-making activttics.

'I'lie Iilanirzng airer a!,inagenient for tlrogon
coastal ones zs carr<ed out by fave dis-
t. tnct groupingis or levels of. agencies and
organs =at> ons. I'i>use arc the federa I
iigcni res, the rug>or>a i interstate orgarii-
,rttor s, the state qgenc ies, the regiorraL

trrtrastate organ>:at tons, and tire local
organi =at ions. I-',icii gr' oup has a dit'fet-
ciit role arid rar:gc ot zesiionsibt 1 i ties
regarding estuary planning arid inanagemc»t..
pi;rthermorc, the scope of total activities
arid proi!ort ion oi effort devoted to est
ar'1 os varies air>orig and with tn groups.

Develop

Preserve

Develop

Preserve

Develop

Preserve

Develop

Preserve

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate



Organiratienal
Love!s

Types of Planning
Actsvsties and
Decision-Making

PlannInp Process
Levels

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Tables l and 2 with Figure I will show
how the existing planning organizations,
processes and activities are incorporated
in this recommended approach.

SOME FEATURES OF THE RECOMMENDED
METHODOLOGY

The following are some of the impor-
tant features provided by the proposed
methodology for estuarine natural re-
sources planning and decision-making:

1. "Local" interests retain a key
role as originators of specific
detailed plans,

2, State and federal agencies retain
their role of planning for their
limited authorized functions.

3, State and federal agencies and
regional organization  interstate
and intrastate! jointly establish
strategies and tactics, strategic
plans and tactical plans for
natural resources use and protec-
tion «ith a primary goal of improving
the quality of human life now and
in the futuro.

4 State and federal agencies and
regional organizations cooperate
to maintain the overall diversity
of Oregon estuaries and estuarine
resources.

5. A state-federal interagency group
of "resource professionals" provides
essential advance planning and pro-
fessional services for individual
estuaries, This includes: natural
resource data and environmental

FIGURE 1. Planning
and Decision-
Making Levels
for Oregon's
Estuaries

data; guidelines for natural re-
source use; identification of poten-
tial alternative actions and general
environmental impact assessments
for potential alternatives; prior-
ities for needed planning and actions;
and reviews of specific plans.

6. Strategic planning will identify
at an early date certain estuaries
or portions of estuaries suited for
'protection" status, giving an early

opportunity to initiiate activities
for maximum protection of natural
resources there.

7. Specific plans originating at the
"local" level, including those of
state and federal agencies, are
reviewed for compliance with poli-
cies and guidelines established at
the strategic level and intermediate
tactical level.

8. Data gathering, analysis, and inter-
pretation are coordinated at the
strategic and intermediate tactical
levels, deficiencies are identified,
and supplemental data collection is
initiated to improve overall planning
and de t a il ed planning .

The basic concerns in this environmental
planning methodolog> include the following:
the improvement of the quality of human
life, the avoidance of large-scale irrevers-
ible change, the avoidance of dominating
environmental change, the preservation of
environmental options, preseri ation of the
self-organizing capabilities of ecosysteos,



TABLE 2

RECOMI<ifNpfp PLANNING LE>ELS FOR ESTUARINE NATURAL RESOURCES

Regional strategies to
improve quality of' life,
protect natural resources,
maintain diversity of estu-
artne reSOurceS and typeS.

Federal-state interagency
group with regional level
coordination.

Strategic-level
planning for
Oregon estuaries
as a gr' oup-

Interagency cooperation to
impl ement strategi es.

Policies and guidelines for
natural resource use in the
estuary,

I n termed i a te- 1 eve 1
ad va nce planning
for individual
estuaries.

Federal-state coastal zone
interagency group, sepa-
rate from the above, with
state-level coordination

Professional services.

Coordination and clarification
of responsi bi li ti es.

Specific plans, both compre-
hensive and limited in scope.

Local-level
specific planning
for individual
estuaries.

Public and private entities
"local" to the estuary and
vicinity.

Implementation of plans,

Management.
State and federal agencies
with specific projects or
programs in the estuary.
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T he ril,i<<It err <Iree ol .I I!alai'ICe amung prreSei'Va-
t i»rl, I onscrV.<t 1<1<i, arid JeVC lupnlent, and
t hc c»»T iiiu;iiici of;i di Vers it.y of eStuarinc

I oildi t i<Iiis, I'heSe COn<-OrrlS fOrm
II i i s I'Or .,t r.lr< giI'- lcvc I er<v ironmontel

II I,<ii» i rig.

I lie I uva l < i<V T r»iimcii't « I st r;it egy tO
»IIIrol <' thu qii;i I sty of hi<11<,rii l if<: h <S b<.'en
tv rrri< J the "divers itl,iplrro.icli" iri this
mcthudolog>. 'i'hiS;iplrro.ivh»r Strategy
I l,<CI:S,I I l gh V<1 luv Orl Ciii I 1 Orlrllerit « I Vai I Cty,
I t svch. t.o ri<iintairr as Irroad a diversity of
1' <.'goal est oar lnl.' sy stcrl s as 1'ossible. This

c <l f 1 i or' the urleverl lr st ri but ion of man' S
I:»v I i o»r'le<it.i I i<if l lie»cow t o lrt'ovi de a Vari-
c r y I.'r Irvt I.'lop<<I<.'rlt, c<»is col «t 1 on, and prCS�
I.'1 V 1 I IITI '92'T TO<ra, Slit II V <l i Ct ! 1 a deer<I'd
I.'.' ' or< t i � 1 rioT. art ly r!rIorlg dit I et'crit estuaries

;il '. 1 for the sei>«r«ble s>stems wi,thin
i ri J i v i d li .. I I s tu«r i e s .

la<11 iris rilothodology rtaoam;<.nds
env i r oilr ia» t « l Conc e I'riS eXpr eressed

st.rat egic ll vel bo imp lerllerited y use

of a furictional classification system and a
strategic decision group capable of making
decisions which res u1 t in develop<trent a I
diversity among the estuarine systems.
These systems include both the aquatic
rogianS and the adj aceilt landa.

Furictiorial class ification of each estu-
arine system b> th» strategic decision group
involves, first, agreement upori thc primary
reliable functiori of that system  productiorr
or protection! and, second, designation of
the systems as a "production," "prot. ection,"
oi "mixed" system along a spectrum of poten-
tial development-conservation efforts, This
is illustrated in Figurc 2. Production refers
to encouragement of man's use of the estuarine
system for the highest yield of those goods
most. useful to man. Protection refers to
holding i<ran s devclolm!ent at its preserlt
level or reducing thc level of developmcilt
to protect the rlatural self-organizing cap-
abilities of the system. Mixed systems are
intermediate between production and protec-
tion systems.



OF VFLOPNENT FFFORTS

CONSFR VA TION EFFORTS

FI 'IJRE 2, Functional Classification
for Estuarine Systems

Collectively, the three system categories
permit implementatlcn Of the enVirOnmental
strategy of diversity. The diversity approach
requ i re s tha t Cr re goo r s e s tuar ine systems be
«ell distributed along the full range of de-
velopment-conservat.ion efforts  the horizontal
axis of Figure 2!, so that the broadest possi-
ble variety of conditions will be available,
The balance among estuarine systems along
tlris spectrum of efforts must be maintained
at the S tratCgic planning leVel. For example,
if local interests lrress for development of
certairr systems a shift toward greater con-
servatiorr efforts will be r.oeded at other
syst errs to maintain diversity.

Lh'TER~'IEDLATE-LEVEL TACTICAL p LAh'lv'ING

The central feature of the tactical
plarrrring mct.hodology is the recommended
intermediate planning level between the
broad st.rategic plarrrring level already
described and the specific local planning
level currently in existence.

The basic environrrrentai concerns are the
saem at the intercrediate tact. ical level as
at the strategic level. 1lowever, these arc
rephrased ir,tc arorr:-specitic guiding con-
cept.s. Six concepts for tactical plannirlg
are particularly emphasi zed. Firs't, the

estuary should be recognized and described
as a system so that. proposed activities
or alterations will be viewed in terms of
their effects upon that system, rather than
as isolated, localized alterations. This
involves treatment of' the system as an
entity having properties, undergoing vari-
ous kinds of processes and interactions,
and possessing a range of inputs and out-
puts, Second, and closely related to the
first, a "systems" approach should be used
for analytical treatment of estuarine nat-
ural resources to show roles, functions,
characteristics and interrelationships. The
system state, boundaries, adaptivity and
uniqueness are among the many considerations
here. The limits of human knowledge of the
system must be recognized, as well as the
differences in human perception of the system.
Third, the habitats of biological resources
in estuarirre systems must be identified,
Furtlrermore, because developmental activities
generally lead to progressive loss of many
habitats, steps must be taken to preserve
habitats if biological diversity and eco-
system self-organization are to be maintained.
Table 3 shows different ways by which habi-
tats may be identified and described. Fourth,
environmental impact assessment should be an
integral part of planning, from start to fin-
ish. At the internrediate tactical level such
assessment is a basic feature of advance
plarning as well a. uf specific-project le-
vie». Several elements of environmental
impact assessment are shown in Table 4.
1.ifth, "preventive" planning should be used
as part of total planning to learn from past
mistakes and to avoid past errors and poor
judgment. The counterpart to preventive
planning has generally worked «ell-success-
ful past projects are often modified for
application to new situations. hith unsuc-
cessful projects it is often possible to find
a relativley few causes for failure, to iden-
tify some of the cause-effect relationships,
and to trace repercussions throughout the
system. Documentation of such case studies
at the intermediate tactical level would
help local planners to aroid many common
pitfalls Sixth, flexibility should be arr
important feature of current plans in order
to preserve future options. These ma> be
required due to present ignorance or estu-
arinee systems as well as to changing know-
ledge, needs, and capabilities.

The following ma> be taker. as "tacti s"
to apply at the interrrledlate taetieal plan-
rring level:

1. SCt pcllclcS and guldellrreS:or
rratural resource use.

Z. Characteri:e the estuary as a syste-:



TABLE 3

CONSIDERATIONS IN HABITAT IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION

I. Features of Space

later depth: Bottom sediments and substrate condition:

bedrock
rocky, boulders
gravelly
sandy
muds

Vegetation type found:
shoreline
aquatic, intertidal
aquatic, subtidal
sedges
grasses
algae

Association with structures:
pilings, piers
jetty rocks
log boorns

II. value of Species to Man

Direct:
conmerc i a 1
rec rea ti ona 1
aesthetic

Indirect:
commercial
recreational
aesthetic

Basic life support
Non-essential

Consumers
Decomposers

IV. Biological Group or Behavioral Characteristics
Plankton Neuston Nekton

Benthic Epiphytes

B6

f'1 oodplain/surgeplain zone
surf splash zone
marshes
intertidal zone

upper
middle
lower

subtidal zone
shallow
deep

Locat'fon irl estuary:
entrance
near-mouth
middle reaches
upper end
riverine
channels
constrictions, points
embayments

deep
mud flat
marshy

Typical salinity range:
near-mar'ine

intermediate, high salinity
intermediate, low salinity
near-riverine, mildly brackish

III. Functional Role of Species
Producers

sil ty
clayey

vegeta t i on, plants
organic debris

wood chips
logs



TABLE 4

ELEMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

II. Existing Conditions in Context of Proposed Acti on

III Alterations of Existing Conditions by Proposed Action

Interrel a ti onshi ps
of resources

I. Statement of Proposed Action

IV. Probable Environmental Impacts

Area involved:
Condition of area
Problems

Resources involved:
Condition of resources
Problems

Physical changes proposed
Area to be affected by physical changes:

Immediate
More distant

Systems to be affected by physica'I changes:
Biologica'I
Physi o-chemical
Human
Other

Time frame for alterations to occur

Resources impacted
Aquatic Terrestrial

Biologic Biologic
Mineral Mineral
Other Other

Time frame
Short-term  during construction!
I ong-term  during post-construction operations!

Areas involved
Immediate  local! area
Distant areas wi thi n estuary
Distant areas beyond estuary
Interrelationships of areas

Character of imapcts
Direct vs. indirect
Primary vs. secondary
Avoidable vs. unavoidable
Isolated vs. cumulative
Beneficial vs. detrimental
Enhancement vs, deterioration
Reversible vs. nonreversible

Possibilities for future modification
Renewability of resources affected
Reversibility and retrievability of

resource commitment
Loss of future options
Restrictior on range of bereficial uses
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identify and describe all resource
subsystems in order to better assess
the effects of proposed plans.

3. Do advance planning in order to be
ready for evaluation of specific
planning proposals.

4, Take an advance look at the possible
alternative actions for each estuary.

5. Take an advance look at the probable
environmental impacts of potential
alternatives.

6. Do preventive planning to understand
avoid past mistakes.

7. Determine the present limits of
scientific knowledge and the levels
of ignorance about natural resources.

8. Determine the acceptable environ-
mental risk levels and acceptable
margins for planning error for
individual estuaries,

9. Prefer those alternative actions
which preserve future options, in
order to accommodate new scientific
information and new needs.

Implementation of intermediate-level
tactical planning as recommended here
involves the formation of an intermediate-
lcvel group ot resource experts from state
«nd federal agencies and other appropriate
groups.

The recommcnderl planning procedures for
rridividual estuarine systems are showa in
I-igurc 3. Thc concepts and tactics pre-
viously described are integraL parts of
the process depicted in l.igurc 3,

LOCAL-LLVEL TACTICAL l'LANNING

Th» local planning process takes many
forms and varies tremendously in detail
,ind thoroughness. The Oregon Coastal
Conservation and Uevelopaient Commission
has recently developed guidelines for
local estuarine plarini ng  OCC5DC, l973!
so that better, more comlirehensive plan-
riing may be accomplished. Tliese guide-
lines are represented diagrammatically
in Figure

Ar. several steps in t»c local planning
proce~s of Figure 4 the availability of
a technical advisory group and of tech-
nical services is essential  see TAG
designation!. Furthermore, comparison
of Figures 3 arid 4 shows that technical

services might bo applied beneficially
to other steps in Figure 4.

Intermediate-level tactical planning
can be made highly compatible with loc.al-
level tactical planning, Furthermore, the
efforts of OCCFrDC and others in improving
local planning can be greatly supported
by the natural resource planning method-
ology discussed here. This methodology
can be used to coordinate and increase
the participation of state and federal
agencies in estuarine planning.

The general planning methodology described
here will not resolve all problems regarding
estuarine natural resources. Planners and
decision-makers «'ill always be faced with
the "environmental l>redicament;"  a! that
man's ability to change the environment
exceeds his ability to foresee whar. that
change and its effects will be at a given
time  Bella, 1972! and  b! that some degree
of relative ignorance will always exist as
long as man increases his ability to change
the environmerit. This is shown in Figure 5.
planning must adequately recognize the limits
of man's knowledge, There will always be
some uncertainty. regarding the outcome of
estuary modificat.iona, no matter how care-
fully the modifications are planned. But
thorough planning along the lines recom-
mended ir. the general. planning methodology
proposed here will help to miriimize man' s
relative ignorance and to improve the
decision-making lirocess coricerning estu-
arine natural resources.
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of the Pacific Northwest, p. 13-17.
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Proposed Guide-
lines for Local-
Level Planning at
Individual Estu-
aries  Adapted
from OCCIIIDC, 1973!
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AND GATHER INFORMATION
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FIGURE 3. Intermedi ate-Level
Tactical Planning
Process for Individ-
ual Estuarine Systems

Conceptual l3iagram of
the Environmental Pre-
dicament and the Ability
of Planning to Close the
Gap of Relative Ignorance



My Life on the Water Front
Joel W. Hedgpeth, Professor

School of Oceanography
Oregon State Uni versi ty
Marine Science Center, Newport

As one of a long line of Methodist cir-
cuit riders ! am entitled to use a text or
a moral for my discourse. But I must remind
you that such a family tradition means that
you may be in for a long sermon; as one of
my great uncles wrote to my grandfather in
I886, "I am in very poor health bearly able
to walk--could not cut wood enough to cook
a meal for my life but thanks to God I can
preach just as loud and long as I ever
could without any inconvenience."

In any event, my moral is that water
should have its own right to be, its own
right ro go its immemorial way to the sea,
to exist for its own sake, I started
thinking this way many years ago aftez a
discussion with an agricultural engineer
 I cannot now remmember who he was! in
Giannini Iiall in Berkeley. I was men-
tioning that there might be a requirement
for a certain flow of water in a certain
stream to enable the salmon to continue
living in that stream. He asked "What
are they going to do with that water--
waste it?" iiis reaction startled me and
had not a little to do with setting me
on my way as a preacher for the environ-
ment. IIowever there is nothing duller
than the saved preaching to the converted,
and if at times I say unkind things about
engineers you will realize that I am hoping
to save some souls.

I decided to approach this problem by
the way of my family history, which in a
way has always been involved with water
problems. When my father's people came
West in 1858 they were the first wagon
train to take the Beale Trail west from
Albuquerque and they stopped for a few
days at that famous water hole, El Morro.
This place is only about an hour and a
half from Albuquerque these days, but
every fifteen minutes by automobile at
70 miles per hour represents an entire
day's travel in my grandfather's day.
From this place they travelled to the
Colorado River where they encountered
another sort of water problem--the bar-
rier of the river. They were backed up
against the river, waiting for the oppor-
tunity to cross by ferry when they were
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at.t.acked by lndiar;s and lost. their stock
and wagons. Son'e of our people have
never cared for Indians since but. I
suppose it. is appropriate that my mother
became a missionary to save the Indians
from their heathen ways. In any event,,
man> of my people finally came to rest
at Academy, a few miles east of Fresno--
where there is very litt.le water, just
as the hills begin to rise toward the
Sierra,

As for myself, I came to tlie I ight ot
day on the shore of an estuary--or not
far from the Oakland estuary. I was born
in a ViCtOrian mansion in WeSt Oakland.
We all tend to view or underst arid things
in the light of our own experierrce--the
only riormal or usual weather is that rn
which we werc born--al 1 othe rs are not
quite right, And so it is with other
things, But. te Oakland estuary rs only
a t.r.dal channel betw'een Oal'I and and
Al ameda--hardl> a rr al estuary at all.
Thi s has had perhaps a far- reacliing and
iindesira hie cf lect on people iri the San
F rane i s co Bay regi on - � i t has t aken tliem
a very lorig t ime to understand that the
real estuary is the bay arid river itself.
'1'hey did not real i ze rlie bay itself was
an os toar> unt i 1 almost too I ate.

My own studie~ of wa.ter, especiall> as
it flows to the sea, werc begun at. a very
early age, srgnificartly enough on the
shores of Whisk.e> Creel,, near North Fork
in 1 f.ider,r Coilrity, lllls streani flows irito
the soiith S,in Joaquiii and thence passes
Stochtori, where I began n>' formal educa-
tion in the old I.r.icoln School, but bel.ore
then l was takeri for walks along the ocean
beach at. San I-rane.isco by an old nraid aunt.
So, very early l was introduced to the tull
range of aquatic enViroivneritS frern a nEOuri-
tain stream to the sea itself, and began
school in tire middle of it all, the Delta
country of California. My real be inning
on tlie seaahore, hOwever, waS nOt On tire
oceari beach of Sari Francisco, but at Pebble
Beach just below pescadero, ln a way I have
knowri this place before I w'as born since my
grandmother used to sit in the little c.ove
for hours picking pebbles and my mother
int.roduced m<: to the place and I have
visited it many times since. I alwa>'s
stop and gather a few pebbles despite the
signs asking us not to pick the pebbles.
The sign used to read "kook lfounds and
Pebble Puppies, Y<iu can't take tliem with
>ou" but tl at sign disappeared, lt. is
pr»ably i" a Stanford frat house. Any-

I fci: I Eliot I >rave a heredi tary right
to a fcw pelElilos trorr, thi s beach. lt

also where I first saw a living pycno-
gOni d, l>ut that i s anOtlier st ori .

I was introduced to California ~ater
problems sooner than I realized, for among
our family friends was a former governor,
George C. Pardee. He was the chairman ot
the first connnission to consider a general
plan for Calitornia water, which led inevi-
tably to the grandiose schemes now so prev-
alent there. For some reason or another
that I do not now remember, he gave me some
advi.ce: "I like the cut of >our j ib, don' t
change it." I wonder if he ever suspected
what such advice niight do, and he certainly
would have been astounded had he lived to
see me as one of the principal witnesses
in hearings against an important phase of
the California Wat.er Plan. Of course, he
might not have approved of diverting the
water past the Delta either, but as far
as the reports of the committee go, he had
no feelings whatever for water as part of
a living system, of the aquatic environ-
ment itself. Water was simply something
to be moved around to meet man's needs.
At the time the governor gave me his un-
solicited advice I was not completely
confirmed in the error of my ways,

This, I must again remind >ou, took
place on the shore of the Oahlarid I:stuar>.,
which is not a true cstuar> at a! 1 . It
has been onl> n the last f ive oi' six years
that We l..aVe iieard the San FranCiSCo Bay
and delta s> stem referred to generall> as
ari estuary. All the plans and public dis-
cussions that were part of the development
oi' the California Water Flan and indeed of
the recent:novemcr.t to save ban Francisco
Bay, riever mentioned that this region was
actually an estuar>.. Yet casual inspectio~
of niaps should iiave revealed to an>one that
the original syst.em included a delta region
of channels ar:d marshes of almost the sane
area as the operi ~ater surface of th» ba!
itself. The concept that salt gets into
river water by being pushed uli from the
ocean against the stream gradient w'as
incomprehensible to the man «'ho directs
the California waterworks, Mr. Willian
Gianelli, lfhen COnfrented With data that
bottom drogues actually moved into the ba>'
from the ocean and far upstream, he thought.
it must be some kind of mistake. The whole
w'orking system of an estuary ivas incompre-
hensible to him, as it seerr.s to bc to many
others «ho are tampering «ith this great
natural system. Yet it was all clearly
understood a geiieration before, «hcn  rove
Karl Gilbert published in LoLT the firiest
paper ever writtcri about San Fraiiciscc Bay
--a stud>. that started out us a:i ex~.-.rna-



tion of the problem of hydraulic mining
debris in the foothills and interior val-
leys of the mining country. But to under-
stand this process it became necessary to
work out the problems of tidal action and
sedimentation in San Francisco Bay, the
end reservoir of the millions af cubic
yards of dirt washed down from the mines.
This paper is still worth studying today
as an ideal environmental impact report,

The keystone of California's water system
is Shasta Dam. When thi s dam was started in
the late 1930's it was assumed there were na
fish left in the Sacramento River that were
worth saving. But after they started the
dam it was discovered that the salmon run
was increasing, coming back from almost com-
plete obliteration. Unfortunately we cannot
document the reasons for this resurgence of
the salmon runs. We can only speculate. It
looks as if possibly the salmon had become
adjusted to what was left of their original
environment in the Sacramento-San Joaquin
system and were on their way to recovery
when man was about to strike the coup de
Jruc» with a new series of even bigger dams
to cut off what was left of the streams.
But as the runs began to increase while
bhasta Dam was being built it was obvious
that something would have to be done to
save the runs as they were a greater re-
source than anticipated in the original
planning. Such difficulties as this arise
out ot' our capacity to do big things, like
Shasta Dam, Grand Coulee, and Boulder--or
lloover--dam. In the long run all these
big things we are doing may become a
hazard to human life. All good engineers
are sworn to do nothing that is hazardous
to liunian life to obtain their license to
practice, but it might also be a good idea
if we tried to think less grandiosely.
For a change we might think about how
things could be done on a smaller scale
instead of the largest possible scale.

lt also seems difficult for people,
especially from such a distance as Wash-
ington, D,C. to understand the problems
of a semi-arid region «ith intermittent
stream flows. When we failed to include
Cottonwood Creek, south of Redding, in our
suggestions for possible salvage streams
to replace the lost reaches of the rivers
above Shasta Dam, we had to demonstrate by
photographs of the dry streain bed that an
annual statement of large stream flow did
not guarantee water during the period of
the salmon run. Water problems have been
the main theme of most western movies and
novels; in how man> such stories is there
a scene about fishirig, catching fish or a

reference to fish? Diversion ditches wit.b-
out fish screens have iong been part of' the
western scene.

Up to the time the big canal south from
Tracy across the Tehachapi to Los Angeles
was built, the biggest California ditch of
all was the Owens Valley aqueduct and pipe-
line for the city of Los Angeles. This was
not achieved without bitterness and rancor,
and overt sabotage, as anyone familiar with
the history of California cari easily remem-
ber. It was because of this rape of the
Owens valley that Mary Austir predicted
that no good cnd would come to Los Angeles,
that in time the earth would speak out
against this violation, And so it has,
perhaps not exactly as shc might have an-
ticipated. Parts of the Owens Valle> have
gone back to sagebrush and j ackrabbits, but
Mary Austin did not know how right she was
about Los Angeles. It is a place for
leaving, too large for its own ecological
base and unlivable. By some outrageous
quirk of fate, however, the regional office
of the Los Angeles Water and Light Bureau
is just across the street from Mary Austin' s
house in Independence, Of course my own
family tradition conditioned me to th» im-
plicit understanding that what went on
south of the Tehachapi was simply not part
of California, I suppose somehow this idea
came from my mother's harrowing story about
the over-endowed friend who was burned to
death in a train wreck on the Tehachapi be-
cause she got stuck in the train window
trying to escape. Somehow I got the impres-
sion that the moral of this episode was that
she deserved this unfortunate fate for having
gone to I.os Angeles.

There are various grandiose schemes
that may be even bigger than the water
system of dams and canals, in keeping
with our tendency to think big, such as
that to build an enormous plastic hose to
lay along the bottom of the ocean to take
the waters of the Kiamath River from their
mouth and carry them to Los Angeles. Ulti-
mately, such a super king-sized plastic.
hose might go to the Columbia River. But
at the rate people are leaving Los Angeles
these days this may all become academic,
like those Pentagon plans for the invasion
of Canada or other unlikely places, since
all possible contingencies must be thaught
of. I hope this is such an unrealistic
contingency plan. And grandiose schemes
do fall of their own weight, sometimes,
llowever, one has to be careful about say-
ing unkind things about private develop-
ments, however ill-advised their construc-
tion may be, as you can be sued. Never-
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't lie I e s s, a I t lieu gli a c orld em i ri i trm in a 7
fall ing down before one's eyes, you are
not. supposed to say too riiuch sl>ecific about
it. Yet there are development interests
who would like to see the Oregon coast
built up like the Rio d«a Plat.a or thc
Riviera, with solid rows of high buildings
along the sliore. I suppose the i r u I t i via t. e
dream would be the submerged hose to bos
Arrgeies and a l I the rest. of t'lte seasi ripe
obscured by higlr-rise buildings, l very
body would be spending lots of money to
keep these thirigs up, eating in expensive
places and consuming energy beyond our
means--and everybody would be happy, I
suppose. And the ocean, tire bays and the
streams would be treated alike as the uni-
versal sink, just places to dump whatever
we want to forg<."t.

Even where our interests are scieritific
or esthetic, w'e enda»ger orir seaslrores.
Once a rich site for c.lass trips like rvloss
Beach is now almost bare rock surface, with
hardly any of its former diversity of life
remaining. This is the result of countiess
visits by lrordes of students, The same sort
of thing is happening to Oregon beaches,
espccialiy the area on the south side of
Yaquina llead. It is possible for most of
us to realize that rivers and bays may be
endairgered by devel oprvents that. fail to
heed the ri glrts oi water as part oi' a nat-
ural system, but the seashore itsel t' is just
«s vulnerable, 'lhe value oi' seashore lrrop-
erty may be due rn part. to t.ire idea that
seashores are invulnerable, that the tide
will alw,rys corae in and clean awriy' all the
stot I' thrrt. accumulates on them ilurirrg the
day. But this may not lie true, 'fhe system
involving the waves;ind curre»ts near thc
shore is in some ways separate frosi the
gr'eat oceanic system, and aiixing goes on
slowly, Concentrations riray bc bui lt up
along the shore that. will ir. time !re as
offensive as those on a neglected estuary
mud flat. And nature lovers arc no less
resliorrs i hie than crass indus t.ris lists. It
is arirusing, in a morbid sort of way, to
hear objections from a bird-lovirig society
tliat a certairr seaside developinerit. will
endanger the birds while at the same time
they would build a bird watching conven-
tion aiid teaching center that might well
frighten away more birds than a

As an approach to recognizing shen our

enviroraaental assaults may reach a critical
stage, it has been proposed that we adopt
a concept from theoretical ecology about
thc ratio of kinds of organisms to their
total numbers. The idea is that the more
kinds there are the better off the system
is, that is, its diversity is a sign of
lrealth or stability ot' some such. Hence
all we have to do is sample it and estimate
how diverse it ma> bc after identifying the
kinds ot' animals and plartts we find there,
We can compute an indix for this, and if the
index tells us things are approaching a more
iaonotorious coridition of only a few kinds of
animals, ther> we are damaging the envi.ron-
ment and should change our ways. It does
sound straight -forward and simple except
that the number derived should not be
accepted as more than a general indication
because of th<.' difficulty of being sure
about tile kinds of plants and arrimals that
go into the ca lculat ion of this index. Nre
are not certain that our theory is appli-
cable in all cases, but the principal pro-
ponent of this sort of thing is an engineer
characterized by one of my colleagues as a
man "who is often wrong but »ever in doubt."
The darrger in this sort of thing is that it
sounds simple and practical «nd might be
adopted as a standard by public bodies, But
because the basic data may be very variable,
a slight change in numbers might I>reduce a
valrrc below t!ie ". quired standard and re-
suIt i!i cui tailrlent, or, conversely, a
favorable index might justify an ill-
advised increase i.n activity,

One is tempted to ask, since we already
know that what we arc doing is bad for our
eirvironnient, why irot stop it? That is too
sirrtple, also, But. we can ask, what--or who
--are we tryirig to save our environnient for.
lior tlie small boy who can play explorer in

neglected bit of marslriand, chasing butter-
flies with his net, or ra»k upon rank of con-
dominiums full of people with no place to
go? Klust we build up every thir.g, pipe all
thc water elsewhere and ciose the beaches
until even a weil-kriown religious leader
would know he is not. welcome, as thc litt le
sign of Gasparilla Beac!r, Florida, suggests:
"Please don't walk on the wateri»? I would
hope such thoughts as these would occur to
engineers as often as they do to common
people, for if we forget to respect our.
waters as the essence of. our living system,
our end may be nearer than we think,
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The subject of the dynamics of' fluid flow
around cylinders seems to be constantly in
question. The reasons are twofold: l!
quanti tativc knowledge on the subject is
necessary for tlie rational design of ocean
and nearshore structures using cylindrical
supports, for the design of pipes and cables
submerged in di ffe rent flow conditions and
other applicat ions; 2! the sub icct has been
di f I icu1 t to underst an<i lhorougi<ily because
of the complicated flow regimes which de-
pend on the a«<lii cnt. velocity disti.ibution,
turbulence, nearby boundary conditions,
cylinder shape, di rocti on and time vari-
ation of the flow, presence of a free
surface, and tiie motion response of the
cylinder i ts el f. The somewhat random
phenomenon of vortex shedding adds fur-
<hee r di f f iculty.  Probably other aspects
have beer> o<ritt. d from the foregoing
list,! iiopcfully this paper will add
to tf i fund of usable information that
is grow ing on this subject.

Only rigid cylinders subjected to flow
which i s perpendicular to the central
axis were considered in this study, ln
addition, the cylinders were circular,
horizontal at a varying distance from a
horizontal plane boundary and at a rela-
tively large distance from thc free water
surface as shown in the i~set of Fig. 2,
Experimentally the cylinders were sub-
jected to waves and the total horizontal
and vertical forces were measured. Theo-
retically, steady flow was considered as
well as the unsteady flow characterized
by surface waves, The purpose of this
paper is to review the theoretical con-
siderations, part i cul arly the influence
of the nearby plane boundary on vertical
and hori zontal forces, and to show the
comparisons of the theory with experi-
mental results.

Thc theory is based on a common assump-
tion that the total force can be considered
as the sum of components due to water par-
ticle acceleration and water particle ve-
locity. Basic flows for uniform ambient
condi tions, both steady and unsteady, arc
first considered and later combined to
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approximate thc actual condition <!f water
wave forces on horizontal cylinders.

THEORETICAL CONSI UERAT I 0>:<!

It is assumed that both the vertical
and hori zontal forces arc accelerat ion
and velocity dependent. It is recogni zed
that certain drag and lift forces are
dependent on the square of the velocity
and if such forces act at some angle other
than 0' or 90 with th» hori zontal plane,
that there is an interaction betweeii the
horizontal and vertical componcnti, Iiow-
eVer the eXperimeritati Or! wai ir! a regime
of flow where such action was negligible.

I'oyeco,c»I,<!n<l< !it.,!t< I,rt t i i Ie ite<ze!eruti zu

As the fluid accelerates around a rigid
cylinder, a prcssure distribution is
createJ, the area integration of which is
usually charactcri zed by an equivalent
added mass multiplied hy the accclcrat ion
the water part i c les would have at the
center of tho cylinder if thc cylinder
«'ere not present. ThC ambier!t flOw regime,
and thus the fluid accelerat ion, Ii influ-
<.nced by a nearby boundarv, In addithin,
the acce!erati on should be taken as thc
total, or subitantive derivative of the
velocity. Often the convective acce I-
eration is n<.glected and it is shown here
ti!at i t Can i!aVe a s igni fi Cant Value.

Bottom boundar~ effects on added mass
heoretical approach for a
infinite accelerator> fluid
do»bitt <it thc center of the
Inter,ratiaii of the resulting
i!<rt!on on the cylinder i»
ivalcnt to the maii of the

t i mes I he acce I erat i on,

Ui!<.' « I ass i «:i I t
«y I iiid«r in an
i i t o I o«:i't <.';I
cy lind<, r 12!,
piciiu!<,' distr'I
I Our� tO I!c equ
di ipi;«cd fluid

C = I 0 <I '

Iio«ever, t!ic prox imi t> of a plan<.' bound-
ary «'i I I modi fi' the added maii co»fficient
 gl. Considerat! oni <.ert gi ven for f lo«s

t is!»i a co«f1'i ci cut, «hi ch ii 1.0 for a
c i rciil:ir «> I indcr. In addition there exists
a pre ~ i<irc fi cld which accelerates the fluid.
I'he addi t ! oiia 1 prcssure <!n the ci I inde r i s
equivalent to tIic mais of the displaced
fliiid t imci the acceleration, The sum of
thc added mass co« ffi«icnt 0 , and 1.0
 the coefficient for the p reiiure field!
ishcrcby term< d the inert ia coefficient
ai fo1 la<.i,

ace»I erat ing both pcrpcndi<ai lar and par-
si lcl to a p la!!e boundary. It was deter-
mined tliat the vs i<i<' of 0 <leper!ded on the
Jistancc of thc c> I inder trom the boundary,
but was the same fOr a Ci rcular Cyl i!<der
whether the I low «' as parallel or perpen-
dicular to the boundat'y,  Interestinylv,
it was noted that a snhere accelerated
normal to a wal I has a larger added mass
than when accelerated parallel to the
wa1 1 [2,3 I! .

Applying the method of images, tho
motion against the wall may be approxi-
mated wi th the two doublets moving against
each other «ith tlie axes in the direction
of moti on. Mien the two doublets approach
each other they no lorigcr represc!it cir-
cular cylinders, because of. mutual inf lu-
eiicc. In order to eliminate thc influence
a distribution of an infini te seri es of
douhleti of converging strengths along
thc cylinder radius is reouired, 'Ihere-
fore a circular cylinder moving perpen-
dicular to a wall can be expressed as an
infini te seri ei of doublets, properly
distributed, The co!aplex potential is
«'ritten as,

Iii' = -i.g mj  . � .. I  -'I
j=0 z- i  s-aq.'I z+i s-aq.!

l I

m = Uaqq,q ...,q, m = Ua  .!2 2 2 2
!'I I ' 3 '' n'whc re

I
qn= is

a qn-I

and qo = o

1 I 2m
7Ia I! t.

~here U is the acceleration of the cylin<'.er,
D<l/3t is evaluated at the cylinder surface,
and t is time.

Humeri cal comput at I ons, using the first
40 t.orms, were made of Equations 2 and 5
and the inertia coefficient  C - I 0 + 0 j
«' as plotted as a function of e�, the ratioXl

of the gap between tlie cylinder and the «'al I
to the cylinder di ameter as shown in Fig.

and where a is the cylinJer radius, s is the
distance between the center of the cyl inder
and the wall, and U is the velocity at the
cylinder, In addition, z = x + iy, where x
is thc distance along the «all frora the point
of symmetry and y i s the distance from the
we I I . and I'I = e + i <I!, where ' is the veloc-
ity pOtcntial and I,' iS the Stream funCtion.
'Ihc added mass coefficient is then obtained
with
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Effects from convective acce1eration
'I'hc forcgotng i>as for an ambient fliii d
v< loci tl i<hi cii i s not a funct i on of space.
Often thc convec.t,i ve accelcrat i.<>ri  when thc
ambi ent fluid v. loci ty 'a 'i f<inctioti ot
spire< ! i s ncg I ect cd fo r coniliut i ng wave
forces on cylinders, Tliis acct ion will
show that thc convective term can he sig-
nificant for hori ontal cylinders for
some condi ti ons.

'Now let u and v be the ve lee i ties iii tlic
x and y directions resliectively in two-
dimensional flo».  ;onsider motions in the
positive x di rection for the case where
the convecti ve acceleration term vatic!
linearly so that an inertia coefficient,
C, can be defi>ted from,A

Such a f'low i» aiiproximated by thc neiir stag-
niit i on f low c lose to the nose of a b 1 unt body
«herc tlic diameter of the cyl in ler is much

mailer than the characteristic dimension of
tlic blunt body  81, In the ci tat i on thc
force on the ci 1 inde r was expressed iiii:ilvr-
i c:i I I y i<i th pote<it.i al flow theo>'V. II> .
cxlircss i oii i» v<. ry I cngthy;ind i s riot re-
1>rudu ed Iierc. I'he inertia coefficient,

w'>s I o',ill  t 0 h ' et>st'int i' I th d I st ance'.A
I roil> t li< I><>irri 8;Iry, i <i cori t riist t o
ili< ii I'o rc, in gorier;>I tlic f<>rc< on ai cl l.
i i>dc r I'roiii t lic t ot:i I;iccc I   r.<t i oii siiuuid
I>c' w'ri t t >» ii.-,

iu >iif I t I -.-, ';i IL ii ~ t.  i> � + � -! ! I "L'A >x iv

Wliere u is  >«/ it. Iii tii i S p;ipCr fnrCC S
V;i ry i ng W i t li i iiiic;ire JCS i giint ed hy f   t !
 <ltd s toady- s t,<t. <' f oi c<'s;<r>d t.i>c' 'i>tip I i t u des
of t imc dcpc ndent forces <ir ' desi gn:it<.d
1>.

L fua t i oli I 'i<as Used to dote' rail ric 'tli c
accelc rat.ion fore<. on;i cyl inde r w ith
e/13 ' 2.0 and wi tli a wave height to water
dcptii rat.i o ol 0,6, usiiig so 1 i tary wave
theory, and i t was found that tlic. curivec-
ti ve te rm was on percent of thc total force.

t"pvuc'a u>dye>-cic'.'t o> >rulc>" 7';'P.. I.uk<.- '- e< .. c i. k>r

The orb its of' thc watc r parti cles in waves
are c I i pt i ca 1, Thus ve loci ty dependent. on
drag forces from waves rotate around a hori-
-ontal circular cylinder and can he por-
trayed i,i th;i Lissajous figure  ai.
addi tioii, I i ft. forces»i 11 ex i st from ci r-

cuiat i oii aiid vortex siicdding and a riit her
cori tused f lot< ! tate >< i ll exist;is the»"akc

sw'cpt;i rot<rid tii . ci' I i ride r . Thc i'<> I low inp
dcvc lop>vent attempt» to iipproximatc the hor-
i onta 1 and ve rt i ca I f'orccs for ve I oci ty
dc lien dc ii t fo rccs .

Li f t forces from circulation. fhc
prox imi ty of a so 1 i d bot tom boundary
causes a floi' iisymmet ry w'1>i ch then induce»
a c I rcul ati ori;<round thc body. 8<is ides
thc circul at i<in diie to tlic potent i;il flow
outs i d» the houndar> laver, the vortex in
tho wake behind thc body also creates a
Circulation. 'Ilierefere the li ft forCe
I due to a uiii fort'i st eadv, U, f 1 ow i>ay
be gi veri hy the gutta-.ioukowski theorem
as >

where p is the density of fluid,
tire ct rcul at i on a round the body and the
suffices pot and vor denote the potential
floiv and vortex i nfl uencc. Because in
this paper oiily two-dimensional flows «re
considered, al I forces considered have
units of force pcr length. It has heeii
rct>ortcd that tlic actual circ«lat i on
around thc body due to a vortex w;i! onc
order of m,igni tude smaller than the ctr-
ciilat i on of tlie vortex formed in tlie
wuk<. �1. 'I'bc mechanism of vortex for-
m;it i on i s not comp 1 ately known, The re-
! ore th» expc r iaenta1 det.e rmi riati oii of

i s left for tutiire efforts, 'I'his
vor

paper will consider oiily the effect of
tile bot'toll> pl;if><.' boun<lark on the 1> ft
force .

lor potential f loi<, rio net drag force
exi st» oii thc cylinder paral lel to the
bot tom boundary t'or a iini form flow,
Ilowever, the ne.ir prox imi tl of' thc pl,iric
bouridary i nduccs,i force on thc cy I: rider
i>hi rii acts perpend> c»lar li to rlic aribient
flow direction

I>hcn the cy l in,le r t oiichos tlie boundary
a net force ex! sts away from the wall   >I .
Ilowever, i f caen a very small gal exists
between thc c>linder and thc wall then a
large iiet force exists toward the «al I.
Ihc solution is obtained by imposing a
distribution of doublets oii the cylinder
radius between the center and the edg<
below �, 8! . 'I'he res u I ts arc:



I:orce per uni t
in closed form
lisua I ly the li ft
from F = CLpaU".L 'L
calculated as a
in Fig. ?,

2
f  t! = Fxa C U sin I.t
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At thc wal I  e=o!, the 1 i tt
length of cyiin!er js given
�! a» I = aaU >I II +3! /9,.Lcoefficient, CL, is defined
BaSed On L>quat ron 9, C
function of e/U and plotted

Dra forces from osci ll atin flow. No
general exact theory has been developed to
predi ct the veloci ty dependent drag forces
in unsteady f!ow. Ih>waver, as a fi rst
approximat ion, consider the boundar> layer
developed near the surf'act of' a cylinder
osci 1 1ating perpendicular to i ts axis for
laminar flow. I-or thi s case the fri ct i one 1
drag on the cylinder may be obtained in
closed form. Thc ve loci ty profi le for
thc above problem has been <.stab 1 i shed �!
and based on thc sol»t ion, thc total fric-
t i on>< I J rag on the osc i I I at in g cy1 inde r
can b c ohta i n cd  II!,

I'Or a Cy linder mOving In;I di rect <On
perpend i cul ar t o i ts axi s wi th a ve loci ty
u ~ U cos wt, the total frictional drag
can bc obtained as,

fit�! = 2raUovvw co!  wt. + ~/4!

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid and w is the angular frequency. 'I'hus,
the total drag on an oscillating cylinder
is 45' out of phase with respect to the
cylinder velocity; the same as the case for
the oscillating flat plate, It is likely
that a simi lar phase shift exists for
t urbn I cnt flow. 'I'hi s suggests that past
techniques for evaluating inertia coeffi-
cients from wave force data, where the
Jrrig fOrCe is aSSumed tO bc zerO becauSe
the waVc p:Ir t i vie VC1OCi ties are ZerO, Can
hc In s<'I I ous error.

I hc I'orccs from waves on a submerged
cyiinder can l>e cons> dered as the sum of
thc,iccc I erat ion force, the li ft force and
th< drag I orce. As Jiscussed in a. previous
sect ion the drag for< e is very compli cated
in nature and cannot easily l>e analyzed
t. 'I cur<'t i ca I 1 y, lloweve r, the re are case s
I<i>ere t h< drag force;Ind the convect i Ve
accelcrat!on force arc neglig>hie with
reSpevt tO thc ot!>er fOrccs, 'I'hus, the
s i tuat ron cons i dere J in this ..ection <'ill
be thc onc whc rc the;crtical force is due
to li ft from circulat I on and the temporal
accel erat ron t rom the a<i< cs and the hori�

zontal force wi I I be due only to wave
tempor;il accelcr:ition. 'I'his is done be-
cause the data gathered do fall into this
category  B! .

in the experi mental work for th i s
study the wave forms were fair ly close to
s rnusoi dal. fherefo re, as the usual fi rst
apprOximatiOn, thc Ai ry wave thCory Ivas
utilized i» the theory, It was also
assumed that the cylinder d<d not affect
the wave shape. For future ref crencc let
the amp 1 i tudes o f the hori ron tal part i c I e
veloci ty, the ho ri zontal temporal accc�-
lerat on and the ve rt i ca 1 temporal accele-
rationn be defined at the center of the
cylinder and be expressed as U, U, and
V, rcspcct I vcly.

lt can be shown from thcoret i cal can-
Si deratians that the hiarison equati on w>11
be adequate to estimate t,he t,emporal accel-
eration forces provided that the rnertia
coefficients are properly sclectcd and that
the submergence is greater than onc cylin-
der diamet.er and the cylinder diameter is
less than about one-third of the wave
length  8!, Thc present experimental con-
dition and the usual structures in the
ocean, such as pipelines and cables, are
usually well within the above conditions.

  iven the water surface ar. the cylinder
is n = Ii/2 cos mt, where il is wave height,
then,

where thc hori zontal force f, i s shown
qualitatively in I-ig. 3, No c that the
maximum horizontal force occurs at a zero-
crossing  phases 2 and 4 in Fig. 3! .

The vertical force f, t!, i s the sum of
thc acceleration force, f,  t!, an J the I i ft
force, fb  t!, as

2fV t! = o a CIV cos t + OaC U cos v>t �2!

where f and t are also shown qualita-
Ltively Por a negative value of C in Fip. 3.

It has also been assumed that no phase lagL

exists between the hori zontal velocity and
vert i ca 1 li ft force, although i t is
enti rely possible. Note that f occurs at
a double frequency of the wave and has onlyL

a ncgati ve di rect i on, assumi ng there i s
some gap between the cylinder and the bot-
tom boundary. The force f is shown in
Fig. 3 for the special case where the
ampli tudes of the two components are equal.
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1-'or the case shown, both thc acceleration
force component and the lift component;rre
max<m<im in absolute value and both are in
t lit negat i ve di rection  or downii ard! at
the wave cr<»ts. 1 o r future re 1'eren<'e,
lr.t th«amli1 i rude» of thc fluctuating
forces be exp res»cd I» thc corresponding
up pc r- c i<s e let t ers.

At th« i.av<. t rough», the vert <c;il ««cel-
e�<� i or< 1'or'CC culrlpO<ielit. l s max i<it<1m alicl
upward h<it tiie li ft force is maximiim;ind
downward, 'Iher«fore, the ti.o comliorient»
tend to cancel each other aiid the t<ital
vert i eal force is smal 1 at tlic wav<.'
troughs. 1 f there is no gap between the
cylinder and the bottom boundary, thc l«ft
force <s 'ilways posi tive and upw«rd, I<or
this case, the total vertical force is
maximum and upward at the wave crests,
but small at the wave trough, Therefor<.,
the two components may be senarated by
either one of the folio<sing two tech-
niquess:

Technique 1; I f the vertical
forces are measured when the» ave
crest and the wave trougli pass over
the <ylindcr, thc vertical accel-
erut i or> coreponcnt ca» I c separated
from the li ft force by < irking, the
di ffercnce between nn< - lial f the siim
and the measured wav<. forces.

FIGURE 3, Theoretical
'Rave Forces

Technique 2: 1 f only the maxi-
<au<'i i e rt i ca 1 force i s measured, th e
separation of the two components is
still possible., The 1 i ft force i»
zero fo r =e;o IJ, ivhercas the accel-
erat i <in io rc<. i s 1 i ne:<rl > dependent
on wave ampl itude. Therr:fore, only
the accel erat i on component is impor-
tant for veri small waves. lf the
total vr rt <cal iorce is plotted
ve rs <is <!ic vc rt i c;<1 ac cc 1 c rat < on,
thc i<lot slioul d have a single
st raight line port ion through the
origin i<crir the origin. As»urn<rig
the straight line portion  or
actual ly the t;<rgent at the ori gin!
to oe the veit i cal accelerati 0»
component, the 1 i f t force corrrpo
nent can he separated frorr. the
vert i cal accel erat.ion component.

E<pggh<lfi«TAT IOih AA'0 Rt:SIJLTS

riments were m;<dc at Oregon gt at<'
< ty i rl a wah'<' 1'iris in 'S feet long,
w i de;<»d ' 1 eet dceli. I wo ci'iir<-

th di fferent,li;imeter~, n,<ni<. li o
/ inches, w«rc u»ed . Th<.' g;<1'

thc cylinder and the hed variid
g inch to 3 1/g i:<clir. s. I'«<i
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water depth~, 14 1/8 and 10 inches, wer<.
used, The test cylinder consisted of a
three-foot test section and a onc-foot
dummy section, each end located about
mi<h'ay between the wave generator and the
beach, with the axis parallel to thc wave
generator paddle. A series of w;ives with
various wave lengths  about 2 to 8 feet!
and wi th various wave heights  about 1
to 4 inches! were generated.

A strain gauge force dynamometer was
used for wave force n<easurcm< nts. A
pair of resistance-type wave meters were
used to measure the waves. <.ontinuous
siimiltiineous records of the strain gauge
outputs «nd wave meter outputs were made,
Kave forces under tlie third or fourtli
wave were used For arialysis. A sample of
thc recorded results i s gi ven as Iiig. 4.

FIGURE 4. Sa<nple Record

In order <o check o<it the proposed
method for;inn 1ys i s of' wave force data
a<id to g<i i <1 seine sic re i ti forlilat ion, experl-
aicnt a I dat a found in the 1 i teraturc were
<iso <iiialyzed wi tli thc liroposcd method.
I.alior:itory measurements of w'ave forces on
a h<ir<zontai cylinder � inches in
di ametcr and 14 7/8 tnches long! with no
gali as wel 1 as wi th a gap of 3 inches
werc used ,'{>J!, Kave data  height, period,
and length! aiid force data  maximum
hori zontal force and i<iaximum vert ical
force! werc given for the following four
comb<nat iona of diameter-gap-i<ater depth
in inches: <r-0-1 2, 6- 0- 1 ~, 0-0- ! 8, and
<i-3-18. I or the fi rst three combinations,
a barri er w.as I>! aced between the cylinder
and the l>ed so that no flow was allo~ed
beneath the cylinder.

Figurc 4 shows the experimental results
I! = 8 inches, e = 1/8 inch, and h = 10 inch' s.
The wave i s approximate ly s iniisoi dal in shape
at the cvl inder, whi ch w'a» a tvlii cal resul t.
The peaks o f tlie hori con ta1 forces are aboiit
at zero-crossings; i,e., the hori ontal force
is about 90' out of. phase to the surface
wave, Thi s charact eris t ic agrees verv we 1 1
with thc theoretical curve of hori zontal
acce1 erat i on force in I:i g. 3. Tlius, I t
might be said that under tlie exper<mental
condi tions i 1lustrated the drag f'orcc is
very small or negligible anil the liori zontal
force is essentially from the wave temporal
acceleration.

For a larger e/11, thc verti cal force was
sinusoidal. An iinport ant phenomenon is the
difference in the vertical forces between
I-i g. 4 and the sinusoidal resporise. I'or
e = 3 1/8 inches the vertical force is very
smooth and s inusoi da1; t.he up»ard peal'
occurred at tlie t.rough, and the downward
peak at the crest, i.e., the force was 180'
out of phase to the surface wave. I'i<is
agrees wi th the theo rot i ca 1 ve rt i cal acce 1-
erat i o<i force in Fi g. 3. I or c = l/8 inch,
thc vert i cal force vari at ion i s no longer
s inusoidal as scen from I ig. 4. Very
large downward t'orces occur at the crests,
whereas some downward component is super-
imposed or> the essentially upward peak at
the t rough. 'fhi s characteri st i c i s very
s imi 1 or to the theoretical vert ical f'orce
curv<. in Fig.

Froin the abov< obscrvat.ioris, i t aiay he
said that the drag forces arc negligible
and the li tt force becomes important when
thc gap between the cylinder and the bot-
tom boundary is smal l.

F' or cea, rO<w .'.rr fr Te ie e 'erat-.'

fhe experimental data for this s<udy ware
processed tn the followrng manner. I or a
given set. of recorder readouts, the wave
data were processed to obtain the wave period,
T, the wave length, L, and the wave height,

The horizontal force at the zero-crossing
was taken as the magnitude of the horizontal
force, F, whi ch practic,al ly was the maximum

Ke vertical forces were read both
at the wave crest and at the wave trough;
then the magnitude of the vertical accel-
eration force, 1',, and the magnit.ude of
the 1 i ft force, !' were separat ed by Tech-
nique l.
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pl ot o f the i'«su I ts for tlic vert i c«l
accelerat i on for«<< is shown as Fi g. 5. FI<c
inert ia coeffi cicnt, C, can I!e derived
from th<' s lope of the line, »hich»as f i I tcd
by eye. plots s imilar to 1'i g, 5»crc con-
s T ructed for the othe r test condi t. i on» and
the resiil ts a r c li lot ted

The total vertical forces <'ere separated
into thc vert ical acce1erati on tot ces, Ir
and t}ie I i ft fort:es, F, as mentioned betorc.I.'

'I'he plots of FL vc rsus 11 are shown in
Fig. 7. Although the!'e is some scattering,
the plots come out approximately as a
strai ght linc through the ori gin. In other
<cords, the I i fr force is proportional
tlic s<lur<rc of The horizontal velocity and
almost independent of the wave length, Thc
I r ft cor.fficier.t, OL, can he evaluated fr<ra<
the s lope of the straight line. 'I'hc coef-
I icrent O, thus olitained, is -7.83 forL'
th< case r I lustrate:d arid»as plotted on
I-'ig. '. Other cases for the O'SII data an<i
tli<' data I 1'0m If<! are also plotted on
i ig.

FlGURE 5. vertical Acceleration Force

Ac«el erat i on and ve loci ti dependerit
can be considered sclrarate ly, and

sirperimlio. ed for det< rmining i'ave

ior ccs on hor i orita1 cylinders» i tli good
r«au 1tS f01' <'rig 1 lieu<'r lig lilrrpuseS, pr'0-
vidcd the I<roper coeffi cicnt values arc
used. Th«oeffi ci rnts can hc properly
evaluate'd from potent i al f1 0» theory i f
thc drag forces and vortex forces are
ri«g I i gi h I c w i t!i respect t 0 the added mas s
«f fects and the ci rculati ori li ft forces,

I:xperi reer tal rcsul ts» i th ~aves agree
fairly ivc] I with tlic theori that the
lior'i zonta1 and vert i cal ace« lcrat ion
forces are e<lual for a cy I inder close to
a plane bouridarl

The convective acceleratiori should not
Iie neglected in some cases when deter-
mining the horizontal force due to fluid
acce 1 erat ton�. I-o r one cas e inves t i gated
i t »'as ecluaI to 30 liercent of the total
acting hori cental aC«eleration force.

I.i ft forces on horizontal cy l i »ders
from ci rcu lation can be accurate!y
esT imatcd for waves. For uni form st«;di.
flow, it was shown that the lift force on
a cy 1 inde r touch i.ng the b ot tom boundary
i s large and d i r ec ted a»ay t r onr the
boundary. Iiowevcr, i f a smal I gap exists
between thc cy1 i rider and tlie 1>ouridary,
such as I'rom I i fting the eel inde r from
the boundary, tli n a large torce i s
<.xert ed on t:ie c> I inder to»ard thc
boundary. Thi s suggests a poss <i<le
fai lure mechanism of altern,<t.ing po i-
tive and negat ive l i ft force~ for cy I iri-
ders rest iny on th< bottom hound«ry.

A Irhase shi IT probab ly cxi stshet»eer.
maXirnum v<.loci ty and maximum drag torce
for cylinders subjected to w Tv< s. It i as
shor.n that the phase shi ft is Jg' t'or
laminar flow ar.d is unknown for turbulent
flow, This sho»s that some past evalu-
ations of the irerti a coefficient or the
added nasa coefficient, »here tire drag
force»'as assumed to be zero when the
ambient Ve leciti' was zerO, CO<<Id hc 111
se ri ous c rror.

Thi s research»a - suI>port cd enti r«Ii hy
the gatiOnul treeanic arid AtmoSlih<.ric Admin-
i trit ion  maint:iincd hi ttic II,S. Iiepart-
Irlel'it 0! LOB'Ire1 CC I I r'<St i TuT i Oli;r I Fe;i <I r'<<lit
Contract '-gglg at Oregon 'tate 1 ni vers ity.
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FIGURE 7. Vertical Lift Force
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Evaluation of Flotables of Wastewater Origin
in the Vicinity of Marine Outfalls

Robert E. Selleck ~ Professor
Division of Hydraulics 5 Sanitary Engineering
University of California, Berkeley

Thc major objectives of this study were
,o measure and evaluate the flotables of
wastewater origin found on the surface of
coastal waters wi thin thc vicini ty of marine
wastewater outfalls, and to determine the
net t ransport o f such materi al s shores ard
during periods of calm»cather, This study
remains in progress and the discussion
presented herein des crii>es the work accom-
ilished in the first year of the study on
the first major objective only; i.e., the
measurcmont and eval uat i on o f fle tab les
of wastewater ori gin in coastal waters.

'i'o achieve tiiis objective i t was nec-
essary first to develop methods of sam-
pling flotage quantitatively on the ocean
surface as we 1 I as in ~aste~ater effluents
and, i f possilile, to develop methods of
analysis which would indicate the frac-
tions of thc flotage derived from waste-
w'ater discharges.

BAAIPL IN ' sii:"TiIODS

!'he flotage may be either in the form of
part icul ates or moiccules present at thc
water-ai r interface. The lat ter group are
termed "film substances" herein. 'I'he sam-
pling methods devised to col lect the fiotage
on the ocean surface captured particulates
e>ther greater or smaller than 0. 5 mm in
size; consequently, particulates greater
than 0. 5 mm are arbitrari ly termed herein
"macro-particulates" and those smaller
than 0. 5 mm "mi c ro-parti culates ."

It was decided early in the course of the
study that the sampling methods should be
as quanti tative as possible. The macro-
iiarticul ates could be sampled relatively
easily by straining the surface water through
a net connected to a surface trawl once a
traw I had been designed to swoep a water
layer of reasonably constant depth in calm
water. Ihe trawl finally utilized sieved
a layer approximately 3 cm deep through a
500 u nylon screen «hen tawed at speeds of
l.5 knots or less. Care had to be taken
in the trawling operation~ to avoid clog-
ging the ~creen because a clogged screen
would not permit the free passage of water.
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[t is»ot ca«i' to s Imp! e I < 1>r< sub~tar'<ccs
,n<i micro-parti cu !ates q<iarr t i tat i ve ly .
Afrer considerable cons iderati on of tire
methods employed by other invest i g:<t r>rs
it was decided to employ flexible scree>is
which could collect a veri' thin siirf:ace
1«yer of water from a re«sonablv wel 1-
def ined surface area bv cap i I 1arv act i on.
As i dc from flexibility, t!ie materi;il fr<ah
whj ch the screen was construe.ted ha<I to
have the folio«ing properties: insigni�
1 i can t h ack ground con cent rat i ons o f the
substances being measured; thc abi ! ity
to adsorb ti glitly the flotagc because
iiievi tab ly some of the water contained
in «screen was lost when the s creen 'was
inserted into a sample container; and
simpl i city and cheapncss because oniv
limi ted areas  s0,1 s<i m! could he sam-
pled quantitatively by such means, rc-
<iui ring a relatively large number of
samples to be taken in any ocean s<irvey,
A number of metal, paper «nd clotli
materials were tested and it was found
that glass cloth possessed the best over-
all1 properties. Ordinarv nylon cloth
a I s o demonstrated good s anq> 1 in g proper-
ties but the nylons tested contained
surpr i s i ng ly I «rge amount s of hexane
extractab les «hie!i could not be extr;>c-
ted reliably; consequently, nylon ««s
deemed inadequate for surface sampl <ng
of hexane eat r:i< t «b lcs.

!.aboratori- tests sliow<d t,hat the giass
clot!»creen« c<>i!ected a surface I;<ier of
salt water about 0, I mn dc<.p under q<iics-
cellt. corldi tl oils . TIlL' sul f ice <ii'e<< s <i>I<'pled
in most of the work at se«was 0.10 m
s <.iu«r'<..

I'o ascertain f»l iy t!ic origir» of' the
flat«gc iol lectcd on thc ocean sur face it
was necess >ry tn examine t!ie characteristics
of the f lotag» exist ing ir> rhe i.astewatcr
!icing di schargcd r.o the region rinder study.
'I'Ii i s was don <. approx i mat e ly bl sepa rat i ng
all 1 lot'ige from thc bulk liquid by agi ta-
t ion in a furinei E>ut significant improve-
ments in the procedure could h;ive heeri
made by bringing the tilrr.,uhstances and
nii cro-particu!ates to the surface of appro-
pri ate samp1 es with agi tat i on and then
screening from the surface in a manner
equi valent to thc ocean «ork.,'iacro-
I> irticulates, on the otiicr hand, <'ou! d
li:ivc bceri bcsr. collected by sieving a
tron of thc effluent stream. Obviousli,
iriuch work remains to ascert air> the extent
of agitation required, the effect of di lu-
t r on «'i th s<i I t i. ate r o:i tl>< f 1 ot;>ge bc i ng
cr> I lect <'d, and the bes t me«ns of c<> I ! <'c
tirig a bu!h liquid sample f rorr. a w«st<.-
'i'«ter stream,

Two separate ocean survevs were con-
ducted in the spring and late summer of
1971 to determine the presence and signif-
icance of siirfacc flotagc derived from the
large mari rie wast cwater out fa 1 ls located
in the vicini ty of the Ci ty of Los Angeles,
 :ali fornia, A control area was selected
at thc northern end of Santa Catalina
ls land as shown in !<i gure l.

Figure l, Location of study area.

'I'ra«1 and screen samples werc coll ec-
ted primarily in the region of the 300 mgd
Ifyperion «wste««ter marine outfall  Sta-
t i ons 1 and 2! and the con<.rol area  Sta-
tion Sl. The I!yperion <>ischarge ivas an
unch1<>ririated partial secondary effluent
with t!ie characteristics shown in !able

As noted prov!ious ly, the dr! wr, ights and
«' ei ghts of hexane cxttactables shown above
«ere determined on al I flotag< col 1 ected
in a funnel. Thus they could r:ot be s<pa-
rated <nto the mw ro-part icul«te and fi irr
forming substances categories�. ! t i s he-
i i cved t!i«t muc!i of t!ic hex <r>< cxt r act«blew

d< rr i ed frorir,< v< r; ie«' <iiri<i-part ic<-
lr<t. c., hoi.cv< r.

I'he Iii I>err o<r er t I»ent <.,<s r<'li'as ed frnr'
a i -silo]icd d < f I L>s< r Ii:ii ing a i over".1! I I cl><g t



TABLE 1

ANALYSIS OF 24-HR COMPOSITE SAMPLES OF HYPERION EFFLUCNT

Aug. 30-31
1971

April 6-7
1971Measure

Measured by Hyperion Staff

430,000/mI.
930,000/ml

260,000/ml
186,000/ml

Bulk Hexane Extractables
Dry Weight of Flotables
Hexane Extractables in Flotables

Mean plant flow in 1970 was 330 mgd.

b Determined from grab samples,

I I II 30'

Apri 'I 7 p.m.
Sea 'Swell

2-3 ft, 4 sec
Wind S'W 9 4-10 kStat} on

2

gg

rogue
Recovery

Figure 2.
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Grease and Oil
Suspended Solids
Volume of Suspended Solids

Coliform Organisms
b

Measured by this Project Staff

Apparent Sli
ovement

I,OOO/I}r

Apr
Swe
4 s
Win

12 mg/I
64 mg/1
50 mg/I

10. 7 mg/1
4,8 mg/1
O.IS mg/I

9 mg/I
81 mg/I
76 mg/1

8. 2 mg/1
3. I mg/1
0.30 mg/1

ri on
age
stment Piant



The kelp and other sea w<cds w'ere cap-
tured in 1 arpe quant i t i cs in some t raw ls and
not at all in others. 'I'hey tended to con-
tain adhering pieces of grease and other par-
t i cu I ates r f s uch parti cu I ates occurred in
the area; co»scquently, they tended to bias
the data somewhat. The average concentra-
tions of particulates found in various cate-
gories are shown in Table 3.

STLIIiY RESUL'I'5 Measurement of the length of particulates
captured in the summer survey wi th the 500 u
screen trawl showed that the grease and wax
particulates, the most predominant kind of
"sewage type" particulate, had lengths rang-
ing from 0,5 to 10 mm with an average of
1.3 mm. The pastic pieces ranged generally
from 2 to 5 mm in length with pieces as long
as SO mm being captured occasionally. The
seeds were 2 to 3 mm in length . The kelp
pieces varied widely in length, as might be
expected, ranging from I to 150 mm with a
median value of approximately S mm.  It
should he recalled that particulates smaller
than 0,5 mm werc not captured with t.he sur-
face traw I . !

Other analyses conducted on the mac rop-
articulatess included dry weight, weight
of hexane extractables, and coli for<a organ-
isms. Making allowance for the larger
pieces of sea weed which would influence
the dry weight of f!etage coll cted urdulv,
the average dry weights, weights oi' hexane
extractables and concentrations of coli-
form organisms observed during the surveys
are presented in Tab lr:

TABLE 2

~Ran e

37-1790

30 � 163

5.4-96

A~ye a e

430Station I

Statiorr 2

Contra I

The above sh<rws that thc mg of hexane
rxtractab les per 100 s<i m drcrcas<d z'apidly
with distance from the liyperion outfall
di f'fuser. 'I'he hexane extractables were
related closely wi th the number of grease
anrl wax particulates captured in each trawl
as shown in i-igure 3.
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I igure 3 indicates that the mg of hexane
extractab les found per unit of sr<rface area
had nearly a I to I correspondence with the
number of grease and wax part icul ates found
per unit area, Because the grease and wax
particulates had an average si ze o f I . 3

TABLE 3

MACRO-PARTICULATES: No, /100 sq m

Pieces of
Sea Need

"Sewage Types"
Plastic Total

Station I

Statiorr 2

Control

384 35

140.7

100.2
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of 8000 feet arrd a depth of approximatciy
200 fc< t, .4<1'< co tIrr .,<mac. a

r narra tl!e ev T7<Xerr t r?lame,, >ere < /< <r~a awr'
mr< ryr r-'d h en err tE ere I t- de.f i.' r«r d<' or e.-r» + jn rr o
rrlir<eo, but a sea s lick out I ining the out-
fali diffuser was observed in the spring
survey as show'n in Figure 2. This type of
slick was not observed in the summer survey.

Macro-Particulates: Three to four sur-
face trawls were made at Stations I, Z, and
3 in each survey, The length of each trawl
vari ed from 2S to 620 m depending on the
amount of material collected on tire sieve.
Thc tot.al number of particulates captured
varied from 5.4/100 sq m at the control to
a maximum of 1790/100 sq m in one trawl
made i.n thc s lick area observed at Station
I in the spring survey,  One hundred sq m
of surface area trawled was equivalent to
a volume of approximately three cu m of
sea water sieved, Thus, 100 particulates/
100 . q m would be equal to 33 pnrticulates/
cu rr,.! Average values for al I trawls and
surveys are shown in Table 2.

MACRO-PARTICULATES; No,/100 sq m

inspection of the particulates captured
s ou» showed that many wc re der i vrd from
.'uurces other than wastewater discharge
 pi ec<.s of kelp, tar, insects, etc. !, but
o sir ers coul d h ave been o f w as tew etc r origin
{seeds, plastic, rubber, brts of grease and
wax, frbers, etc,! and the latter were
classed soraewhat arbitrari ly as "sewage
types."

Other
 Insect s, Tar, Charcoal, etc, !



TABLE 4

MACRO-PARTICULATES

Coliform Bact.Wt, of llex. Extract.
m /100 s m

Ory Wt.
m~/100 s m

6,500

3,400

5601090Station 1

Station 2

Control

241160

nil210

*Exclusive of one large piece of tar 35 mm long,

their volumes might have averaged 1 x 10 cc
or approximately one mg in wei ght; conse-
quently, i t would appear that a large frac-
tion of the greaae .1nd wax particulates Were
directly soluble in hexane,

Bulk water coli form bacteria samples were
collected 10 cm beneath the ocean surface at
all the stations. Wo co 1 i fori4 bacteria were
found in any of those samples, indicating
counts of less than one organism or so per
100 ml, Large numbers were found in the

100 4

0 Station 1  Spring!

~ StatiOn 1  Sun'neer!

Station 2

10 x Station 4

Stati on 3a

~ Station 3b

Indi cates

lu

T
Ip

10 " 1PP

m Tar

m
]0-3 10

HEXANE EXiUCTAELES, mg/sq m

I-'igure 3. 14acro-partiCul ateS  TraWI SampleS! Spring-Sunnier, 1971.
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lp

macro-particulates collected nn the surface,
ho10 ever, as shown In the above tab le.

The average values for col
listed in the table are geome
«hi ch equal apprOXimat1. ly the
value. Because one sq m of s
was equivalent to approximate
nf water strained, the values
vided by 300 to obtatn counts
Thus, the 50 percent values w
mately 2/100 ml at Station 1

t form bac'l1 f i a
tric mears

50 percent
urfac1 t>aw led
ly 30 1 i te rs
may he dt-
per 100 fml.

e re approx I�
ll/100 ml



100

0! S tati on I  Spriri."!,

Sti.tl din l,u I,i», -I !

Stati on 2

Station 4

I

I
1

Stat.ion 3~

Sta ti on 3b

Indicates

/
/

I/i
K K10 I

10 10 1 110-3 1010 "

pTii; p 'Iii hI70t Ty j f S" pf p/IgIT;CllL/ TES, no. /sq m

figure 0, ltacro-partici lates  Trawl Samples! Snrino-Summer, ]971.
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at Stati on 2, and very small at Station 3
 cl/116 cu rn! . General ly a total of about
five separate coliform bactcri a trawls were
made at each station, wi th maximum c.ounts
of S00/100 ml and 60/100 ml being observed
at Stations 1 and 2, respectively.

The presence of col iform bacteria in the
macro-particulates proved that some of the
flotage mus t have been of «ast cwater origin,
The grease and wax parti c«latex correlated
reasonably well with other. "sewage types"
of particulates as shown in I igurc 0, and
the grease and wax tiarticulates corres-
ponded closely wi th the weight of hexane
cxtractab les as shown in Figure 3. The
1 at tc r decreased appreci ab ly wi t h d is t ance
from tho llyperion outfall as shown in
previous table. From all of this it ivas
concluded that most of the particulates
c lass i fied as "sewage tvpes" in this work
werc deri vcd from it astewater discharge, and
tliat hexane ext ractab les provided a con-
venient means of measuring such particulates
quant itatively as long as bits of tar were
riot too prevalent.

XtiCro-ParticulatCS and Film SubatanCCS:
The capillary screens used in this work cap-
tured particulates down to the limits of
rcsoluti on at 430 power, The maximum si ze
taken wi th rel iability lias not as yet been
ascertained but the particles captured prob-
ably could not exceed tho dimensions bet~can
the weave of the cloths employed  >0.1 mm!.
Tlie minimum size captured by the surface
trawl si cve was about 0. 5 mm, thus partic-
ulates ranging in si ze from 0.1 to 0.5 mm
probably have not been sampled accurately
in the studies conducted to date.

The screcris collect samples to a depth
of about 0.1 mm, 30 times les than that
strained by the surface trawl, ihus, in
terms of volume of water sampled, the
screens col lected about 30 t imes less
water per unit of surface area than
strained hv the surface trawl.

Counting and measuring the micro-
part.iculates was difficult hecause much
of the l ine debris was clumped together
as aggregates containing a various number

lX
p/

p X

~/ 4
pX/

/

/



TABLE 5

MICRO-PARTICULATES; No./sq cm

Summer �30x!
Black Particulates
Total ~Ran e

Overall
Tot al

Station 1

Station

Control

6.1 120 17 �. 5-41!

�.4-15.4!

�,6-42!

4.8 39

1.3 53 4,2

TABLE 6

HEXANE EXTRACTABLES IN CAPILLARY SCREEN SAMPLES
mg/100 sq m

 Areas sampled 0.1 sq m!

Spring
SummerMean ~Ran e Mean ~Ran e

Station 1

Station 2

Control

390 �5-1260!

�20-575!

�30-280!

150 �0-305!

�5-330!

�5-335!

220
150

200
140
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of individual particles. Such aggregates
were considered to be only onc part i cle
i n the enume ra t i on p rocedu res .

Unlike the macro-part iculates, the
micro-particulates demonstrated no
clearcut distribution over the ocean sur-
face, and even those which seemed to bc
of an artificial nature  fibers, colored
bits o f material, ctc.! appeared to be
distributed in a more or less random man-
ner. ln addition, the character of the
fine particulates changed radically from
thc spring to summer surveys. The stat ion
average densi ties of the micro-part iculates
arc summarized in Table 5, excluding the
surface plankton which were found in rela-
t i ve ly numc roue quan t i t i cs i n both s urveys .

Table 5 does indicate that the micro-
particulatcs may have liccn more dense over
thc liyperion outfall than elsewhere, but
iio analysis of variance has as yet been
conducted on the data so it is not known
if the differences are significant at any
reasonable confidcncc level.

A significant portion of the micro-partic-
ulates captured in the summer survey were
individual, black graphite-like particles
having an average size of 5. 5 u. Thci r di s-
trihut ion tended to parallel that ol>served
t'cr all of the mi cro-particulates as shown
in thc above table.

Spring �00x!
-4 sam les added to ether

A I'cw of the micro-particulates capturi.d
over the liyperion out f<il I  Statiori I! mi»t
have been derived frora ti:c wastewater dis-
charge, however, becaiis c col i fo rm b acte ri a
were found in three oi' the eight screen
samples collected at that i>oint during thc
sui'veys, giving aii overal 1 averagr count of
about 330 organisms per 100 rr>I of «.at.cr
sampled. The maximum count in one of the
e i ght scrccri samples taker»>'as 5, 200/100ml,
appreciaoly above the ocean bathing ivater
standard of 1000 co 1 i form oryar.isrns/100 ml
or lcs! 80 percent of thc t rme, Becarrse
rione of the bulk iiatcr samples taki ri 10 cm
beneath tho ocean surface contained any
col i form I>act eri a, it is apparent t hat same
coli forra organi sms were being concentrated
on thc oce:in surface even «'hen tlie ivaste-
water plume itsel f was not surfar:ing.

Some of the capi I I ary screen samples
wore extracted with hexarie and the results
indicated that the hexane extractables
werc distributed more or less randomly
across thc ocean surface i i th a large
vari aricc in individualsamp les tai'en at
given site, Thus, thc distributions were
somewhat simi lar to those observed for the
mi cro-i>art i cu 1 at es . Average values ob-
served at the vairious stations arc showr>
in Table 6 . No definitive explanation
can bc offered at th is time concerning
the large vari at,ions observed between sam-
pless taken at a gi ven station, The results



a<>peared to be nearl!' in<lcpenderit of wllether
or not a s I ick was present at the t ime ol'
sainpl ing. lt should be real i 'ed, however,
that the amount of hexane ext ractablcs re-
covered pcr . ainpl» for 0 I sq m cloth
screens was generally in the range of 0.1
to 0.2 mg, a relati vel>' small quantity to
!seas urc and analy =e when i t i s considered
that background from the cloth i ts elf or
storage vessels could be much greater tiiail
this i t not cleaned careful lv nrior to usc.

IJISCUSS ION QF RLSI>I.TS TO I>ATb

Trawl Samples: siacro-parti c» lates can
t>e sampled relative lv accurat cly using sur-
face trawls . Parti cul ates smal ler than 0.S
mm could be collected usiiig a screen finer
than that c:nployed iii this study but prob-
lem! mi gilt arise with the scrccn clogging
t oo <>ui ck lv .

'I'he cv idence indicates that a substan-
tial portion of the macro-particulates
dcrivcd from a partial secondary iiastc-
!'nt.er ef fluent iiere of the grc;lse and wax
category, arid that they arid poss ih ly other
waste«ater flotage contained apprcci able
riu>nberS Of COI i foison Org,ini!mS, Tiie groaSe
;<nd «'ax particulates could bc measured
rarher precisely by extraction with hexane.

I:;<ctor. rcrraining to be investigated for
ma c ro- p a rt i cu1 at es inc 1ude th e d eve I opmen t
of nieans to sample the macro-particulates
:rccurately in the effluent str»am i tsclf
in order to determine a re 1 i able mass bal-
ance Let«cori tiic i'ei lit. ot hexane extrac-
ta!iles rc leaaed ! rom the Outfall and thOSe
!ound on thc <~cearr surface. Such effluent
s.imp 1«s c.;<l>n<rt. h< CO11»Cted»as ily in Sudi

large out l«11 as the Ilvperion out lail
because ac<»ss t o t.he pip» i» dl I ficlrlt
:i:id the character of t.h» grc:isc nr<<y chang»

i r flu«s through rni ] cs long out fa I I
pi n< s. Also, t' he number o f macro-part i c-
ol;<t »s in the II> porion effluent !" as rel�-
ati�v> scarce, amounting to only one or
two particulates per liter of effluent.
Thus, a relativelv large volume of' thc
effluent lias to be screened to measure the
concentration of macro-particulates accu-
rately. I.vcr. so, an approximate first
gene~ation arialysis of the data shown in
Table I and the resul ts of thc trawl sample~
taken over the Ilyperior. out fal 1 in the spring
survey indicated a rcasonal>le hei aricc het
the hexane extractah les r< I< ased as flat age
and those found on the ocean sur lace  IS n>g/
sq m of hexane extract ah les < o!nputcd vs.
I 1 mg/sq m observed on t.he average! . I<or
methods of computation tlic reader shou I<1
refer to Ref.  I! .

'I'he character of the hcxanc extractablcs
contained in the macro-',>arti culates remains
to be ascertained. A precise method of
anal>s is for long cliain fatty ac !ds has been
dcv loped errrplo>'i»g gas-1 iuuid chrom;<tography
arid ! on det'act! ori. I t r s 8 Iso p I;if<ried ta
analyze t IEC eXtraeta for I'C B cOmpOundS and
pass ib1> pestici des, 1>in;<I ly, thc effects
of initial hydr<>lysis of the f rtty acids also
remains to bc studied, Once these studies
haie been completed much about the nature
at the hexane extractab les port ion of the
macro-particulates found on t.he ocean sur-
face can be ascertained, It is expected
that the CharactcristiCS Of SuCIE cxtrac-
tables wi I I differ <..ons iderab ly from those
deriv<d from particulates ha< ing origins
other than domestic wastewater discharges.

Capi liar> Screens: T problem with the
surface screening technique developed in
this study is that <Iirantitative samples
car!riot he collected for cloths haviiig areas
in cxccss of approximately O. I m square, but
such a smal I cloth >'ielded a comparativelv
sn<all amourit of hexane extractab les in thc
coastal water s urveys  n 0 . I mgl . 1'hi s means
that ci ther very «ensi ti ve ana lyti cal pro-
cedures have to be employed with all the
attendant problems of possible sample con-
tamination, or a large num!>er of sucli sampl<.s
have to he col iccted aiid pooled togetiier,

A few capi 1lary screen samples taken in
San Francisco Bay produced much higher sur-
face concentrati ons th<<n found in th»
Southern Cali forni a !.aters. I'or example,
a surfacing primar>. waste«ater effluent
plume demonstrated surface concentrations
an the orde r of I0 to 1.> n>g of hexane
extractables/sq n;, and a heavy hunker oi I
s pi I I gave concentrations r;<ng i n g, up to

70 mg of hexane ext ractahlesysq m. In
those cases analvs is o f the hex>rile extract
be cairo much eas ier.

I'ests conducted ori I ure 1<En i chain free
fatty acid» added t.o . ca iiatcr under oui cs-
cent condi ti oris irdi cat ed a reproducih i 1 i t!
in thc sampl ing method of +Si pere»nt at
low ca!ice<it rat. r or! .. ». ,,< !ncaa ul erne <E t:
taken in the coastal «at»rs of Southern
Cali forni a i»di cated a r>uch greater vari-
at ion than thi s bctiicen rcp lie,<tea. 'I'Iic
caus<. of this vari at i on i s unknown but it
n.ay be related to the fact that the sample~
v c re not hyd ro1 i = ed I i rs t b e fore ext r act i ng
«it!» hexane. 1his I'actor is .o be in<est i-
gatcd in tii< secorid year of thi» i<ork as
<Eel I as t.'Ee exact fatti aci d cor;.Posi ti on
of t<<e s;<rf;<ce f i ln>s. As i dc I rom th»
poSSible rcductiOn in S«nrl>le vari ation
between rcplicates, thi approach ri;Ei.
indicate the sources or' th» -.i In.



stances once comparison is made directly
with the flotage collected from the waste-
water effluents themselves, Other analyses
which will be attempted in the second year
of this study will be PCB and pesticide
analyses.

The samples collected to date from the
Southern California waters indicated that
the total weight of hexane extractables
taken alone was not sufficient to distin-
guish between capi l lary screen flotage of
natural and wastewater origins, or possibly
even between slick and non-slick areas
found in the region, though it did suffice
to measure gross surface pollution as demon-
strated by the samples taken in San Francisco
Bay. This does nat necessarily mean that
such flotage did not reach the surface be-
cause it may have surfaced well downstream
from an outfall diffuser, but if it reached
the surface in relatively insignificant
amounts within the vicinity of the outfall,
then the slick observed outlining the
llyperion outfall di ffuser in the spring
survey  see Figure 2! must have been formed
by some hydraulic surface compression
created by the sewage bail underlying the
surface. This in turn implies that the sur-
face film materials throughout the area
needed little incentive to form slicks;
consequently, little differences in surface
concentrations between slick and non-slick
areas would have been observed.
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Bayocean sand spit lies approximateLy
seventy miles south of the Columbia River
along the northern Oregon coast and sepa-
rates the Pacific Ocean from Tillamook Bay.
Early in the century, work was begun on a
large beach resort on the spit. Financial
problems caused the decline of the resort
which was abandoned in 1952 as severe
erosion and breaching of the spit threatened
the few remaining residents, The rapid sand
deposition and beach progradation north of
a north jetty at the Tillamook Bay channel
was believed to have deprived Bayocean spit
of sand, thus causing erosion.

The purposes of this study are: I! to
recount the growth and decline of Bayocean
Park, the resort development on Bayocean
spit; 2! investigate the erosion of Bay-
ocean spit; 3! to interpret the erosional
and depositional patterns on the spit and
neignoor ing beaches to determine the causes
of the severe erosion of Bayocean spit.

BAYOCEAN PARK

Tillamook County deed records show land
claims for portions of Bayocean spit dating
back to 1867. One of the early land holders
was A. B. Hallock, who named his holdings
Barnegat, after a popular Atlantic beach
resort. Hallock welcomed visitors and
tourists to the snit,

While visiting the Tillamook area in the
early 1900's, T.B, Potter, presrdent and
general manager of the T.B, Potter Realty
Company of San Francisco and Kansas City,
recognized the recreational potential of
the sand spit. Potter decided to estab-
lish an elegant resort on the spit, which
he called Bayocean. He put his plan into
action by purchasing much of the sand spit.
In L907 a plat map was completed and sub-
mitted to Tillamook County  Tillamook
County, 1907!. The map was an impressive
display of approximately 3,000 50x100 foot
lots with a Large block of land in the
middle of the spit reserved for a future
hotel and bathhouse. The only access to
Bayocean Park was by boat. Therefore a
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pier, pavilion and boathouse were planned
on the hayward side of the spit. The same
day the plat map was recorded, a four
column article appeared in the Sunday
Oregonscrn detailing the splendor of the
planned beach resort  Oregonian, June 24,
1907!:

"This most attractive vacation spot
eclipsing all the resorts for tourist
travel in Europe, excelling anything
on the Atlantic coast. and outstripping
the best on the Pacific shores, is to
be only a bit over a couple of hours
r' ide fran the very heart of this city
[Portland] . E. E. I.yt le, who is building
the Pacific Railway and Navigation Com-
pany's line, states that he is under
obligation to complete the road next
year, and places himself on record by
saying that his tratns will be able
to run to Tillamook Bay in less than
two and a half hours from the heart
of Portland."

It was clear to Potter that the success
of Bayocean Park depended to a large mea-
sure upon the completion of Lytle's rail-
road. The trai~ would run as far as Bay
City. Wharves had been built at Bay City
and Garibaldi to acconnnodate the passenger
traffic. At Bay City, Bayocean visitors
~ould have a 15-minute ferry ride to the
resort.

The fame of Bayocean spread as Potter
advert ised widely, ln spite of Bayocean
Park's isolation, lots sold readily.
Enthusiasm regarding the future of the
resort grew as investors announced plans
for the construction of a heated salt
water natatorium on the beach.

BAYOCEAH PARK 1910-1914

Lytle's railroad did not arrive in
Tillamook as planned in 1908, or even
1909, postponing the full promotion of
the resort. Property continued to be
sold, but not at the desired pace. The
plans of investors declined. Physical
improvements promised to the property
owners were curtailed, initiating dissent
among the property owners.

On October 9, 1911, three years late,
Lytle's railroad at long last reached
Bay City. Bayocean Park took on renewed
life. The arrival of the railroad finally
allowed the scheduling of an official
opening for June, 1912, Advertisements
of Bayocean Park illustrated wide, sandy
beaches, the new salt water natatorium
constructed on the beach and the Bayocean
liotel  Figures 1 and 2!. Other humble,
yet adequate, temporary bungalow housing
and tents were available to the visitor.
Many large, private vacation homes and
permanent residences were also scattered
throughout the park.

COtVHTRUCTTON OF THE HORTH JETTY

Nearly concurrent with the coming of the
railroad to Tillamook was the approval of
the construction of a north jetty to the
Tillamook channel. Lumber interests in
the Tillamook area had lobbied for several
years for the improvement of the channel
a~trance to Tillamook Bay. The anticipated
increase in shipping trade with the coming

Figure l.



of the railroad justified the construction
of a 5,400 foot long jetty on the north
side of the channel to stabilize the
entrance to Tillamook Bay. Work on the
jetty commenced in June 1914 and was com-
plete in October of 1917.

DEOLlÃE OF BAyOCEAH PAPA

All outward signs pointed to the future
prosperity of Tillamook and Bayocean Park;
however, as time passed, the comparative
prosperit> and improvements to the resort
were apparently not sufficient as there
numerous complaints by investors. The
complaints culminated in charges that the
enterprise was bankrupt, a petition was
instituted in 1914 for a receiver. Potter
fought the case; however, the plaintiff's
evidence was apparently convincing, for a
receiver was appointed  Oregorrirzrz,
December 11, 1914!.

Years of litigation and rlaims of fraud-
ulent practices followed. The alleged
practices on behalf of T,B. Potter undoubt-
edly downgraded the credibility of his com-
pany and value of Bayocean Park. Improve-
ments to the resort came haltingly. The
depressed resort was in operation; however
its isolation to the automobile during an
era of road building and increased auto
access to other resorts further depressed
Bayocean Park  Olsen, 1972!.

In 1927 a group of prominent Tillamook
residents organized under the name of the
Tillamook-Bayocean Company and assumed
the entire assets of the T.B. Potter Corn-

pany's holdings on Bayocean Spit  Oregorrian,
July 13, 1927!. They, with the aid of
F.D. Mitchell, a long-time resident of the
spit, completed a road along the southern
side of the bay to Bayocean Park. The
future of the resort again brightened, but
only for a short time as the Depression of
1929 halted all hopes for the revival of
the resort. One by one the cottages were
abandoned' the hotel closed and numerous
other structures were vacated.

During the Depression some of the struc-
tures within the park were used temporarily
by groups of drifters, products of the
Depression. However, they, too, abandoned
the deteriorating remains of Bayocean Park.

EROSION OF BAYOCEAN SPIT

It is difficult to assess when noticeable
erosion began on the spit. Residents of
Bayocean argued that erosion of the spit was
the direct result of the Corps of Engineers'
reconstruction and 300 foot lengthening, of
the north jetty in 1932-33. The residents
maintained that there was no erosion or
property loss prior to 1932. The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers maintained that
the north j etty lengthening had little
impact upon Bayocean Spit. They countered
the claims of the residents with geomorph-
ological evidence that the Oregon coast
is undergoing a recessional change without
the influence of man-made structures and
that erosion may be normally expected any-
where on the coast  War Dept. Dist. Eng.,
1940!.

F1gure 2.



Figure 3,

There are some indications that erosion
of Bayocean Spit had begun prior to 1932-33.
Figure 3 is an undated photograph of the
natatorium already showing erosional under-
mining of the structure. The photo is
known to have been taken' after 1932 when
erosion first began to undermine a side-
walk fronting the building and before 1936,
when the structur'e roof collapsed.

Fi gur e 4.

EROS10iV � 1889

Erosion of Bayocean spit during the
winter of 1939 was particularly severe and
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It is clear that the north jetty had
trapped large amounts of sand resulting in
the rapid progradation of its northern shore-
line  Figure 4!. The residents insisted
that not only had the north j etty trapped
large amounts of sand, but also had created
currents and offshore eddies leading to
increased erosion of the spit  Oregonian,
February l9, 1939!, The residents proposed
the construction of a south !etty, which
they believed would trap sand to the south
along gayocean's beach front and replenish
sand losses. Moreover, they contended a
south jetty would benefit navigation in
the channel and drive the erosive effects
of offshore eddies created by the north
jetty farther out to sea. The Corps of
Engineers explained that they believed a
south jetty would create only local accre-
tion south of its land connection and would
be of no value to the protection of the
inhabited portion of the spit  War Dept.
Dist. Eng., 1941!.



caused considerable damage. On January 3,
4, and 5, 1939, a severe storm and high
tide combined to lash the spit. Small gaps
along the narrow southern sector of the spit
were awash with waves carrying debris and
gravel into Tillamook Bay. Considerable
damage had been inflicted upon the paved
road along the foredune between the village
of Cape Meares and the Bayocean resort.
The natatorium, which had been constructed
at the base of a foredune, had been complet.ely
destroyed  Figure 5!.

Subsequent high tides and storms in Jan-
uary and February of 1939 continued the
destruction  Oregonian, February 19, 1939!,
Maximum recession of the top of the dune
bank was twenty-five feet with an average
recession of 7.3 feet for that part of the
spit with foredunes  War Dept. Dist. Eng.,
1940!. Four houses had been undermined
and destroyed, nine houses were in pre-
carious positions and six had been moved
back from the foredune  War Dept. Dist.
Eng., 1939!. There still remained
approximately thirty dwellings at Bay-
ocean, ten of which were permanently
occupied. There were two small stores
and an auto camp with thirty-five cottages
located midway on the bay side of the spit.
The 1940 population was thirty-two perma-
nent and approximately 150 peak population
during the summer  War. Dept. Dist. Eng.,
1940!.

The destructive erosion of the winter
of 1939 initiated much concern and fear,
not only among residents and investors in
Bayocean Park, but also Tillamook citizens,
The fear was not only of further erosional
destruction, but also of possible breaching
of the spit. A breach in the spit would

allow sand and gravel to enter the bay,
covering shellfish beds, and would permit
wave activity to disrupt shipping and flood
low farmlands. A group of concerned citi-
zens organized the Bayocean Erosion Commit-
tee, whose purpose was to lobby government
officials to come to their aid.

EROSION - l949-2948

In Ja.nuary, 1940, winter storm waves con-
tinued to gnaw at the spit and widen the
gaps cut by the preceding year's storms.
The Bayocean Erosion Committee appealed to
their state and federal r'epresentatives;
however, they received little support. The
war years postponed discussion of aid.

In 1946 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
appraised some possible actions to retard
the erosion  Dept. of Army Corps of Eng.,
1946!. They conc. luded that the proposed
measures would either have little effect
on reducing the erosion or could not be
economically justified.

On November 2, 1948, another severe
storm lashed the spit. Two new gaps were
cut through the narrow neck of the spit,
undermining roads and severed utility
lines to Bayocean Park. Storm winds and
high waves reappeared november 5, 1948
to further erode the spit and isolate its
eighty residents from the mainland.  Ot'ego-
nian, November 7, 1948! Food and water
were ferried to the residents. Water ser-
vice was later restored by attaching fire
hoses to each side of the severed pipe and
suspending it over the gap. A telephone
cable was installed in the event the resi-

Figure 5.
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dents of the spit were isolated  Oregonian,
November 25, 1948!. The storms of 1948
certainly pointed to the doomed fate of

Bayocean Park.

The 1939 fears of the spit's breaching
became a reality on November 13, 1952.
Storm waves aided by high tides penetrated
the gaps, weakened and finally destroyed a
4,000 foot long segment of the spit's
narrow sand ridge neck  Figure 6!. At high
tide the water-filled breach was nearly
three-quarters of a mile wide. At low tide
the break became several small channels,
the largest about 500 feet wide with a
water depth of six feet  Oregonian,
November 23, 1952!. The ebb and flow of
subsequent tidal periods deepened and
widened the breach. Eight residents re-
amined on the spit through November. In
Oecember two were evacuated, leaving the
total resident population of Bayocean to
six  Oregonian, January 18, 1953!.

The breach assumed the major tidal flow
causing the navigation channel with its
jetty to shoal, due to loss of the scouring
tidal current, Waves rolled through the
breach and produced swells within the bay,
Sand carried into the bay created new shoals
within the bay, endangering shipping and
covering nearly 1000 acres of former oyster
beds  Brown, 1958! .

In 1956, four years after the spit's
breaching, work was begun to dike the
opening. The alignment of the breakwater
was set back from the beach line of the
spit. It was anticipated that the pocket
in the shorline formed by the setback

would fill chiefly by erosion material
from the spit. With the pocket filled, it
was expected that a more or less uniform
shoreline would be re-established forming
a protective sand beach in front of the
breakwater. Figure 7 shows that this
assumption proved to be correct.

Immediately following the closure of the
breach, commercial fishermen reported marked
increases in tidal velocities in the naviga-
tion channel and rapid erosion of sand bars,
which had been building inside the bay since
1952  Brown, 1958!.

The shoreline between Kincheloe Paint
and the former breach site has continued
to erode. V. S. Army Corps of Engineers
�971! data from 1957 to 1971 shows the
shoreline has retreated roughly twenty
feet per year. There is some concern that
continued erosion will again breach the spit.
However, the Corps of Engineers foresees the
average rate of erosion declining as sand
accretes south of the new south jetty,
extending seaward from Kincheloe Point ~
It is believed that sand will be trapped
south of the new jetty, causing accretion
of the shoreline near the jetty and slowing
erosion farther down the beach.

Comparison of United States Coast and
Geodetic Survey maps  Figure 8! shows the
growth of shoals within the channel entrance
to Tillamook Bay. The shoals extend north-
westerly from Kincheloe Point, migrating
within the channel entrance causing increased
wave activity and turbulence. Winter condi-
tions are most severe as southwesterly storm
waves break ovef the shoals, making the chan-
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nel impassible, for periods ranging up to ten
days  U.S. Cong. Sen. Docs., 1965!. The
vessel delay had forced cancellation of water
carrier service; moreover, the unpredictable
channel conditions discouraged many fishing
boats from basing at Garibaldi. As a result,
Tillamook Bay suffered a decline in water-
borne transport and fishing activities
 U.S. Cong. Sen. Docs., 1965!.

The hazardous channel conditions prompted
renewed consideration and eventual approval
for the construction of a south jetty at
the channel entrance to Tillamook Bay. Con-
struction of a 3,700 foot long jetty westerly

from Kincheloe Point was begun in April 1969
 Figure 7!. As the construction progressed,
it was recognized that the large shoal the
jetty was designed to contain extended well
beyond the proposed length of the jetty.
The jetty had to be lengthened for more
complete protection within the channel.
Work is now underway to extend the south
jetty by 2,830 feet to a total length of
6,525 feet with a projected completion date
of October 1974.

Beyond aiding navigation of the channel,
the Corps of Engineers �965! expects the
south jetty to reduce the continuing loss
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of sand int.o the channel and consequent ly
deposit sand for a short distance south of
the jetty and reduce erosion rates south to
Cape Meares.

SHORFZI~vg CP&l GHS 2939-1978

Figure 9 represents shoreline changes to
Bayocean spit as taken from 1939 and 1973
aerial photography. Most of the seaward face
of the spit has retreated several hundred
feet, since 1939. The most severe recession
has occurred where the former narrow sand
ridge connected Bayocean to Cape Meares.
The breach destroyed nearly a mile-long
stretch of the ridge. The diking of the
breach and subsequent formation of a new
shoreline repositioned the entire southern
part of the sand spit 800 to 900 feet east

o f its former location, Ti 1 1 amoo k County
tax assessor records show that people still
hold claim and pay nominal taxes on land
formerly lorated on the narrow sand ridge,
but is now under several feet of water.
Beac h erosion is still continuing for
several hundred yards north of the former
breach site and will probably continue to
do so. This eroded sand probably moves
northward along the beach to be deposited
in the wave protected area south of the
new south jetty

The most rapid change xn the shoreline
configuration has occurred due to sand
deposition and shoreline progradation south
of the south jetty. Since its construction
in 1969, the shoreline immediately to the
south has advanced approximately 1,500 feet.
The shoreline advance is likely to continue
as the jetty is lengthened.

SEDIMENT SOURCES AND THE EROSlON AND
DEPOSITIONAL SHORELINE PATTERN

Inspection of charts and aerial photo-
graphs for the Bayocean spit area has
revealed rapid sand deposition immediately
north ot the north jetty and within the
Tillamook Channel to the south of the
north jetty  Figure 10!. Rockaway-Man-
hattan beaches, four to six miles north
of Bayocean spit, have likely been the
source area for sand deposited north of
the north jetty as the aerial photographs
demonstrate that these beaches have been
eroding. Concurrently, sand has been
deposited south of t.he north j etty within
the channel entrance to Tillamook Bay.
The major source area for these sands
are more difficult to identify. Various
possible sources will be discussed in
order to account tor the relative impor-
tance of each as a sediment source for
the channel shoals.

The five rivers that empty into Tilla-
mook Bay discharge much sedimentary mate-
rial. Vsing the Langbein and Schumm �958!
method, an estimate of the fluvial sediment
di scharge was made. The Langbern anal
Schummn  l958! method provides an est.imate
of total sediment discharge for drainage
basins b! correlating this sediment supply
with the effective annual prectpitation
for basins of differing climatic and vege-
tation conditions and with the drainage
basin area. The effective precrpitation
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Annual
Sedrment

YieldDrainage Area
River

79,300

125,600

136,000

337>500

308,700

987,100

36Miami River

Tillamook River

Kilchis River

Wilson River

Trask River

61

195

175

534


2

eliminates that portion of the precipita-
tion which is lost through evaporation and
transportation, Table I is the estimated
fluvial sediment discharge as predicted
by the Langbein and Schumm �958! method
for the five rivers which enter Tillamook
Bay.

Comparison of U.S, Coast and Geodetic
Sur'vey charts for 1869 with present-day
charts show that most of the fluvial sedi-
ments are contributing to the filling of
the bay, Could sediment discharges out
of Tillamook Bay account for the channel
shoals which developed south of the north
jetty? 'I'wo lines of evidence indicate
that Tillamook Bay is not a major source
of sediments for the channel shoals.
Avolio �973! has recently found very
well sorted sand extending from the chan-
nel well into northern Tillamook Bay
covering an area approximately one square
kilometer. This evidence indicates that
beach sand is flowing into and being
deposited within Tillamook Bay. This
suggests that Tillamook Bay is a "sink"
rather than a source of sediments to the
channel and nearshore. Similar condi-
tions were found by Kulm and Byrne �966!
at Yaquina Bay, approximately sixty miles
south of Tillamook Bay, Beach sand was
found to enter the bay through the channel
when the bay circulation assumed a two-
Iayered system. A two-layered system
develops within the water of the estuary
when freshwater overlies a salt water wedge
at the bottom of the estuary. The rapidly
outflowing upper layers of freshwater car-
ries with it some of the salt water at the
boundary, The removal and outflow of this
salt water is balanced by a low level in-
flow of salt water near the bottom within
the salt wager wedge. Thus, the two-
layered system creates bottom current
velocities flowing from the ocean into
the bay, causing the movement of beach
sand into the bay. The result is a net
accumulation of both fluvial and beach
sediments in the bay. The evidence found
at Tillamook Bay suggests that similar
processes occur leading to the filling of
the bay from marine as well as fluvial
sediment sources. Thus, rather than con-
tributingg sand, Tillamook Bay probably
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~he th fh Cubic yards

5,240,000

5,890,000

6 550,000

7,200,000

7,400,000

7,860,000

8,500,000

10

11.3

12

13
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extracts sand from the channel and Bay-
ocean nearshore.

h'EADIh4iVD EBOSIO7v AND LA77D TIDIvO

The Corps of Engineers �'ar Dept. Dist,
Eng., 1940! and Twenhofel �946! suggested
that Cape Meares, immediately south of Bay-
ocean spit, has probably served as a sedi-
ment source for Bayocean spit. Basalt
boulders and cobbles along the southern
end of the spit were probably derived from
the basalt capping the Cape.

On the north side of Cape Meares is a
large landslide described by North �964!
and Schlicker �972!. Study of. aerial
photographs indicate thc slide has become
active some time after 1955. The toe of
the slide has moved beyond the former beach
line. Trees leaning 20 to 30 degrees sea-
ward at the toe of the slide indicate
recent ground movement. Thc slide is
undoubtedly contributing sediment to the
l.ongshore drift as waves erode and remove
the advancing soil and rock,

I nODJO.'vg DOs="f." 7 OU bAyod "Ah7

Bayocean sptt's known shoreline retreat
since 1939, as showa> in I'igure 9, offers
the possibility of hluantifying the volume
of sand loss from the spit. Corps of
Engineers' surveys show that erosion ha.s
occurred along approximately 3.5 mties
of thc spit w'ith accretion at the northern
extreme. The eroded portion of the spit
has receded on the average 550 feet since
1939. Given an average sea cliff hetght
of 20 feet, the total volume of erosion
since 1939 has amounted to roughly
7,400,000 cubic yards of sand or 220,000
cubic yards per year. 'I'hese eroded sands
have entered the littoral currents to be
transi>orted and deposited elsewhere. The
progradation of Kinchelae Point and sand
deposition within Tillamook channel coin-
ciding with the construction of the north
jetty  Figure 8! suggest. that. much of the
sand eroded from Bayocean spit has been
deposited in those locations.

A rough estimate of the channel shoal
volume was made to see xf there was a
correlation between the accumulated volume
of sand within the «hannel shoal extending
from Kincheloe Point and the volume sand
loss from Bayocean spit since 1939. Un-
doubtedly some of this sand has been de-
posited within Tillamook Bay; however,

ESTIMATED SISAL VOLUMES

*Estimated sand loss to Bayocean spit
 yd3! 1939-1971.

that portion was omitted from the estimate.
Table II presents the approximate shoal
volumes using the estimated surface area
0.63 square miles and a variety of rea-
sonable depths of accumulation.

Table II shows that an average 11.3
feet of sand deposition within the channel
shoal would account for all of the esti-
mated sand eroded fram Bayocean spit since
1939. Stnce some oi this eroded sand
entered Tillamook Bay, a shoal thickness
somewhat less than this value could
actually account for the sand eroded
from the spit. Comparisons of Coast
and Geodetic Survey charts indicate
deposition within the channel on the
order of ten feer. thickness or more,
This indicates then that erosion from
Bayocean spit has probably served as the
major source of sands deposited within
the Tillamook Bay channel following con-
struction of the north jetty.

LONGSHORE SAND TRANSPORT

National Marine Consultants �961! pre-
sents wave hindcast. data which suggests
that longshore sediment transport far much
of the Oregon coast reverses with the
seasons. During the spring and summer a
south longshore transport predominates
reversing to a north transport during
autumn and winter. Longshore current
observat ions conducted along Bayocean
spit by the Corps of Engineers  Kar Dept,
Dist. Eng., 1940! during 1939 and 1940
agree with the longshore current predictions
as rndicated by the National Marine Consul-
tans �961! anfotmatton.



Although sand moves north during one
season and south during another, the avail-
able information indicates that the overall
annual net drift of sand along the beach is
nearly zero. This is first suggested by
the approximate balance of the longshore
component of the wave energy flux to which
the sand transport rate can be correlated
 Komar and Irunan, 1970!. It is also indi-
cated by local geomorphologic evidence.
Although Bayocean spit is attached to the
mainland mass at its south end and extends
to the north, a configuration generally
taken to indicate a northward growth and
littoral transports Hehalem spit, just a
few miles to the north has grown in a
southerly direction. Along the Oregon
coast, spit growth does not provide a
clear indication of the net littoral drift
direction. If a net drift of sand did
exist, Cape Meares at the south end of
Bayocean spit should act as a long-term
"jetty" or "groin" and block this drift
so that the beach would build out on the
updrift. side and erode on the downdrift
side. No such pattern is found, the
beaches on the north and south sides of
the Cape being approximately symmetrical.

Utilizing heavy minerals found within
sands as natural tracers of the sand move-
ment, Scheidegger, et cl. �97I! found
a kong-term net drift predominantly to
the north along the Oregon coast and off-
shore. This drift is long-term in geo-
logic sense, however, sa that the net
annual drift of sand along the coast is
still nearly zero.

As will be seen in a moment, the pattern
of erosion and deposition along Bayocean
spit and neighboring beaches can also be
interpreted as indicating a seasonally
reversing longshore transport wi.th a near-
zero net drift.

IMPACT OF THE NORTH JETTY UPON LONGSHORE
SEDIMENT TRANSPORT AND SHORELINE
CONFIGURAT'ION

The very rapid sand deposition and beach
progradation north of the north jetty and
simultaneous erosion of Bayocean spit caused
the U S. Army Corps of Engineers �970! to
identify a predominant net north to south
littoral sand transport of 800,000 cubic
yards far the area. Their conclusion appears
to have been based on comparable examples
such as the breakwater at Santa Barbara,
California, which blocks a strong unidirec-
tional longshore drift, sand deposition and
shoreline advancement occurring on the up-

drift side of the jetty or breakwater and
erosion occurring in the downdrift side.
Such an interpretation for the Bayocean area
of course conflicts with the evidence against
a strong net drift of sand. In addition, a
closer scrutiny of the patterns af erosion
and deposition around the Tillamook jetty
reveal a distinct diiference from this uni-
directional drift model, Simultaneous with
the noticeable deposition north of the north
jetty, there has been sand deposition to
the immediate south of the jetty. This
deposition occurred as a comparatively
small advancement of the shoreline at
Kincheloe Point, but more important as the
development of a large system of shoals in
the mouth of the harbor entrance. In addi-
tion to the erosion of Bayocean spit, ero-
sion also took place at Manhattan-Rockaway
beaches farther north of the j etty. A
somewhat different pattern of deposition-
erosion around the letty therefore emerges.
Near the jetty itself, both to the north
and south, deposition of sand occurred
 Figure IO!, while at greater distances
from the jetty erosion took place. Thc rea-
son for this distribution is that the jetty
provides small areas on either side which
are partially shielded from the waves. When
sand moves to the south it accumulates on
the north side of the jetty in the usual
fashion. When the waves subsequently arrive
fram the south, moving nd to th" rorth,
sand is blocked on the south side, but due
to the protective shielding of the j etty,
only weak diffracted waves can reach the
shadow zone behind the jetty to transport
the sand previousl.y deposited there by the
south transport. Therefore, this sand is
not removed from the shadow zone and the
long-term effect is an accumulation of sand
near the jetty, both an the north and south
sides, within the sheltered zones, and ero-
sion of the beach at greater distance away
from the jetty to supply the sand to the
areas of deposition. In the case of the
jetty at Tillamook Bay, the erosion to
Bayocean spi t aas made more severe in that
the length of the beach is relatively small,
there being a large rocky headland to the
south, so that the erosion per unit length
of shoreline had to be large to supply the
required sand. In contrast, there is a
long stretch of beach to the north of the
jetty so that only a small amount of sand
had to be supplied by each unit length of
shoreline.

CONCLUSIONS

Most studies of man-made structures in
the nearshore have emphasized beach erosion
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and deposition resulting from the construc-
ti.on af jetties transverse to a unidirec-
tional sand transport. The typical pattern
that emerges is sand deposition and shore-
I,ine progradation on the updrift side;
erosion and beach recession on the down-
drift side of the structure. At first
glance, one would expect little or no
erosion and deposition to occur along a
shoreline by the construction of a struc-
ture transverse to a seasonally reversing
longshore sand transport but with little
or no net annual drift. However, as shown
by the Bayocean example, even with a near
zero net drift jetty construction may upset
the natural movements of beach sand and
thereby cause severe erosion.
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erally absent from fjord estuaries uniike
many coastal plain or bar-built estuaries.

As part of a long-range goal of designing
a madel applicable to any fjord est.uary we
wished to know where fjords occurred and
what properties could be systematized.
Accordingly an attempt has been made to
list the fjords af the world according to
their location and topographic features.

Fjords occur in Alaska, British Columbia,
Washington, and Arctic Canada. Greenland,
Iceland, h'orway, Chile, and Yew Zealand
also have fjord inlets. Work is progress-
ing on the catalog. All regions except
Greenland have been compiled to date and
tho northeast Pacific region is presently
urrdergcing finaL checking and revision.
The catalog will be printed in volumes by
region as they became available.

Inlets are listed by courrtry and latitude,
longitude and marsden square locations are
given. The depths of the major sills and
basins are listed as well as the surface
«rea, Connect ing bodies of water and spe-
c.ial terminations such as in glaciers
or major rivers are listed. The catalog
is stored on computer desk file and is
designed to be compatible »it.h oceanographic
data tiles.

Lurirrg compilatlon of the fjord catalog
and other literature searches it became
rippare»t that the tjord regions of the world
have received remarkably little attention
from oiearrographers, Although the fjords
of Norwal have been settled for at least
r.wa thousarrd years only a handful have
received attention from oceanographers
 r ade, 1963l Sae lan, 1967! . Greenland,
Arct ic Canada lNutt and Coachman, 1956!,
Cl.ile  Pichard, 1971l and New Zealand
 Skerman, 1964! have been similarly
neglected.

By contrast the inlets of the Pacific
Northwest l ave been quite well. surveyed
and their oceanographic features described,
1'ickard and his collaborators have docu-
i",i.ntod the oceanography of the raalor
British Columbian inlets  Tully, 1949;
Tabata and Pic,kard, 195"; Waldichuk,
195, and 1958; Herlinveaux aiul Tully,
1961; Pickard, 1961; Herlinveaux, 1962,

and Gilmartin, 1962!. 'lhe fjord region
of Washington State, the Puget Sound
system has been worked on by University of
Washington oceanograi>hers and some of their
work has been published  University of
Washington, 1953, and Collias ef aZ. 1966!.

The Alaskan inlets have been irrvesti-
gated in seasonal studies  htcAlister,
Rattray and garnes, 1959; Jones, 1964, and
Pickard, 1967!. More recently the Univers-
ity of Alaska has carried aut annual sur-
veys of certain Alaskan inlets and some of
this work has beerr published as M.S. theses
or reports  guinlan, 1969; Gleason, 1972,
and Nebert and Matthews, 1962!.

Most of. the studies mentioned above
reveal that fjord inlets are generally
stratified with a seaward-moving brackish
layer at the surface, The deep water is
believed to be entrained by these surface
layers and is renewed fronr the acean, In
some inlets wind mixing plays arr impor-
tant rale  Farmer, 1972!.

In Alaskan inlets we find the strati-
fied condition in summer and fall whr.reas
the water mass is homogeneous in wirrter and
spring. This appears to be a consequence of
the runoff which has a high double peak in
summer and falling to very small amourrts in
winter. The first peak occurs in May due
to spring runoff and the October peak from
a precipitation peak. Winter precipitation
is mainly in the form of snow, llowever,
circulation appears ta continue yea.r-round
and large surface currents have been observed
in February with very homogeneous conditions
fram top to bottom of the inlet in Fndicott
Arm  Gleason and Matthews, 1972!. In this
particular inlet, which has a. 50 m entrance
sill, tides are believed to be the indirect
mechanism driving thc observed circulation
 Nebert and Matthews, 1972!.

REQUIREhlENTS FOR A MODEL

At a workshop on fjord circulation con-
vened by Dr. E.L. Lewis of the Frozen Sea
research group in 1972, the present know-
ledge on fjord circulation dynamics and
associated problems was reviewed, Although
the principal factors influencing circula-
tion could be enumerated and specific prob-
lems formulated for solution it. was reluc-
tantly concluded that we have insufficient
information at the present time to attempt
large scale modeling efforts, An experi-
ment has been proposed to help fill the
gap and this will be detailed below. First,
however, it will be useful to summarize
the requirements of a numerical model,



A numerical model should be able to pre-
dict circulation patterns in fjord inlets
and describe the distribution of properties
such as temperature, salinity and dissolved
oxygen. There is a need for both time depen-
deiit and steady state solutions. These
models can have uses from many agencies
such as those coricerned with fisheries,
pollution control, or transport. Fjord
models will ultimately need to be coupled
to larger ocean models which may themselves
bo coupled to global ocean/atmosphere models.

The factors isolated as important to fjord
models fall roughly into topographic and
physical classes. Topographic features to
consider are  lj sills, �! sinuosity, �j
islands, and �j shape of sides. Sills
have a major influence on mixing and serve
to restrict. the basin so that deep water
may not freely enter the inlet if it be
restricted by a sill. The inner basi~ of
the Norwegian iVordfjord is renewed only
every seven or eight years when exceptionally
cold dense water is introduced into the outer
basin  Saelen, 1964j. Saanich Inlet in
British Columbia. seems to be dependent on

simile.r mechanism for flushing  Herl in-
veaux, 1962j. No Alaskan inlets become
anoxic but our work on Alaskan inlets
demonstrates the importance of the entrance
sill on circulation  Quinland, 1969; Nebert
and Matthews, 197";. Thc other three topo-
graphic features listed affect circulation
to a lesser extent than the sills but are
nonetheless important. Sinuosity leads to
cross-channel circulation and possibly to
upwelling and mixing across the pycnocline.

Nine meteorological or oceanographic
factors appear to be significart. These
are  lj temperature arid salinity just out-
side the inlet, �! tides, �j winds, �j
runoff,  Sj radiation, �! air character-
istics, �j freezing and melting,  Bj ice-
bergs, and  9! sediments, The list is
roughly in order of importance for temp-
erate fj ords although seasonally and from
inlet to inlet their importance does vary.
Outside water characteristics determine
what is available to mix with inlet waters-
Norwegian inlets for example, generally
have water 2 /i,<, more saline than North
American inlets  Matthews, 1971!, Temp-
erature of the external water appears to
be the variable which is critical to fjord
flushing in Norway whereas salinity vari-
ations are equally i,mportant to North
American inlets.

Tides play an iniportant rale in maiiy
estuaries and fjords are no exception. We
have suggested that it is the tides which
transport water in and out of some Alaskan

tjords arid together with densi,ty differences
and sill depth controls much of the circula-
tion  Nebert and Matthews, 1972!. Because
fjords are gerierally deep and stratified
simple depth-mean tidal numerical models
cannot readily be applied. We have, how-
ever, worked with such models in order to
gain expertise in modeling and have applied
well mixed estuaries such as Cook Inlet
 Matthews and Mungall, 1972 ' and Mungall,
1973j. Winds, often of the Fohn type,
funneled between the steep sides of a fjord
inlet ca.n play an important role in circu-
lation. Farmer �971! has shown the wi,nd
to be of major importance in spring in
Alberni Inlet on Vancouver island.

Runot'f determines the density in the
upper layers of the inlet and provides the
necessary dilution whereby density differ-
ences are set up. Generally the world' s
fjord regions have low runoff in winter
and high runoff in spr'ing and summer. Radi-
ation and air characteristics affect the
surface of the inlet and may lead to thermo-
haline convectio due to freezing or evapora-
tion, In the inlets of southeast Alaska
and British Columbia these effects are not
usually large. In the Canadian Arctic,
Greenland or Chile, however, they may be
important for the seasonal cycle. Ice-
bergs generally result from glaciers calving
directly into an inlet. Because they may
extend over 200 m below the surface  Gleason
and Mathews, 1972j, they can serve as a
heat sink and source of fresh water and play
an important role in bringing deep waters to
the surface. ' Alaska, Greenland, Arctic
Candaian and Chilean inlets have tidewater
glaciers; Norwegian and British Columbian
inlets do not. Fjords are often fed by
glacial streams carrying heavy sediment
loads. The sediments may lead to strong
turbidity currents whicli influence mixing
and also cut light penetration, thus modi-
fying phytoplankton behavior,

In the foregoing paragraphs we have
enumerated what are believed to be the
major factors influencing fjord in'et
circulation. Any numerical model which
strives to predict circulation must be
able to use each of all of these. The
state of the art in estuarine modeling
has recently been reviewed  Ward and Cspey,
1971j and applications of some models to
pacific Northwest estuaries was ably dis-
cussed by Callawa> �9 lj at t,hc first of
these conferences. The author as briefly
reviewed numerical models in the liglit of
fjord needs and presented a scheme for a
ten-layer baroclinic tree surface model
 Matthews, 19,2!, In the proposed model
thc appro,icii was taken that it is siml lcr
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in the long term to design a full three
dimensional model first and simplify it
later than to build small models and attenrpt
to enlarge them.

The proposed model is dx-iven by salinity,
temperature and tide specified at open
boundaries. Topography is built in as
initial conditions. The scheme allo~s
ten depths to be specified corresponding
to the ten layers of the model, This does
not allow for smooth contours as can be
achieved by building the vertical ordinate
into the scheme as in the sigma-t approach
 e.g., Gilchrist et aI., and Freeman et rrl.,
1972!. However, it allows the major topo-
graphic features t.o be included while making
model results easy to fit ta observations.

In designing the finite difference scheme
the boundary conditions to be applied were
kept in mind. The computer programs are
still under development but provision for
specifying many conditions has been allowed
for so that maximum flexibility ran be
achieved. Disk stoarge of' array vari.ables
has been set up so that input/output opera-
tions occur simultaneously with computation
but are not limiting factors . The scheme
allows two dimensional  vertical or horx-
zontal! and ore dimensicnal subscts to be
operated with the consequent serving of
computation time. At the present time
the one dimensional model is being evalu-
at. ed,

The madel uses eight equations salved
sequentially in slabs along an inlet.
Marchuk time splitting procedures are used
throughout ta gxve a stabilization to the
numerical scheme. The equations solved are
for vertical velocity' surface elevatxon,
temperature, salinity, density and pressure
equations and two equations of horizontal
motion. Cartesian coordinates are used
with fixed latitude and the Boussinesque
approximation assumed.

The major problem in such models as the
one given abave is that no analytical solu-
tions are available for them nor are the
mixing and turbulence parameters known.
Thus, unlike the two dimensional tidal
numerical models for well-mixed estuaries
the more general models cannot be ade-
quately tested at present. Because the
remedy requires time series synoptic data
which requires a large effort too great
for individual researchers or even single
agencies. It was to overcome these prob-
lems that the proposed Joint International
Fjord Experiment was originated,

JOLNT INTERNATIONAL FJORD EXPERIMENT  JIFE!

To overcame the lack of time-series synop-
tic data for fjord estuaries a joint experi-
ment by agencies with a long-time interest
in fjord inlets has been proposed, We plan
to conduct detailed survey of a topograph-
ically simple inlet using multiple current
meter arrays, ships' tide guages and weather
stations. The Universities of Alaksa, Wash-
ington and Oregon State, NOAA and EFA are
presently planning to participate in the
first experigmnt. The first field experi-
ment will be in April 1974 in Hood Canal,
Washington, This site was chosen fax. its
simple topography, wealth of background
data and location convenient for most par-
ticipants,

The central idea of the proposed experi-
ment is that it will be carried out with
existing equipment as inexpensively as
possible. All the present participants
have ongoing projects concerned with fjords
and have specific needs for the results of
the experiment. The 1974 experiment xs
designed as a preliminary to a major experx-
ment in 1975. In the first year we hope
to find the optimal spacing and arrangement
of current meters so that coherence is ob-
served and first and second order gradients
can be computed. From these current measure-
me~ts and the time-series STD results we
hope to evaluate spatial and temporal vari-
ations of turbulent diffusion coefficients.
Values of these coefficients are essential
to circulation models such as proposed by
Matthews �972! or Winter and Banse �972!,

The philosophy behind the fjord numerical
modeling program that the University of
Alaska has been briefly reviewed above and
the present state-of-the-art given. We are
continuing our work on trying to ftnd the
best methods to test and evaluate model per-
formance and different methods of examining
the great. volumes of data that can be accu-
mulated with or for numerical models,

From our steady state tidal numerical
models we have customarily stored every
computed value of tide height and currents
during the final tidal cycle. This is
stored on tape and examined later by ana-
lytical programs. To achieve any kind af
understanding of the results one must go
to some kind of visual display. For tides
we have used cotidal and cophase c.ontours
or plots of current vectors. perhaps the
most graphic presentation is the exag-



Figure 1. Two frames from a movie of the H2 tide of Cook Inlet showinq left, an
exaggerated sea 1eve1 perspective and right, superimposed current vectors and
cotidaI 1ines.
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gerated perspectives plot such as the one
shown in Figure l.

Ho~ever, even for a relatively simple
tidal solution one rapidly becomes inun-
dated with plots and has difficuLty in
following thc dynamics involved. We have
used the film technique which has been
emploved by several ocean modelers with
considerable offect. In this technique
plots of some property distribution with
time are photographod on consecutive
frames of movie film, The resulting film
when projected shows the. movement of the
property with time, usually at a faster-
than-normal rate,

Using this technixlue we have produced a
movie of the II2 tides of Cook Inlet, Alaska,
and the Irish Sea. Sequences of both per-
spective plots and superimposed current
vectors and cotidal lines were produced
in color. Fxamples of both types of frames
are shown tor Cook Inlet one hour after
high tide at Anchorage in Figure 1. The
dynamics of the tidal movement came through
very clearly in this kind of presentation.
lt is very simple to see how the Coriolis
effect results in a larger t.idal range on
the south bank of Cook Inlet. than on the
north bank for example.

Our future plans atter successful develop-
ment of tlute BD model and testing, against
Jll'E data include experimentation w'ith v is-
ual technqiues for displaying tcmpezature-
salinity, density and other water qualit>

properties, It is not improbable that such
experiments could lead to the real time dis-
play on cathode ray tubes, of, for example,
oil spill plumes or other results of envixon-
mental disasters. We in Alaska will be very
happy if our wcrk can contribute in scree
small way to this goal,
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Figure 2. Aeriel photograph of Port A'!hemi and the Somass River mouth.
Courtesy of MacMi11an 81oedel Ltd.

� = flXl + fzX2 �  fl + fz!X + ZSdX
dt x
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and decreased again when the mill resumed
activity, The sharpest contrast in this
"before and after" comparison is between
DO values immediately under the halocline.
The mill effluent apparently had altered
the balance between 02 production and con-
sumption at that level, even though the
non-particulate component of the mill
waste is confined to the halocline and
upper zones. An important source of
oxygen to the upper zone, through entrain-
ment., has been eliminated. Thus the
observed decrease in DO in the upper zone
is due to two dissimilar immediate causes:
One, the biochemical oxygen demand  BOD!
of the mill effluent discharged with the
fresh water component; the other, the low
 often less than 2 mg 02/gl DO level of
the marine water' being entrained.

We call this our "Black Cloud Hypothesis"
because we believe the later phenomenon is
caused by blockage of light penetration by
humic stain in the mill waste. While a
small amount of net production is possible
in the upper zone ~ the compensation depth
 Figure 4! rarely extends to the stratum
under the halacline while the mill is
operating.

The Black Cloud Hypothesis has three
components: �! blockage af photosynthesis
due to the shading effect of the mill stain,
�! respiration, and �! estuarine circula-
tion. To test whether the consequences of
such a hypothesis are quantitatively con-
sistent with the observations, a simple
numez ical model was developed.

The model is based on the well-known
concept Of the Chemost.at or continuouS
culture apparatus  Herbert e0 aI., 1956!.
To simulate the oxygen dynamics system of
Alberni Inlet with a numerical model, l6
chemostat units are coupled vertically so
that the output of each unit is the input
of the unit directly above. In addiTion,
each unit has a second input and output in
the horizontal direction  Figure 5!. The
basic equation expressing the rate of
change af a solute in any single unit is:

where X is the concentration of the solute
in the unit, Xl is the concentration in the
reservoir  Rl! associated with the flow rate
fl, XZ iS the conCentration of the solute in
the underlying unit associated with the flow
rate fz, and LS represents the sum of all
sources and sinks of X associated with non-
conservative processes. In the case of the
bottom chemostat unit Xz is the concentra-
tion af the solute in the reservoir, Rz.

The model consists of tive such equations
representing the states of dissolved oxygen,
bacterial biomass, bacterial nutrient,
algal biomass and mill stain. Pulp mill
effluent is considered to have two compo-
nents, bacterial nutrient and stain, which
are related to measurements of BOD and
effluent color made tt the mill.

The non-conservative terms, Sx, contain
models of biological processes. For oxygen
there are two non-conservative terms, bac-
terial respiration and net algal production.
Bacterial respiration is related to the
biomass of bacteria. Net algal production
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Figure 5. Bchematic representation ot
the coupted cnemostat mode1. Squares
represent the chemostat, units, diamonds
the reservoirs ',q, and t !, and arrows
the 1ow of n ateria1 Ef; and f-!.

is a I'unction of algal biomass and light
intensity only. Light intensity decreases
exponentially with depth according to the
transparency of tho water. Transparency
is decreased by "natural" turbidity, mill
stain, and algal biomass.

An exump1 e ot the output produced b> the
model is sho»m in Figure 6, In this run,
there was no mill effluent entering the
model, and after 12 days, a steady state
is achieved, The resultant 02 profile is
not unlike those observed in the Inlet
with near saturation concentrations above
the halocline. At day 13, mill effluent
is introduced. Immediately, the oxygen
concentration and the aigal biomass de-
crease, and the bacterial biomass increases.
By day 15, a new steady state is achieved.
primary production is practically nil and
02 concentrations are less than 4 and
generally bet»'een 2 and 3 ng/1 throughout
the water column. On day I9, the concen-
tration of BOD is reduced from 200 to
100 units resulting in a decrease oi the
bacterial biomass and restoration of some
of the oxygen above the halocline. Pri-
mary production remains nil and there is
little 02 below the halocline. During
the next iew simulated days, the stain
content of the effluent is gradually
reduced from the initial value of 800
units. Nct ur,ti.' iteratior, day 45,
where the stain is ,5 units, do any-
thing like normal production and DO
levels return to the water column, On
day 5l, the effluent is removed and pro-
ductivity is restored to the pre-mill
level.

'1'he model eifectively demonstrates
that the large amount of stain intro-
duced into the surface waters of the
estuary can practically eliminate pri-
mar>' production both in the upper mixed
zone and below the halocline. As a
result, the DO remaining in the »ater
column is rapidly respi red by bacteria
and other organisms. The control or
removal of BOD has no effect on the
dissolved oxygen below the halocline.
These results are consistent with tho
Black Cloud Hypothesis. The model fur-
ther suggests that about 90 per cent
of the stain must bc removed in order
to restore the oxygen generating system

SOURCE WATER FUR HYTRAlh'FlE!v'T

Altcrnat ivc systems, quite difierent
in the extrcme, ma> be visualized in the
entrainment process. At onc extreme,
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the sea wat.er entraineJ into th�
one IS C»««ufr inlet iri a refdtgVc

intense currerit immedi ate 1> under th
halacline. In this case, the water would

submerged below' the halocl irie for
relatively short period, depending on
the length of the fj ord, and would remaiii
within the euphotic zone  given clear
water in the upper cane!. At tlic other
extrerie, uf! iri1 et tr'arisl>ort is;i gradu,il
process irivolvirlg slow, up rnlet Iliove-
ment af w'dter well below the euphotic
zone. In this case, source water to the
head of the trrlet would be deep water, and
would remairi submerged far a relat.ively
long period, In the first, case, photo-
synthesis would tend to maintain arid sup-
plement a high oxygen content in source
water; in the second case, source water
would re-enter the euphotic zone in an
oxygen depicted state from the depths.
l'hese two transport systems niay be asso-
ciated with different rates of river
discharge, with high river discharge
associated wi.th the first system anJ law
river discharge w'ith the second  Rattray.
1967! .

The inportarice of this distinction
for Alberrii Irilet lies in the preserice
of mill stain fn the upper mixed layer.
This stain prevents photosynr.hesis froni
.ndirii,.iiiirig i.lie UCr COiieeiir rut rarr in idiiu-
ward flowing water below the haloclinc.
If the landward flowirig water is very
deep, muCh mOre stdiii niuat be removed
from the upper mixed layer in order to
restore oxygeri liroduction below the hala-
c1 inc than if the landivard flowing water
is confined t.a a relatively thin stratum
immediately below the halacl inc, !rurther-
more, respiration can remove more oxygen
from the ~uter if tt is moving slowly
arid thus out oi contact with the surface
for a longer period than if it were moved
rapidly .

Results of a current study made from
a single station 4 km seaward of the mill
21-22 July 1971, are shown rn l igure 7.
Vertical current proiiles were measured
hourly to a depth of 25 m over a 26-hour
period, employing a Chesapeake Bay drogue
 Pritchard and Burt, 1951! . The main
assumption implicit in this tyTre of study
is that current profiles measured at the
station are reprsentative of the entire
cross-section of thc inlet at tliat point.
Unfortunately, this assumption cannot
easily be tested.

We a< cumulated transport volumes in
respect ta the position of the bottom of
the halocline. The results clearl> show

frr t transl>ort. was seaward or nil
iri al 1 strata to nearly 15 meters below
the halocline, i.e., to a depth of approxi-
mately V m. In other words, sea watr r
was rot moving landward in a well defined
layer irrrnredrately below the halocline, but
ratlier as a gradual movemeirt af the deep
~uter.

Further evidence on the r,uestron of depti.
of flow of source water for entrarr.cent can
come from ari intcrpretat'on .' =.;= =;stribu-
tian oi proportres oi r.he sea *ster '... tre
inlet Nitrate, w .tie non-csn>n.-. - .e,
Can SerVe as d uSeful rnarcat;r .O;.1
of rilt rate <oncent ra, 1on 1r. t ' - ..2- ' 1. e
iertical planes werc ustrmatec:rnc tean re-
ments t.akeli ori 4 June l Y I:,.c
l97l,

The freShwater JiSchdrge Of : .e gamdds
River is regulated to exceed I,C. cubi.
feet pcr second  CFS,' and may vccasionaily
exceed 15,000 CFS during peak f:o». Buring
the >ear 1971, disci!arge w'as general.'>
greater than ?000 CFS, The nitrate measure-
ments made on 24 June  Figure Sj were made
iluring a periOd of reldtiVely high rrver
cirscharge--about 45u0 Cpg, lhe halocline
is relatively deep, reflectrng the large
volume of the upper rained zone, There is
only a sliglit .uggestion of upwelling at
the head of the inlet and N03 values werc
less than 12 ug-at N/1 in the top 20 m
of the upper one-half of the inlet

ln contrast, Y03 isopleths suggest a
strong uliwelling at the head of the inlet
during the 9-10 August 19'7l series  Fig-
ure 9! . Thi s was a period of relativel>'
low river discharge--about 2300 CFS. The
haloclirie was relativley shallow �-3 m!
and values of N03 greater than 14 ug-at
h/1 penetrated upward trom below ?0 m
depth to the bottom of the haioclzne. The
current drogue studies were made during
21-22 July, a period of moderate river
discharge--about 4000 CFS, 'I'hus at times
of low to moderate river discharge the
irif low of marine water to the head of
Alberni. Inlet. appears to be a gradual
process occurring well below 20 m deptli,

Our conclusion from these studres is
straightforward. Satisfactory oxygen
levels cannot be maintained in the
receiving waters at the head af. Alherni
inlet unless a large proportion af the
humic staan is r<:moved from the n;ill
effluent.

l« l
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of great importance to maintain the
clarity of the upper mixed layer,
particularly at the head of the inlet.
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3-P hAeasurement of Estuarine Circulation
Using Tracer Dye

Terry Ewart and William Bendiner
Ocean Physics GroupApplied Physics Laboratory, Seattle

The complex uses to which we put inland
waters must be governed by careful observa-
tion and modeling, and by the ability to
predict the results of our activities and
demands. As the demands increase, then,
so must the sophistication of our under-
standing, if we expect to prevent the
degradation of our surroundings. We pre-
sent. here a tracer technique for studying
3-D estuarine circulation and dispersion
in more detail than previous methods have
allowed. Using a towed instrument package,
we have conducted one such study with rea-
sonable success; we «ill try to point out
the pitfalls we found, and to weigh the
difficulties against the particular bene-
fits ot our method.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL

Faced with the problem of designing an
experiment, one hopes  ideally! for a model,
or some conceptual framework, as a guide.
Available models lag far behind the supply
of complexities in natural systems; in the
case at hand, very far behind, indeed. The
area around Kiket Island, Wn,, is charact-
erized by extremely strong tidal flows,
complex geometry, and seasonally changing
stratification. It is principally con-
nected to the Straits of Juan de Fuca
through Deception Pass to the west and
also to Possession Sound to the south.
The mouth of the Skagit River lies just
south of the study area. No mathematical
raodel we know of can handle such a system.
But certainly strong stratification and
highly irregular geometry suggest that
observations must be made in three dimen-
sions. Furtherraore, any significant un-
steadiness or periodicity imposes certain
sampling requirements: questions of
suitable averages and the fluctuations
around. them will be important. In terms
of realistic pollution control, the rel-
evant question becomes not "What is the
peak  or average! contamination in thc
system2" but uHow dirty i.s a given volume



DATA REQUIRH1ENTS

lt is instructive, in a depressing sort
of way, to look at the data requirements
implied in the previous section. Our method
involves tawing an inStrument package arOund
a fixed track in the area of interest, while
cycling it between the sur'face and the bottom,
Since tidal action is dominant, and we are
generally interested in conditions on both
ebb and flood, ve should sample the entire
track at least. as often as every three hours.
The towing speed is fixed by the power of
the boat and currents, the drag of. the instru-
ments, the strength of the cable, etc., in
our case at four knots   2 m/sec]; thus, the
track length was limited to 12 n m. A de-
c.ision must be made as to whether the area
can be sufficiently covered by such a track;
in the case of the Kiket Island study, there
was only one section which we could not
cover, but we did not deem it essential.
We found the maximum vertical lowering rate
of our instrument package to be about I m/
sec, while the average depth of the study
area was about 2S m. Given our towing speed,
this implied a sample every 50 m horizontally
 at mid-depth!, Since stratification and
strong vertical gradients were expected, we
felt it desirable to record a point every
vertical meter, i.e, once per accord. In
a dye study, one would like to record at
each point the concentration, temperature,
salinity, depth, time, and a manual event
number  to help sort the data!, a total of

Kiket Island, Wn.  see Figure I!, was the
proposed site for a nuclear-powered generat-
ing station; the obj ect of studies there was
the assessment of the thermal impact of a
once-through cooling system. Our immediate
goal, then, waS the eStlmation Of the eXCess
temperature field. The reactor was expected
to release about 2,4 x LO watts = 4.95 x9

LD caloriesiday to the coolant, which,
9 secWith a planned pumping rate of 42.5 m /See

 IS00 c.f,s.!, implies a coolant temperature
increase of about LI'C. he simulated thL
heat. discharge by the continuous release

in a given place like! y to get., and how
long will it stay that ways" Putting the
question this way is of particular impor-
tance to biological studies, f' or often the
impact of a contaminant on the biosphere
is dependent not on the average concentra-
tion, but on the duration and frequency of
local peaks.

Such sampling requirements would seem
to limit the usefulness of some present
techniques except in special cases. An
airborne tracer-detection systeml for
instance, has the advantage of extremely
fast sampling over wide areas, but sacri-
fices all the information about depth
dependence. On the other hand, discrete
water sampling would require huge numbers
of samples; the next section suggests just
how huge the number' might be. Our method
occupies something of a middle ground:
slower than airborne systems, it still
provides fairly fast 3-D sampling over a
large volume, while avoiding the necessity
of thousands of simultaneous discrete
samples.

six channels In order to fol low the bulldui
of the continuously released dye, to deter-
mine the steady-state condition if there is
one, and to follow the decay after the end
of the dye release  because the time constants
thus obtained are interesting parameters!,
one is obliged to take data for something on
the order of a week  this requirement, of
course, depends on the system under study!.
At the end of six days, simple calculation
tells us we have accumulated 3 x 10 data
words. Several such experiments may be
required to examine the seasonal variations;
e.g. in the present case, we carried out
experiments in March and June �971! . One
must be prepared ta deal with such accumu-
lations.

Note that these requirements do not de-
pend so much on a particular method but on
the variability of the environment under
study and the detail with which it is nec-
essary to study it. Of course, if there is
at hand a madel in which we have confidence
--whether it be based on simplifying assump-
tions suitable for simpler systems or on
previ ous observations --then subsequent meas-
urements do not need to be nearly as de-
tailed. Leendertse et al2 provide such a
case in their study of Jamaica Bay, N,Y.,
in which observations over a modest length
of time, at anly a few locations, were suf-
ficient to adjust. their model, Butthe
model must come first, and the less infar-
mation it contains  i.e., the more primitive
it isj, the greater must be the observa-
tional effort. The observations will pro-
vide only phenomenological values and it
must be shown in the subsequent analysis
whether the data are sufficient to des-
cribe the system, in terms of, for example,
distribution functions or temporal and spa-
tial stability. From these general consid-
erations, we now turn to the particular
example under discussion and the techniques
we used in that case.

ESTIMATION QF TEMPERATURE FIELD
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Figure 1. Location map, with box indicating the Kiket Island
study region.
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at a fixed point of 45.3 kg/day of Rhodamine
8 dye, so that, assuming conservation of
heat and dye, I ~ram of dye = 1.09 x 10
calories, or 10 g/cm3 = 0.011 C excess
temperature. Since the background fluores-
cence detected by our in si u fluorometer
at Kiket was equivalent to 3 x 10 l g/cm ,
and full scale reading is IO g/cms, we
were able to detect equivalent excess
temperatures in the range 0.03-11.0'C.
The former temperature is near the accu-
racy limit of our ambient temperature
measurement, while the latter is about
the planned effluent release  excess!
temperature.

Insofar as heat and dye behave identi-
cally in a natural systea., we can predict
the one as accurately as we can measure thc
other. One obvious difference in behavior
lies in the loss of heat to the atmosphere.

The work of Pritchard and Carter3 and of
Roosner4, however, indicates that in our
case, this will be at most a 5-ID per cent
loss, which we have ignored. Also, Rhoda-
mine 8 is subject to photo-decay and adsorp-
tion onto particulate matter, but measure-
ments of these effects by Carter5 indicate
that they, too, can be safely ignored,
Thus, the major problem is the simulation
of the plume in size and buoyancy,

In order to come as close as possible to
the dynamics of a buoyant thermal plume, we
mixed the dye with fresh water and surface
water, then released it from a 30 m diffuser
pipe. The pipe was slung, at about 3 m depth
beneath a barge taut-moored at one end  which
held the fresh water and pumping apparatus!,
so that the diffuser moved very little but
was always oriented perpendicular to the mean
surface current. The dye solution was pumped
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at a rate of 1,.4 x lp" cms/sec, and had, after
mixing at the diffuser pipe, a density defect
of about 5 x lp per cent compared to surface
water and an excess temperature equivalent
of about 200'C. To come any closer to dy-
namic similarity to the planned reactor
effluent was beyond practicality, since it
is difficult to simulate a power plant with-
out buil.ding one, but as we will see later,
the details of the release are not too sig-
nificant.

The selection of a discharge point for
the plant being one of the desired results
of the experiment, rather than an input, we
were forced to choose a location for the dye
release which looked reasonable from eco-
nomic, navigational, and dynamic points of
view, but the partially arbitrary nature of
the choice must be recalled when interpreting
the results. Our choice of release point,
and the selected cruise track, are shown in
Figure 2.

ite turn now to a description of the sensors
which we used, of which the prime one is the
in aitw fluorometer. This instrument, devel-
oped by one of the authors  Dr. Terry Ewart!,
is shown in Figure 3. It is unique in several
respects. First, interference filters �0X
bandwidth! provide extreme separation of the
absorption and emission spectra, which helps
to provide the maximum sensitivity of better
than lp g/cm Rhodamine. Second, the cir-
cuitry is very stable with respect to temp-
erature and needs no adjustment for changes
in the lamp intensity. Third, the instru-
ment has a dynamic range of lpa on each of
its four overlapping ranges, so that this
experiment could be conducted without range-
changing. The use of an in situ instrument
eliminates the necessity of pumping samples
to the surface, a procedure which would de-
grade spatial resolution at all but the
shallowest depths.

Ambient temperature was measured with a
glass bead thermistor incorporated into a
lrrien bridge oscillat.or circuit.6 Resolution
as about 0.9 mdeg C. Depth was measured by
a bellows-and-potentiometer sensor which
showed an unfortunate tendency toward
hysteresis; this problem had to be dealt
with in the course of data analysis. A
sensor which didn't suffer from this defect
would be a worthwhile improvement. posi-
tioning was to have been provided by a
Hastings-Raydist Type DH radio location
system, involving two fixed shore stations
and a shipboard unit. The system can,

Figure 3. The APL fluororneter, with its
guard ring, conical intake screen, and
Uenturi eductor. The eductor, on the
suction side af the sample cell, was
replaced for the Ki ket island cruises
by a small submersible pump.

when working properly, give a fix to the
nearest few feet, but it gave us instead
a great deal of trouble, and most of its
data--recorded along with the other meas-
ured variables--were not usable. In the
final analysis, we depended on the accu-
racy of the radar navigation which we used
to pilot the boat. This was aided by a
number of buoys set along the track and
fitted with radar transponders or reflec-
tors. The passage of various legs of the
cruise track and of the various buoys and
landmarks  recorded in the manual event
number channel!, together with the real-
time signal  also recorded], were used in
lieu of the Raydist data,

All data were recorded on IBM-format
digital magnetic tape through a specially
designed data system. The system consists
of 15 interchangeable channels, each of
which can be tailored for type of signal
 frequency, voltage, digital or some other!.
All data are converted into 10 or 12 bit
words, and each channel is recorded se-
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quentially once per second. As previously
mentioned, real time  derived from a pre-
cision oscillator in the data system and
available throughout the boat! and a
manually entered event number are also
recorded. In the Kiket experiments, we
used 10 of the L5 channels, and found
this system to be mast satisfactory.

The steel cage containing the instru-
ments  the "fish"! was to be "flown" be-
tween bottom and surface as fast as pos-
sible over greatly varying bottom topo-
graphy. In order to accomplish this
safely, the winch operator was provided
with a fathorseter which had been modi-
fied to display the instrument depth
 derived from the depth sensor! as well
as water depth. A sample record is shown
in Figure 4. The operator was also pro-
vided with readouts of fish depth, line
out, and line speed  all recorded with
the rest of the data!. The winch itself
was hydraulic and powered by a 14 h.p.
gasoline engine. The addition of a
hydraulic accumulator to the system

Figure 4. The instrument cage, or "fish."
The gluorometer is tied into the center with
nylon shock cord, along with the thermistor
and vibrotron. The device at top right is a
battery-operated sonic beacon which could be
used to locate the cage if it were lost.
The fluorometer pump, not visible here, is
mounted under the beacon. A faired lead
weight of about 250 lb hangs a few feet below
the cage on a nylon line.

provided up to 50 h.p. output over sev-
eral seconds, thereby allowing fast
haul-in speed for emergencies. The
operator was relieved every 30 minutes.
With this system, the fish was cycled
some l2,000 times in the course of the
two experiments without mishap. A
photograph of the "fish" is found in
Figure 5.

The towing cable was a torpedo target
towing cable, having 14 conductors and a
center strain member. Although free,
this cable was a poor choice. The Large
diameter �.8l2"! resulted in large drag
which, combined with a modest 500 lb
working load, severely limited the max-
iraum towing speed. Nore serious, though,
was the repeated breakage of conductors,
which caused most of the lost time on
both experiments. The breakage seemed
to be the result of conductors sliding
on the strain member as the cable passed
repeatedly over the towing sheave. Hulti-
plexing the signals onto a single  or few!
conductor cable with an outer strain mem-
ber would probably solve the problem.

One other difficulty, fortunately
minor, is a common one in multi-sensor
systems: the various sensors had dif-
ferent time constants, and were detected
in the data system in different ways.
 For example, the concentration signal,
a frequency, was period-counted for one
second, while the depth signal, a voltage,
was sanrpled over a much shorter period.!
Hare attention to uniformity in these
respects would have eased the difficulties
of processing the data.

This concludes the description of the
experimental procedures. In the following
sections, we take up the methods we used
to look at the data, and note how the con-
clusions which we drew indeed indicate the
necessity for extensive sampling in a sys-
tem of this kind.

The preliminary task of the data reduc-
tion included the elimination of bad points,
extraneous  off-track! data, and conversion
to real units. This involved about l50 man
hours and BO computer hours  on an IBM Il30! ~
The March cruise  Kiket I! yielded 51 hours
of good data  distributed over six days!>
the June cruise  Kiket II! 57 hours. We
plotted vertical sections of dye and ambient
temperature for each pass down the legs of
the cruise track, as shown in Figures 6 and
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Figure 5. Winch control record used by the winch operator to fly the instrument
package safely between the surface and the bottom,
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7; the hexadecimal coding for excess and
ambient temperatures is shown in each fig-
ure. These figures correspond to the fath-
ometer record shown in Figure 5. Examina-
tion of a number of such sections shows,
first of all, marked difference in strati-
fication between March and June; the
ambient temperature is nearly homogeneous
with depth in March, and the dye dist.ribu-
tion nearly so, away from the source. In
June, on the other hand, both are strongly
stratified. This, of course, is not un-
expected; the March data reflect the low
fresh water input from the Skagit, surface
cooling, and stronger wind-induced mixing.
But the difference suggests that we may
proceed by dividing the system into depth
zones for further comparison. On the basis
of the June stratification, we chose the
layers as O-4, 4-8, 8-16, 16-bottom  all
in meters!. The vertical sections further
show many sudden rises in concentration
 "hot spots"!, strongly stratified in June,
much less so in March, Whether these are
truly discrete spots, or rather, sections
of -ontinuous plumes or streamers cannot
be determined from these sections alone, but
we will return to this question shortly.

To proceed further, we averaged, within
each layer, the concentrations in 150 m
horizontal segments along the track, Now,
averaging of data which displays variations
on a continuum of scales must proceed cau-
tiously and the results should be inter-
preted with care  see, for example, Jenkins

and Watts' !; in this case, we found the
150 m segment to be sufficiently small to
avoid serious distortion of the results,
but the averages are not all equally reli-
able, since the horizontal sampling inter-
val varied with depth. These averages
were then platted, for each layer  for
those occasions when we made a. complete
circuit!, and contoured. Fven more caution
is necessary in interpreting these contours.
In the first place, the data are not synoptic
since the system changes considerably in the
three hours necessary to complete the cir-
cuit. Secondly, we have drawn contours over
an area which is thinly sampled by a linear
track. These plots, therefore, can only be
suggestions of what is really taking place.
But they are carefully constructed taking
into consideration the stage of the tide and
what we already know from previous studies
about circulation in the area, so we fee 1
that they are qualitatively correct. They
show a discontinuous array of plumes, jets,
wakes and discrete spots, all highly vari-
able in time. The dye plume emanating
from the diffuser is broken into pieces
which are advected around the area, dif-
fusing independent of each other. Some
examples from the March cruise are shown
in Figures 8-11  a detailed discussion is
found in Bendiner, Ewart, and Linger !.

Scanning the vertical and horizontal
sect.ions yields the following general
observations about the "patchiness" of
the dye distribution. The spots and plumes
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TABLE I

DECAY TIMES

FloodEbb

Similk Bay 35-40 hrs

13 hrs

35-40 hrs

7 hrsHope Island
Bay 0-4 m

Hope Island
Bay 4-8 m

32 hrs 32 hrs

Hope Island
Bay 8-16 m

28 hrs 28 hrs

Northern Area
0-4 m

26 hrs7 hrs

Northern Area
4-8 m

11 hrs 44 hrs

Northern Area
8-16 m

11 hrs 75 hrs
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have lateral dimensions from 50 m  about
the lower limit of detection in this experi-
ment! to 1500 m. Vertically they vary be-
tween a few meters and 30 m  top to bottom!,
with the June spots being mare strongly
depth-limited. None of the ieatures was
seen to last more than six hours--that
is, they did not survive the turn of the
tide--and the smaller features often did
not last that lang. The maximum excess
temperatures in the barge plume were as
high as the released effluent at times,
even several hundred meters from the dif-
fuser, but the discrete spots peaked «t
7-8 C, with 2-3 C being more common, These
maximum temperatures depend critically an
the details of the release, and could, it
seems, be reduced by diffuser design to
almost any desired maximum. What is not
dependent on such details is the e~tstance
of such spots everywhere in the system,
Consequently, the concepts af "near field"
and "far field," commonly encountered in
plume studies, cannot be meaningfully
defined in such a system,

We turn now from the detailed structure
to more averaged quantities. The "time
constants" of the various parts of the
system are important, so we wished to
observe the buildup of dye, the estab-
lishment of steady-state  if such a con-
ditior' .could be identified! nd the decay
period after the cessation af dye pumping.
In order to see this in the data, we aver-
aged the concentration over small areas
along the track, trying not to include
obvious hot spots. The result for Kiket II
is shown in Figure 12, which plots excess
temperature against time  days! far the
various areas. Even though we tried to
avoid hot spots in the averages, the
buildup data is very noisy, and there is
great variation with respect to tide.
Nevertheless, most areas seem ta have
achieved some sort of average level, at
0.15-0.25 C depending on the area, after
about 4 days. The possible exception was
Similk Bay, a shallow region in the north-
ern end of the system. Both the final
high valises there were on an ebb, however,
with a lower flood concentration sand-
wiched in between; examination of plots
like those of Figures 8-11 show that on
ebb, jets of water sometimes squirt into
Similk, to be dispersed on the following
flood.  An example is visible in Figure
8, for Kiket I, Day 3, 02:43!. It looks
as if even Similk was close to equilibrium
at the end of the dye release on Day 5

The decay curve for Similk is also
shown in the same semi-log plot  Figure
12! and is remarkably smooth and straight,

allowing us to calculate a time constant
af 35-40 hours. Notice that the decay
line, extended back into the release region,
passes through the last recorded ebb value.
This suggests that dye was injected into
that region on that last measured ebb, but
not on the two ebbs which followed before
the dye was shut off, indicating the highly
variable nature of the circulation. Decay
curves for other regions, as functions of
depth and stage af tide  which made a dif-
ference in some locations but not in others!
show variations from 7-35 hours, as shown
in Table I which includes all the cases
for which we had sufficient data in the
June cruise.  In March, bad weather pre-
vented the decay measurements, but the
severity of the storm seemed ta cause
very rapid flushing af the system.! Gen-
erally,  but with some exceptions!, the
deeper layers seem ta flush more slowly,
as might be expected, and where the stage
of the tide made a difference, the direc-
tion of the variation was reasonable in
terms of system geometry and the direction
of flow.

Some of the data for these decay curves
were pretty sparse. But strong support
for their general val-idity came from an
accidental spill from the barge of about
two pounds af dye mixed with fresh water
on Day 6 of the June cruise, 25 hours
after the pump was shut off, This spill
went unreported at the time, but was de-
tected during analysis by a jump in the
decay curve which suggested a small input



ot a few pounds into the surface layer
 only! south of Kiket Island. Only after
this analysis suggested checking with those
who had been present did we discover the
occurrence of the spill.

Carrying the averaging process now to
its ultimate conclusion, we found that the
space and time-averaged rise in excess
temperature for the whole system in the
equilibrium condition was 0.'61 C in March
and 0.28'C in June. We may explain the
difference by the follow'ing argument: We
have seen that the stratification in June
inhibited the downward diffusion oi dye
from the layer in which it was introduced.
We have seen, too, that the decay times
generally increase from top to bottom  in
June, at least, and it seem reasonable to
expect the same in March!, indicat ing niore
rapid flushing of the surface than the
lower Ia>ers. These findings, taken to-
gether, would suggest more rapid elimina-
tion of dye from the system in June than
in March. 'I'he averages  along entire legs!
shown in Tables II and Ill indicate the
distribution of dye with depth and its
variation with tide, The ratio of top to
bottom excess temperature is used as a
 somewhat crudej measure of dye strati-
ficat.ion. However, if the suggested ex-
planation were complete, we would expect,
on comparing the two experiment ', to f'..d
the June values higher on the surface but
lower toward the bottom than the corres-
ponding starch values. Table IV showing
March/June  l II! ratios does not show
this; generally, the March values were
higher at all depths. Some further expla-
nation must. be sought.

DEPTH-AVEitAGbD TIDAL MIXING MODEL

To this end, we construct the following
simple depth-averaged tidal mixing model,
Three terms determine the rate of concen-
tration change: the injection rate, the
dye loss due to the ztet flow of water
through the region, and the loss due to
the purely oeof22o+ony  i.e., tidal! part
of the flow. This last is non-zero be-
cause, although by definition as much water
returns a leav s, it is not necessarily
the same water, and some dye may be lost:
to the system. 'l'he fraction returning, P,
enters the model as a parameter. We have,
t iten,

V � =pl- CI' ] - P! - CR, dC
dt

where C is t.he concentration, M the injec-

tion rate  mass/time!, T the oscillatory
part of the volume transport, P the return
fraction, R the net part of the volume
transport, and V the volume of the system.
After injection ceases, M=D, so that the
time constant previously referred to is
I/A, where

TII1- P + R
V �!

In steady state, the lefthand side of  I!
vanishes, so the equilibrium concentration
1s

M
eT I-P!+R

DISCUSSION

In looking back over the preceding
deductions and conjectures, it is clear
that a few averaged observatl.ons would not
have yielded much in the way of understand-
ing, and probably would have been quite
misleadrng. In order to begin to frame an
explanation, even of rhe final averaged
equilibrium temperatures, it was necessary
to look at the three dimensional s>stem,
and to consrder averages over much smaller
units, and much smaller times. Further-
more, in order to assess the etfects of
excess temperature on marino iife, the
relevant figures are not only the averages,

Applying these relatrons to the June case,
with an average time constant of 25 hours,
using oscillatory transport va.lues given by
garnes and volume and net transport values
given by Rosebrook and Hammond , we esti-
nate P = S4 per cent and C� = 1.9 x 10
g/cmS, or 0,2I'C excess temperature, com-
pared to the experimental 0 28'C. The
return fraction of S4 per cent seems large
until we realize that it includes the
effects of a22 the "holes" in the system,
the channels to the south as well as
Deception Pass, In March, we don't have
a decay time measured, but a very rough
estimat based on the noisy buildup curve
results in Ce = 0.54 C, compared with the
measured 0.61'C. One difficulty with this
model is that, since R is much smaller than
T, we are effectively holding T or P respon-
sible for the seasonal vari. ation; neither
of these seems too likely. The transports
we used here may not be accurate  the meas-
urements on which they are based are not
conclusive! or the model may be too simple
to apply to such a situation. Further
measurements of transports would be needed
to resolve this point.
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but also the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of the peak values. Finally, the
existence of a field of randomly drifting
hot. spots whose maxima are not obviously
related to their distance from the source
invalidates any pollution criteria based
on fixed control volumes, independent of
time; the use of such criteria could only
be justified by the absence of anything
else.

What is still missing from all the con-
siderations presented here is a quantita-
tive measure of mixing, related to the
various scales of motion and based on a
coherent physical theory. Such theories,
applicable to complex natural systems,
are hard to come by, and it would be use-
ful to find a way to look at observations
such as ours in such a way as to provide
some input for the theoreticians, That.
problem we tackled, but it didn't fall,
and remains to tax the ingenuity of future
investigators.

We have described a technique for sam-
pling and handling data which we applied to
a dye diffusion study, There are ways in
which the technique could be generalized.
More, or different, sensors could be used.
We are presently developing a suitable
conductivity probe, and dissolved oxygen
is another quantity which is of interest.
Within the realm of fluorescent substances,
there are other possibilities than Rhoda-
mine: chlorophyll and lignin sulfonate,
a waste product of paper manufactu.e, are
two variables which the present fluorometer
could easily detect. Furthermore, it would
not be difficult to modify the instrument
so that two substances could be detected
in fast alternation: dye and another vari-
able, perhaps, or two dyes released at
different times, depths, or locations.
Under some circumstances, it might be
more revealing to institute a sudden
point-source release of dye rather than
the continuous technique described here;
such studies are more closely tied to
existing turbulent diffusion models. What-
ever the measured variables, though, the
technique allows us to amass and analyze
sufficiently detailed data to study the
patchiness of natural systems in three
dimensions, over large volumes and long
times, and that is its principle benefit,
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